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"Now-a-days all scientific knowledge has 
increased so largely that specialisation is in­
evitable, and every investigator is confined more 
and more, not only to one department of science, 
but • as a rule, to one small portion of that depart-: 
ment. In the case of such cognabe sciences as 
physiology and comparative anatomy this limiting of 
the scope of view is specially deleterious, for 
Zoology without physiology is dead, and physiology ‘ 
in many of its departments without comparative
anatomy can advance but little........  Nothing j
but good can, in my opinion, result from the. S
incursion of the non-specialist into the realm of ■ 
the specialist, provided that the former is in 
earnest".
(GASKELL - THE ORIGIN OP VERTEBRM|^
P r e‘ f a o e.
■ In presenting this thesis, I have to acknowledge 
various sources of indebtedness. To Professor Muir,
■in the first place, I owe it that I began and continued 
to pursue scientific research in medicine. It was at 
the instigation of Dr. James Mackenzie, that I under- 
took the study of the present subject, and I am indebted 
to him, not only for his personal assistance and interest 
when I was working under his guidance in his wards, but 
also for the supply of much of the material on which the 
present investigation is based. I have also to acknow­
ledge my sense of obligation to Dr. Thomas Lewis, with 
whom I have been collaborating in the experimental 
investigation of the function of the specialised muscle 
of the heart. To both Dr. Lewis and to Dr. P.W. Price,
I am obliged for some of the material on which I have 
based the observations detailed in this thesis. But 
it is to Professor Arthur Keith, more than to any one 
else, that I am indebted for any light than I may 
possibly have thrown on the study of heart disease from 
the standpoint of comparative anatomy and physiology.
I have to admit that the title of the thesis may not 
be justified by the results, which have been obtained.
No/
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No pretence is made, however, that the problems, which 
have been stated, have been finally solved. On the 
oontraiy the difficulty of finding a solution has led 
to an emphasis on the necessity of correctly appreciat­
ing and stating the problem. Physiological and 
pathological research is often in the paradoxical 
position in which every new discovery adds new diffic­
ulties, and the recent research work on the heart in 
health and disease, bears this out. Not that the work 
has been futile ; the intelligent collaboration of so 
many workers in kindred fields and on different aspects 
of the same subject cannot but lead to a more correct 
and through appreciation of the subject of study; and 
the spirit which has inspired modern medicine demands 
that the forces of disease are to be harnessed and 
guided, their biological substratum must first be 
understood.
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CHAPTER I.
PRELIMINARY C ON SIDERATI ON S .
The function of the oardio-vasoular system is the 
maintenance of a supply of nutrition to the various 
parts of the body. This is accomplished by a closed 
system of vessels whose complexity varies witff the 
degree of development and differentiation of the organ­
ism of which it forms an organic part. The pro­
pulsion of the contents of this closed system of vessels 
is maintained by a' co-ordinated variation in pressure 
exercised by the contracting and relaxing vessel walls. 
In the invertebrate animals, and in the early embryonic 
life of the vertebrates the tubes are as yet undifferen­
tiated and the movements are often peristaltic in char­
acter and comparable with the movements of the intestine 
In the lower invertebrates there is no differentiation 
of any part of the vascular system into a heart and in 
the higher invertebrates the heart is represented by a 
comparatively simple dilatation of a part of one or more 
of the main vessels. The distribution of the contents 
of/
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of the vascular system is secured in these animals by 
rhythmic waves of contraction and relaxation in which 
the whole system of vessels participates in a co­
ordinated and regular fashion. The circulatory move­
ments in the embryos of vertebrates are probably of a 
similar character. I am indebted to Dr. J.F. Gemmell 
for a demonstration of the movements in the hearts of 
very young fish. Here it was observed that peristaltic 
waves passed along a dilated vascular tube from the 
region of the gills . The contractions were slow and 
orderly, and it was noted that they occurred in a 
rhythm corresponding exactly with the movements of the 
gills. This observation affords not only a direct 
evidence of the peristaltic character of the simplest 
circulatory movements, but also a very clear proof of 
the deeply seated biological inter-dependence of the 
circulatory and respiratory systems. The further • 
development and differentiation of the cardio-vascular 
system proceeds'pari passu with the appearance of new 
specialisation of function eihd structure in the animal 
kingdom.
The embryonic heart of vertebrates presents in the 
earliest/
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earliest stages of development, a form which is essen­
tially the same in all the members of this division of 
the animal kingdom. It originates in the Elasmobranchs 
and Amphibians as a single tubular cavity, and in the 
Teleosts Sauropsida and Mammals as a paired tubular 
cavity. These structures lie in the splanchnic layer 
of the mes oblast on the ventral aspect of the anterior 
portion of the primitive gut immediately behind the gill 
clefts. At a very early stage three layers can be re­
cognised, an outer serous layer and an inner layer of 
endothelial cells and between these a layer of primitive 
muscle cells. In respect of its histological structure 
it cannot be distinguished from the larger vessels which 
enter it and leave it. It is essentially a larger and 
more strongly developed blood vessel lying in the longi­
tudinal axis of the embryo in its ventral aspect. Its 
further development is characterised by a formation of 
outgrowths from the dorsal (auricle) and ventral 
(ventricle) walls of the tube, and the tube subsequently 
folds on itself, so that the vessel of exit at the 
eaudal end comes to lie in close proximity to the dorsal 
outgrowth on the «-ephali-e half of the tube (Pig. 1) . By 
this /
this process of folding, it is seen, that the embryonic 
tubular heart becomes divided into two chambers, ah 
auricle and a ventricle. Before entering the auricle 
the blood collected by the veins flows into a common 
pool, the sinus venosus (S.V. Fig. 1), which becomes 
separated from the auricle by the development of two 
valves. These valves are muscular and originate as 
two free flaps of the invaginated walls of the sinus 
venosus. Two valves are also developed at the junction 
of auricle and ventricle; these are myxomatous out- 
growths of the endotheliaa^ lining the tube at the
junction of auricle and ventricle, and they do not con­
tain muscle tissue. Valves are also developed as 
endothelial outgrowths at the orifice of exit from the 
ventricle. By the formation of chambers separated by 
valves a mechanism is evolved which determines the pro­
pulsion of the blood in the direction of the waves of 
contraction, and at the same time prevents regurgitation 
into the sinus venosus and collecting veins. The heart 
has now become differentiated into the following parts:- 
(l) the sinus venosus acting as a collecting basin from 
the veins, (2) the auricle which represents the primitive 
venous/
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venous portion of the heart, (3) the auricular canal 
lying between the dorsal outgrowth of the auricle and 
the ventral outgrowth of the ventricle, (4) the ventricle 
corresponding to the primitive arterial portion of the 
heart, and the truneus arteriosus which represents a 
specialised part of the primitive arterial portion,
A, y A.
becoming continuous with the ventral ^ata.
The ventral aorta gives off on its right and left 
sides a series of afferent branchial arteries which rui 
between adjacent gill clefts and after passing through 
the capillaries in the gills are formed into two efferent 
branchial arteries, one on the right side and one on the 
left; these right and left efferent branchial arteries 
unite to form the dorsal aorta which lies on the ventral 
aspect of the vertebral column and gives off toward the 
caudal aspect of the embryo the vitelline arteries to the 
yolk sac, and the allantoic arteries to the urinary 
bladder and allantois. The allantoic arteries are of 
course absent in the fish. The blood distributed to 
the yolk sac is purified and returned by the vitelline 
veins. These unite with the allantoic veins and the 
veins from the gut to form the portal vein which is 
distributed to the liver, the blood returning from the 
liver/
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liver to the sinus venosus in the hepatic veins. Along 
with the hepatic veins theÿe open into the sinus venosus 
the Ducts of Cuvier, which are formed by the junction on 
either side of the anterior cardinals and posterior 
cardinals.
In the case of the Anamnia the embryo leaves the 
egg for an aquatic life and makes use of the branchial 
system of vessels for respiration. In the case of 
amphibians the entire allantois developes into the 
bladder. In the Amniota whose respiratory demands 
are from the first subserved by the presence of lungs, 
the branchial vessels undergo considerable modification, 
and in the case of birds and some reptiles the allantoic 
system of vessels may disappear. In mammals the embryo 
has a long intra-uterine existence. The allantois comes 
into close relationship with the walls of the uterus 
through the chorionic villi, and the nutrition of the 
foetus is secured by an interchange of substances main­
tained by the placental circulation.
The gradual differentiation of structure and special­
isation of function which characterises the embryonic 
growth of the mammalian heart is but a repetition in a 
sense of the various stages at which the vertebrate 
heart/ ..
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heart has arrived in its development from the un-
XL
differentiated tube in Amphiox^s to the extremely 
complicated organ in man.
In the vascular system of the mammalian embryo 
structures appear and disappear, which have, as far as 
we can judge, no special significance except that every 
organism and every part of the organism must inevitably 
tread the path of its predecessors in the phyltogenetio 
series, discarding in its progress the simpler instru­
ments of function which have proved sufficient for the 
lower orders of life in their arrested development.
The modifications which occur in the mutually inter­
dependent circulatory and respiratory systems in their 
ontogenetic and phyllogenetic evolution are of particular 
interest in the present study. In Amphioxus and in 
Fishes the gill clefts are the special organs of re­
spiration. In the Amphibians the lungs proper appear 
for the first time, although for a certain period, 
during their aquatic life, the respiratory functions are 
performed in gills. In all Amphibians, with the except­
ion of the Perennibranchi at a, the gilled stage is but 
a preliminary to the lung stage . With the appearance 
of lungs in the Amphibians the morphology of the heart 
becomes changed in that the auricle becomes divided by a 
septum/
septum into a right aid left chamber, the left chamber 
being reserved for the reception of the blood from the 
newly developed organs of respiration. This specialisat­
ion of function and structure becomes more complicated 
as the vertebrate series advances. The appearance of 
a fully developed respiratory system is associated with 
changes in the branchial vessels as well as in the 
breast. In the mammalian embryo, and in the vertebrate 
series generally, there is a gradual differentiation of 
the heart into a four chambered organ, the right side 
of which deals with the venous blood and the left side
with the blood which has become arterialized in the
lungs. The branchial vessels which play such an import­
ant part in Fishes and Amphibians never become functional 
as such in Sauropsida and Mammals. In these latter 
classes the embryonic branchial arteries which do per­
sist give rise to important vascular trunks of the head 
(carotids), anterior extremities (subclavians), and lungs 
(pulmonary arteries) and also to the roots of the aorta, 
one or both of which may remain.
But it is not alone in their morphological charac­
ters that a progressive and parallel development is 
recognised in embryonic and phyl^ogenetic development.
The pulsations or waves of contraction which determine 
the flow of blood undergo a marked change corresponding 
with/
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with the increased complexity of structure in both 
cases. The slow rhythmic waves of contraction syn­
chronous with the respiratory movements of the mouth in 
the young fish have already been noted. In the adult 
fish the waves of contraction may be followed from the 
larger veins through the sinus venosus auricle and
M-
ventricle to the conus arteriosus. In the adult fish 
however the contraction waves are more frequent and pass 
more rapidly from the rrpbali r to the -aaadsl end of the 
heart than in the young fish. In the exposed mammalian 
heart the contractions follow each other with great 
rapidity and the individual contraction wave# is so rapid 
in its passage along the heart that the whole chamber, 
auricle or ventricle, appears to contract simultaneously.
I have watched the contracting heart of a guinea-pig embryo 
which was so young that the structures were still trans­
parent; here the events of the cardiac cycle followed 
each other in a slow deliberate manner, resembling the 
wave of contraction passing from one chamber to another 
in the heart of the fish. The cycles followed each other 
at about the rate of 15 to the minute. In the adult 
guinea-pig the rate of the heart beat is about 250 to 300 
per minute, and the two main events in the cycle, the 
auricular and ventricular contraction, appear to be 
instantaneous/
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instantaneous, though separated by a distinct pause.
■]
There is thus in the phyllogenetic development of the' 
vertebrate heart as also in the development of the 
embryonic mammalian heart a gradual change in the 
functional properties of the cardiac structures, 
whereby the waves of contraction become more and more 
rapidly transmitted as differentiation of structure 
and function proceeds.
When the heart has assumed the complicated form, 
which it presents in the higher vertebrates,the course 
of the wave of contraction is, however, still the same 
as it was when the primitive organ was only a single 
tube . Gotch has shown by means of electrometer records 
that in the ventricle of the tortoise or the rabbit, 
which in its fully developed form has become bent and 
twisted on itself, the wave of contraction begins at the 
auricular base, passes to the apex and makes its exit 
at the arterial or aortic base. Lewis has demonstrated 
that the wave of contraction in the normally beating 
auricle begins at the junction of the superior vena cava 
with the right auricle at a joint which will be described 
in a later chapter (p.lH ). The actual course of the 
wave of contraction in the auricles has not been definitely 
ascertained, but it presumably spreads from its seat of 
or ig in/
[ f J , ^ f I t j / . iX . t 'r l y ' l l l  y. j>kii
(^) /. L ?  jy
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origin through the tinea terminalis and the pectinate 
muscles, thence though the fibres of the auricular ring 
to the system of muscle which provides a junction between 
the auricular and ventricular muscle. The evidence 
would thus appear to point definitely to the conclusion 
that the path of the peristaltic wave of contraction in 
the primitive and embryonic cardiac tube is maintained 
in the complicated organ of the adult mammal. But the 
rate of propagation of the contraction wave varies not 
only between more simple and more complicated hearts, 
but also between different hearts of the same species 
under different conditions of metabolism,and also between 
different parts of the same heart in its normal state of 
functional activity. Thus, if the propagation rate in 
the tortoise, rabbit and goldfinch, be compared, extra­
ordinary differences will be noted. Gotch has found 
that in the ventricle of the tortoise the rate is 90 m.m. 
per second; in the ventricle of the rabbit he found it 
to be 3 metres per second; Dr. Florence Buchanan estim­
ated from electrometer records that the heart of the 
goldfinch contracts at a rate of over 900 beats per 
minute; this represents an exceedingly high rate of 
propagation of the contraction wave. Gotch states also 
that the rate over the ventricle varies from 3 metres per 
second /
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second when the heart is beating at 300 per minute to 
1 metre per seconc^ when the heart is beating at 150 
to 180 per minute and that when the heart begins to 
fail the rate of propagation becomes still further 
reduced. Finally, the speed of the wave varies in 
different parts of the same heart, contracting under 
normal conditions; Gotch records that in the auricle 
of the tortoise the rate at 12^ 0'. is about 120 m.m, per 
second, while the rate in the ventricle is about 90 m.m. 
per second.
In this connection reference may be made to the fact 
that the co-ordinated sequence of events in the cardiac 
cycle has been attributed to a diminution in the rate 
of propagation df the contraction wave in the bundle of 
muscle, which connects the auricle with the ventricle.
The mechanical efficiency of the heart depends on an 
orderly sequence^at a certain interval,of contraction^ 
and relaxation in auricles and ventricles respectively. 
Just as proper contraction of the bip4s£s implies the 
participation of a mechanism, which, secures relaxation of 
the triceps so the efficient contraction of the auricles 
implies a condition of relaxation in the ventricles; and 
a lapse of time between the cessation of auricular con­
traction and the commencement of ventricular contraction 
during which the auriculo-ventricular apertures become 
closed by the valves, is necessary to secure the 
propulsion/
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propulsion of the blood. If, for example, in the case 
of the rabbit, the wave of contraction were to pass from 
auricles to ventricles at a rate of 5 inches per second 
then from the mechanical point of view the auricular 
and ventricular contractions would be practically simul­
taneous and the functional advantage of the aurioulo- 
ventrioular valves would be rendered useless. The delay 
which does occur between auricular and ventricular con­
traction is attributed to the relatively low power of 
conductivity, which the auriculo-ventricular muscle 
bundle (Bundle of His) is supposed to possess. Whether 
such a simple explanation is in itself sufficient to 
account for the phenomenon of aur i cul o-ventr i cular delay, 
and whether, more particularly, every variation in the 
length of this delay is to be attributed to an abnormal 
condition of the bundle referred to, will be the subject 
of detailed examination in a subsequent chapter (p. ).
The foregoing preliminary considerations have been 
advanced in order to emphasise the fact that the heart 
in its ontogenetic and phyllogenetic development adapts 
itself to the increasingly complex demands of an ever- 
changing series of circumstances. This adaptability is 
secured by a specialisation in the structure of the heart 
itself/
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itself as the central organ of the cardio-vascular system, 
but an effective maintenance of the circulation can be 
secured only by the active co-operation of the accessory 
parts of the circulatory apparatus. Not only must there 
be an orderly sequence of contractions of the cardiac 
chambers providing for a competent action of the intra- 
cardiac valvular apparatus, but the whole system of 
vessels in virtue of their intrinsic movements and aided 
by the mechanical accessories of direct muscular action 
and the pumping and aspirating effect of the respiratory 
apparatus, must contribute to the onward flow of the 
blood. If the term "cardiac mechanism" be employed to 
denote the central organ of the cardio-vascular apparatus 
that should be done without losing sight of the fact that 
in meeting an abnormal demand under either physiological 
or pathological conditions the heart has at its disposal 
a power and means of adaptation which no mechanical device 
could afford. It might be considered possible to regard 
the heart as a mechanism, and to calculate the work 
which it actually does under certain circumstances; but 
this could only be approximately estimated by determining 
the amount of blood propelled with each systole, the 
velocity imparted to the blood, the degree of peripheral 
resistance and the number of cardiac contractions in a 
unit/
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unit of time. The elusive character of the indis­
pensable data in such an estimation is obvious; and 
when it is recognised that these data are themselves 
the expression of a variable and unstable combination 
of physiological circumstances absolutely beyond the 
control of the observer, it will be clear that the term 
"mechanism" can be employed in this context only in a 
very arbitrary and unprofitable sense; allowance must 
always be made for the fact that it is a vital machine.
Even when the cardio-vascular apparatus is normal 
there is considerable variation in the rate of the flow 
of blood. The rate of flow is determined to a degree 
by the demand for oxygen and nutrition, and the supply 
of blood to certain organs may be varied and regulated 
without interference with the general flow of the circul­
ation. Local demands are met by constriction of one set
of vessels and compensatory dilatation of another set;
d.
but when large quantities of blood are require^ in several 
parts of the body, as in cases of violent exercise, the 
supply is furnished by a general increase in the rate 
of circulatory flow. When the demand for an increased 
flow of blood becomes general, this is always accompanied 
by an increase in the work of the heart. It might be 
thought that a dilatation of peripheral arterioles would 
secure an increased supply of blood without necessitating 
an/
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an increase in the force of the cardiac beat. The 
extent to which such a compensation can occur must how­
ever, be insignificant, because of the balance of relat­
ions which exist between the amount of blood propelled, 
the general pressure and the rate of flow. For example, 
if there is a general demand for an increased supply of 
blood to the limbs during exercise, a diminution in the 
general arterial pressure in these areas would so reduce 
the difference between the arterial and venous pressures 
that the .site of flow in the capillaries would be in­
sufficient to maintain the necessary supply of venous 
blood to the heart. Thus any considerable increase in 
the rate of flow necessitates an increase in the work of 
the heart; and a constantly high rate of blood flow 
apart from any obvious defect in the cardio-vascular 
apparatus may lead in the long run to a failure on part 
of the heart to continue to meet the abnormal demand.
This is probably the condition of affairs in those cases 
of exophthalmic goitS, which are complicated by cardiac 
failure..
Again, the work of the heart may be increased by a 
^ghtening of the peripheral resistance to the blood 
flow. Even in health there may be considerable variat­
ions in the peripheral resistance. These variations 
may/
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may or may not be compensated by an increase in the 
work of the heart. Exposure to cold produces con­
traction of the peripheral arterioles. When this is 
not met by an increase in the work of the heart to main­
tain the nutrition and heat of the parts exposed, the 
tissues are devitalised iby exposure to the risks of 
necrosis. The irritation of sensory nerves may also 
produce constriction of arterioles over an extended area, 
and this increase of peripheral resistance is usually 
met by an increase in the work of the heart. In chronic 
Bright’s disease and in arteriosclerosis there is a con­
stant increase in the peripheral resistance, due to 
perpetual tonic contraction of the smaller arterioles; 
this condition is soon reflected in the hypertrophy of 
the heart which is necessary to the performance of 
additional work. . In many, if not in most of these cases, 
the cardiovascular apparatus breaks down from an exhaust­
ion of the physiological reserve which enabled it to 
adapt itself to the enhanced demand during the earlier 
stages of the disease.
The inter-dependence of the respiratory and circula­
tory systems has been referred to repeatedly. Their 
mutual influence in morphological development and in 
physiological activity is apparent. The return of the 
venous /
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venous blood to the heart and the propulsion of the blood 
through the heart and lungs is assisted to an enormous 
extent by the variations in intra-thoraoio pressure 
consequent on the respiratory movements. I have on other 
occasions called attention to the fact that an inter­
ference with the freedom of the respiratory movements 
over a prolonged period, may diminish this accessory 
circulatory force to such a degree that the extra work 
on the heart may lead to a final inefficiency of the 
cardio-vascular apparatus. When there is extensive de­
formity of the chest wall due to caries of the spine, 
advanced rickets or other causes, the patient may die 
with all the evidence of cardiac failure . Fluid in the 
pleural sacs, adhesions of the pleurae, extensive fibrosis 
or collapse of the lungs may also interfere to such an 
extent with the flow of blood through the lungs and also 
with the circulatory assistance of the expanding and 
contracting spongy lung substance, that cardiac failure 
may ultimately ensue.
Another extra-cardiac mechanical embai^ssment which 
may prove prejudicial to the circulatory flow and terminate 
in cardiac failure occurs in the abdominal vessels. I 
have observed in several cases of epidemic cerebro-spinal 
meningitis a sudden rise of the pulse rate from about 100 
to/
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to 130 per minute. Aocompanying the rise in rate the 
pulse became small and weak. Pallor of the lips and 
face with general languor and weakness were also present. 
In 24 to 48 hours after the onset of the change in the 
pulse rate, death ensued. Post-mortem examination of 
these cases revealed a condition of extreme dilatation of 
the capillaries and venules of the abdominal viscera.
The kidneys, liver and intestinal walls were engorged 
with blood. Death had occurred from circulatory 
failure as a result of bleeding into the splanchnic 
area, the phenomenon no doubt originating in an involve­
ment of the vasomotor apparatus by the inflammatory 
process in the central nervous system.
Other instances of failure of compensation in the 
circulatory system attributable to extra-cardiac causes 
might be cited. Abnormalities or perversions of the 
functions of glands whose internal secretions exercise 
a tonic or regulatory influence on the circulation, may 
ultimately lead to circulatory failure. Th^condition^, 
though they undoubtedly exist, are ill-defined and 
obscure, complicated as they usually are by other dis­
turbances in the organism. Enough has been said however 
to show that in estimating the factors which contribute 
to cardiac failure cognizance must be taken of the fact 
that/
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that every part of circulatory apparatus participates 
actively in the propulsion of the blood, and that numerous 
accessory forces are necessary to the maintenance of an 
efficient circulation. Wherever the initial weakness 
or lesion lies, the first evidence of circulatory disease 
is usually reflected on the heart itself. It is only 
when the last barrier gives way, or threatens to give 
way that the patient first becomes aware of those symp­
toms arbitrarily known as "heart disease".
In sharp contrast with the foregoing instances of
chronic circulatory failure due to extra-cardiac causes
c,-
are those in which the embarassment of the circulation
/v
is due to causes operating in the heart itself. These 
cases are as a rule the result of endocarditis and myo­
carditis following acute rheumatisms or one of the infect­
ions, or they not infrequently result from defective 
blood supply due to atheroma of the coronary arteries or 
stenosis of the coronaries by syphilis of the aorta. The 
objective clinical signs often manifest themselves in an 
interference with the orderly sequence of events in the 
cardiac cycle. The contraction of the auricles is 
reflected in a pulsation in the jugular vein and the 
contraction of the ventricles is detected by a pulsation 
at the apex of the heart or in the radial artery. By 
means/
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means of polygraph records these events and their tteflsxe 
relations may be correlated, so that the observer has 
a means of determining whether the normal sequence of 
events is maintained; whether for example every auricular 
contraction is followed by a ventricular contraction, 
whether the delay between auricular and ventricular con­
traction is normal in length, or whether there is any 
auricular contraction at all. These and other dis­
turbances of co-ordinated cardiac contraction may be 
more accurately determined by means of the electrocardio­
gram. When an abnormal series of events in the cardiac 
cycle manifests itself in the form of a dissociation of 
auricular and ventricular contraction, with, as a rule, 
extreme slowing of the ventricular rate, the condition 
is known as "heart-block". When there is no evidence 
of auricular contraction on the polygraph or electro­
meter records and the radial pulse reveals the character 
of what is known as an irregular irregularity, the con­
dition is termed "auricular fibrillation". These two 
conditions and some allied forms of irregularity con­
stitute the subject of the present investigation. In 
the next two chapters the anatomical basis of co-ordinated 
cardiac action will be described and discussed.
—  22 —
CHAPTER II.
THE AHRICI3L0-VENTRICTJLAR SYSTEM OF THE MAMMALIAH HEART,
Although the groundwork of modern research in the 
physiology of the heart was laid thirty years ago by 
Q-askell in his well-known investigations, it is only 
within the last seven or eight years that a systematic 
attempt has been made to correlate the results of experi­
ment with the anatomical structure of the organ. For 
the great advances in this latter aspect of the subject, 
the examination of the morphology and minute structure and 
their relation to function, science is chiefly indebted 
to Aschoff and his pupils in Germany, and to Keith and
his pupils in this country. Hot that physiologists have 
been in the mealtime inactive, for the recent researches 
of Leonard Hill, Einthoven, Lewis, Rothberger and 
Winterbprg, Hering, Miss Buchanan and others have added 
enormously to our knowledge of the phenomena of cardiac 
activity. The work of these observers is all the more 
important in that with them for the first time pathological 
reaction has been regarded as a subject for physiological 
research and the anatomical basis of these reactions have 
not been left out of account. Perhaps most important 
f rom/
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from the point of view of practical medicine is the fact 
that pharmacology and clinical observation have con­
tributed their quota to the sum of knowledge on the 
subject. Ho one interested in this branch of science 
can afford to overlook the important and suggestive re­
sults of the work of Cushnfy and his pupils on the action 
of certain drugs and poisons on the organs of the circulac­
tion; and the researches of James Mackenzie and Wencke- 
back with their followers in this country on the 
continent and in .America have made the results of this 
recent research work a matter of first rate interest and 
importance for the every-day practice of medicine. In 
fact, there is to-day no department of medical science in 
which such a diversity of talent and practical insight 
has intelligently co-operated to produce practical results 
as that which concerns the study of the heart in health 
and disease.
In describing and discussing the general morphology 
and minute anatomy^^specialised structures in the heart 
I propose to deal first with:-
I. The microscopic Anatomy of the cardiac muscle and
its blood supply.
II. The general morphology and minute anatomy of the
specialised auriculo-ventricular muscle system.
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1. THE MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY OP THE CARDIAC MUSCLE
AND ITS BLOOD SUPPLY.
The muscle substance of the heart is composed of 
transversely striated fibres which present striking 
differences from the fibres of skeletal muscle. Whereas 
the fasciculi of skeletal muscles are composed of single 
fibres, the fibres of the cardiac muscle are continuous 
with each other. The cardiac musculature is really a 
syncytium (Kolliker, M. Heidenhain) composed of fibres con­
tinuous in their long axis and intimately connected with 
each other by side fibres passing almost transversely 
between neighbouring strands. It is no longer held that 
mononuclear segments are divided from each other by 
transverse bands of cement substance for in well prepared 
fresh pieces of tissue properly fixed, a continuous 
portion of a fibre may be seen to contain several nucj.ei 
at regular intervals; segmented portions do occur, but 
they are isolated in their distribution, being most 
frequently found in the papillary muscles and in the 
circular fibres surrounding the orifices of the cardiac 
chambers. The function of these so-called "cement lines" 
which appear to interrupt the continuity of the fibre is 
still obscure. That they divide the fibre functionally 
is /
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is highly improbable because it has been observed that 
the fibrils pass through them (v. Ebner, M. Heidanhain). 
Examined in fresh preparations it is seen in many cases 
that the "lines" do not traverse the whole breadth of 
the fibre; in some cases they extend partly across 
the fibre and in other cases they cross it completely but 
in an irregular staircase fashion. According to v .
Ebner the lines represent a dying phenomenon. Eppinger 
regards them as pathological in origin. M. Heidanhain 
believes that they are the expression of a functional 
activity of the fibre, and that they are in some way 
associated with its growth. In the human subject the 
"lines" are from 1 ^  to 1*7 Ai thick and they consist of 
parallel perpendicular rods. They occur at irregular 
intervals which have no relation to the position or 
distribution of the nuclei in the fibre, so that their 
presence does not in any sense indicate a separation of 
the fibre into cells.
The "cement lines" are absent at birth and are 
most obvious in advanced years (Aschoff). The fibres 
possess nuclei,sarcoplasm,fibrillary substance and sarco- 
lemma which differs from that of the skeletal muscle 
fibr&in not being of a chitinous nature; the sarcolemma 
is a very delicate protoplasmic membrane and is often 
richly impregnated with granules. The nuclei lie inside
the fibre and are Elliptical in shape; they are 7-16 
long/
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long and 5-9 ^  broad and possess a well marked chromatin 
network and a nucleolus; at each pole of the nucleus 
there is a mass of granular protoplasm, the sarco- 
plasm is more richly developed than in skeletal muscle 
and contains strongly refractile granules which in adult 
life take on a yellow or yellowish brown colour. Except 
that in atrophic and wasting conditions they are usually 
very prominent their presence is not known to possess any 
significance. The contractile substance of the cardiac 
muscle fibre is composed of bundles of fibrils, the 
sarcostyles. These are somewhat prismatic in shape and 
lie towards the periphery of the fibre, the centre of the 
fibre being occupied by the nuclei and its surrounding 
sarcoplasm. The sarcostyles exhibit longitudinal and 
frequently transverse striation, the former being due to 
the fibrils and the latter to doubly refractile substances 
which the fibrils contain. The transverse striation is 
sometimes obscured by the sarcolemma. Not only do the 
fibrils maintain a structural continuity through the 
"cement lines" referred to, but they bridge the spaces 
between neighbouring fibres, a number of fibrils from one 
fibre becoming detached and passing uninterruptedly into 
its neighbour, to become continuous with its fibrils. In 
this way there is an unbroken continuity of structure from 
the/
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the entrance of veins to the exit of the large arteries 
through the whole length of the heart. This is the 
pathway along which the waves of contraction pass; on 
their route they may be subjected to nervous or other 
influences depending on a modification of their structure; 
a recognition of the fact that the heart muscle is a 
reticulated syncytial tissue and not composed of inde­
pendant fibres like skeletal muscle or of independant 
cells like parenchymatous organs, is of fundamental 
importance for a proper understanding of the physiology 
and pathology of the organ.
THE BLOOD SUPPLY TO THE HEART MUSCLE.
A clear conception of the nature of the blood supply
to the cardiac muscle is indispensable to an inter­
pretation of some of the most important features of heart 
disease. Cohnheim regarded the coronaries as end- 
arteries and most pathologists have accepted his view in 
this respect. More recent investigations have however 
tended to upset the idea. Hirsch and Spalteholz have 
succeeded in injecting preparations with colS^â gelatine
which exhibited an extraordinarily rich anastomosis between 
the smaller arteries and arterioles of the two coronary
arteries and between adjacent branches of the same coronary 
artery./'
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artery. This anastomosis has been demonstrated in 
every part of the heart, and it has been seen in the 
human heart as well as in the heart of the dog and of 
the oalf. The vascular ramifications are very easily 
demonstrated in young hearts where even on microscopic 
examination the dense network of small vessels is a 
striking feature.
The abnormally rich blood supply of the heart is a 
characteristic of the organ in the lower members of the 
vertebrate kingdom. In the fish and amphibians a special 
coronary system is but poorly developed and the muscle 
is nourished by a process of absorption by which the , , 
blood is sucked into the dilating chambers.like water 
into a sponge; on contraction the blood is squeezed out 
and propelled onwards to be replaced by a fresh supply 
during the succeeding diastole. It is not too much to 
say that in the human heart an analogous process is at 
work. The nutritional supply of the cardiac muscle 
differs essentially from that to any other part of the 
body. During ventricular systole the blood is forced 
into the aorta and thence throughout the body; but 
while the ventricles are contracting the blood can be 
forced only into the larger branches of the coronary 
arteries, which from their situation are not exposed to 
the pressure of the ventricular systole. The ventricle 
cannot/
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cannot force blood into its own substance while it is 
in a state of contraction. The result is that the muscle 
substance receives its nutritional supply during diastole 
in much the same manner as the fish, and the return of 
the venous blood occurs with the subsequent systole. ^
Jf is thus obvious that in the heart the conditions of 
nutrition are of a very unusual character. For its 
proper nourishment a forcible expulsion of blood from 
the left ventricle is not so important as a high pressure 
in the aorta during ventricular diastole; it is for this 
reason that disease and mechanical incompetence of the 
aortic valves gives rise to a form of cardiac weakness 
not usually amenable to treatment which consists in 
slowing of the rate of contraction. This whole question 
will be fully discussed later, when some cases of cardiac 
disease due to an inadequate coronary circulation are 
under consideration, (p.Ilf).
II . THE GENERAL MORPHOLOGY AND MINUTE ANATOMY 
OF THE SPECIALISED MUSCLE SYSTEMS, 
the main thesis developed in the preceding pages 
is that the wave of contraction in the vertebrate heart
■ \ ‘i.
passes from the entrance of the veins along a continuous 
substratum of muscle tissue through auricles, auriculo- 
ventricular junction and ventricles to the region of 
exit of the large vessels. Till the year 1893 the
existence/
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existence of ’a muscular connection between auricles and 
ventricles in the mammalian heart was generally doubted 
or denied. Although Oaskell had in 1883 described 
a muscular continuity between the various chambers of 
the heart in cold blooded animals, Stanley Kent was the 
first to record an observation of the presence of an 
auriculo-ventricular muscular continuity in the heart 
of the mammal. The publications of His, in which a 
more detailed description of the structures were given, 
appeared shortly afterwards. It is however to the 
researches of Tawara under Aschoff's guidance that 
science is indebted for an exhaustive description of the 
morphology and minute anatomy of the auriculo-ventricular 
musculature and its relations to the ordinary muscle of 
the auric Tes and ventricles respectively.
2T . THE AURICULO-VENTRICULAR MUSCLE SYSTEM.
Tawara compared the auriculo-ventricular system to a
tree, the roots of which are embedded in the inter-
auricular septum near the coronary sinus and the main
trunk of which lies on the inter-ventricular septum,
piercing the fibrocartilaginous septum between the
auricles and ventricles, ultimately spreading its branches
and fine twigs in the subendocardial layer of the ventricles 
for/
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for the most part at the bases of the papillary 
musoles. The observations of Tawara have been con­
firmed in the main by subsequent researches although a 
number of new points have been raised necessitating a 
modification of some of the conclusions at which he 
arrived.
It would serve no useful purpose in the present in­
stance to follow the wide-spread ramifications of the 
literature to which this subject has given rise. The 
main object of the thesis will best be served by giving 
a macroscopic and microscopic description of the structures 
as I have observed them in the human heart and in the 
heart of the sheep. I have examined this special muscle 
system in a great variety of mammalian hearts including 
those of the monotreme, ^ Echidna^ and the kangaroo with 
the result that the general morphology, while showing con­
siderable variations in different species, and also in 
different members of the same species, presented on the 
whole similar features, (1) in its site of origin in the 
inter-auricular septum, (2) in the course of its main 
stem along and through the fibrous septum and paa« 
membranacea septi and (3) in the distribution of its two 
main subdivisions in the suhexido oar dial tissue about 
papillary/
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papillary musoles in the right and left
Tawara's work stands out pre-eminently from that of 
his predecessors in that he was the first to recognise 
the wide-spread arborisations of the system beneath the 
endocardium of the ventricles. He made it clear that 
the distribution of Purkinje fibres in the ungulate 
heart, obvious even on naked eye examination are to be 
regarded as the terminal processes of the auriculo- 
ventricular muscle system where the fibres of the latter 
become continuous with the ordinary muscle fibres of the 
ventricles .. Stanley Kent, His, Retzer and Braeunig 
had already published records of observations on the 
subject showing that a muscular continuity did exist 
between auricles and ventricles in the mammalian heart, 
but each of these observers was under the impression 
that while the fibres of the muscle bundle originated 
in the inter-auricular septum, they became continuous 
with the ventricular muscle immediately beneath the 
fibrous septum or pars membranacea septi. I have 
chosen for description the sheep's heart and the human 
heart for the following reasons:- (1) Those who desire 
to work out the anatomy of this muscle system should 
commence with the sheep's heart because it is a good 
representative of the ungulate heart, and it is the ungulate 
heart which gives the easiest key to the course of the main 
subdivisions/
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subdivisions of the bundle and shows most readily that the 
bundle does not terminate in the roof of the inter-ventricular 
septum but is distributed widely inside the ventricles. In 
the ungulate heart the continuation of the Purkinje fibres 
with the main subdivisions of the bundle on the one hand and 
the ordinary muscle of the ventricle on the other, is easily 
demonstrated; and the ungulate hearts are the only mammalian 
hearts in which this is the case. Moreover we shall see that 
a clear conception of the course of the divisions of dis­
tribution of the bundle in the ungulate heart and of the ‘ 
relation of these subdivisions to the tendineae,
phyllogenetic
a
muscle system to the auriculo-ventricular muscle in the lower
affords an insight into the  relationship of this
vertebrate hearts, (p.1)4 ) . (2) The human heart does not
contain Purkinje fibres.^ The distribution of the main 
subdivisions is difficult or impossible to determine with 
the naked eye; in this respect the human heart resembles 
that of the dog, cat or rabbit, and will be described because 
such a description may be taken to apply in a general sense 
to the hearts of these laboratory animals; a description of 
the human heart is also necessary in view of its examination 
in pathological conditions.
^ (The fibres in the auricles which have been described as 
such are not really Purkinje fibres; fibres with a large 
amoimt of protoplasm, few fibrils and little transverse 
striation are almost always to be found in the auricles of 
persons of advanced years; they are usually seen where 
there is a considerable amount of fibrous or elastic tissue 
and they are not Purkinje fibres).
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THE SHEEP'S HEART.
Macroscopic Examination - If a fresh sheep's heart 
be opened and washed for twelve hours in running water an 
extensive me shwork of fine pale threads will be seen to 
stand out from the shining grey reddish background of the 
endocardial surface of the ventricles. This network will 
be found to be more dense in the lower two thirds of the 
ventricles, more especially round the papillary muscles 
and in the apices; towards the orifices of the chambers 
the threads are fewer and less distinct. More careful 
examination will disclose the fact that the threads of 
the network are slightly elevated above the general level 
of the endocardium. Where the ventricular walls are 
smooth the threads appear to rest in close apposition to 
the general musculature, but towards the s-pooieo of the 
ventricles and where the inter-ventricular septum becomes
tiu.
continuous with ^ parietal walls the threads become more 
elevated at places, and they occasionally leave the solid 
wall of the heart to cross in short bridges from one part 
of the ventricle to another; in this way the spongy 
appearance which is not infrequently seen at the ventricular 
apices consists of fine trabeculae of ordinary muscle fibres 
mixed up with the paler threads of the general network.
Not infrequently in the left ventricle a small cord or cords 
may pass from the flat surface of the inter-ventricular 
septum/
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septum to the papillary muscles. Such cords hear at first 
sight a close resemblance to the chordae tendineae of the 
mitral c^i-sp in the immediate neighbourhood, but theae are 
usually found on closer examination to contain fibres 
belonging to the system under discussion. In the right 
ventricle the network may be seen to radiate from the 
anterior papillary muscle at a point where the moderator 
band is inserted into that structure. The moderator band 
varies in size and appearance in different sheeps' hearts.
In some cases it is thin and paler than the ordinary 
muscle, and then it is found to consist exclusively of 
fibres belonging to the network; in other cases it is thick 
with a pale streak on one side or in its centre, and in 
these cases the fibres of the network are found to be 
accompanied by ordinary muscle fibres The moderator 
band emerges from the right side of the inter-ventricular 
septum at the insertion of the papillary muscles to which 
the chordae tendineae of the septal cusp of the tricuspid 
are attached, and passes diagonally across the ventricle 
to the anterior papillary muscle.
In the hearts of older sheep the cords of the network 
are surrounded by a thin layer of fat cells. This tends 
to a slight elevation of the network from the muscle on 
which it lies and to a more definite delimitation from the 
surrounding structures. A good demonstration of the net­
work can be obtained by fixing the heart in Formol-Muller 
solution/
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solution and afterwards preserving it in 70^ Alcohol; 
thus prepared the network assumes a greenish gray colour which 
stands out in relief from the greyish brown ventricular 
muscle.
In each ventricle the network is the ramification of 
a single branch which descends on the side of the inter­
ventricular muscular septum from the region of the pars 
membranacea septi. Each of these branches represents the 
right and left subdivisions respectively, of the auriculo- ' 
ventricular bundle (Bundle of His)(T^3}.The division of the 
bundle takes place as a rule below and in front of the fibro- 
cartilogenous septum between the regions of attachment of 
the right and posterior aortic valves. It is possible to 
follow the right and left branches to the point of division 
of the main bunble. ' The right branch may be followed from
the moderator band; prepared in this way it is found to 
emergy from the muscular septum in which it lies at a varying 
depth beneath the endocardium; its course from the point of 
division is in a downward and forward direction in the muscle 
beneath the septal cusp of the tricuspid. It rarely becomes 
subendocardial before reaching the moderator band, and it 
does not appear to give off any branches before it becomes 
subendocardial. The direction is rendered easy by the 
fact that the branch is enclosed in a fibrous tissue sheath 
and/
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and it is not infrequently surrounded by a layer of fat.
In the left ventricle the network of ramifications spreads 
from the flat surface of the inter-ventricular muscular 
septum. Examination of this surface will, as a rule, reveal 
the presence of two pale cords deviating from a common stem 
a short distance below the adjacent corners of the right and 
posterior aortic cusps; these two cords are the main sub­
divisions of the left branch of the bundle, and as can be 
observed extend into the subendocardial network. The left 
branch emerges from the muscle of the septum at a varying 
distance beneath the point of division of the bundle. The 
depth in the muscular septum at which this division takes 
place varies in different hearts. In the human heart it 
takes place on the roof of the septum, while in the heart 
of the horse the division may take place at a depth of half 
an inch beneath the roof of the muscular septum. Having 
followed the system to the point of division of the bundle, 
the bundle itself may now be traced upwards and backwards 
through the auriculo-ventricular fibro-cartilagenous septum 
to a site between the fibrous septum and the auricular 
endocardium. In this region the tissue of the bundle, 
while sharply demarcated from the ordinary cardiac musculature 
is in very close relationship with the central fibrous body 
of the heart, and this renders its isolation by dissection 
a matter of considerable difficulty; it is however possible 
in/
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in many oases to follow it along the right side of the 
septum to its origin in the aurioulo-ventrioular node 
(Tawara's Node) which lies in the lower aspect of the 
inter-auricular muscular septum just behind the fibro- 
cartilagenous septum. Here the fibres of the node become 
continuous with the ordinary muscle fibres of the auricle. 
Although it is said that the musculature of the node is 
continuous with the muscular wall of the coronary sinus 
by means of "transitional fibres" this continuity cannot be 
demonstrated in macroscopic specimens.
Microscopic Examination - The muscular connections 
of the node with the auricle and the relationships of the ' 
node and main bundle to the surrounding structures can be 
satisfactorily studied only by the examination of serial 
sections. The block of tissue which must be excised for 
this purpose is prepared as follows:- the anterior border 
of the block is delimited by an incision in the long axis 
of the heart, and at right angles to the auriculo-ventricular 
grove, through a point about 1 c.m. in front of the adjacent 
corners of the right and posterior aortic cusps; this 
incision passes through a point in the immediate neighbour­
hood of the orifice of the right coronary artery. The 
posterior border of the block is marked by an incision 
parallel to the first incision and passing through the 
anterior edge of the coronary sinus. Both incisions pass 
through/
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through the wall of the aorta and on the right side through 
the septal ousp of the tricuspid; the second incision 
passes on the left side through the aortic cusp of the 
mitral valve. The block is freed by two parallel hori­
zontal incisions joining the first two; the first of 
these latter is made parallel to the auriculo-ventricular 
groove on the right side and about 2 cm. above it; the 
second is made to include.a depth of 1 cm. of muscle from 
the roof of the inter-ventricular muscular septum. The
block should be incised only after the heart has been 
thoroughly fixed in a fixing reagent such as formalin or 
Pormol-Muller, and subsequently hardened in alcohol. It 
should not be trimmed for final embedding until the 
hardening and distorting action of the first absolute 
alcohol has given it a permanent shape . It is important 
for purposes of orientation to have the ultimate shape 
such that the bundle lies as nearly as possible in the 
course in which it is situated in the living heart. To 
secure this end it is sometimes necessary to fix the block 
in splints during the process of hardening In alcohol . 
Blocks from the hearts of ungulates where the fibro- 
cartilagenous septum contains bone should be decalcified 
before hardening. In the case of the human heart the 
blocks should always be placed in a decalcifying solution, 
as even where there is no evidence of calcification on 
diseased valves there may be deeply seated deposits of 
lime/
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lime salts in the centre of the block. The process of 
décalcification if properly carried out, and if followed 
by careful subsequent treatment does not in any way inter­
fere with the ordinary examination of normal or pathological 
specimens. On the contrary it will be found that such 
treatment facilitates the preparation of serial sections 
from a block of tissue such as this, which from its com­
pound character is extremely difficult to out even under 
the most favourable conditions.
In embedding the block special care should be taken 
in its orientation j^ o that when the sections come to be 
made the plane in which they are cut may be chosen with a 
view to the easy recognition of the relations of the 
different structures, The sections may be cut in a 
plane parallel to the second two incisions made in the 
excision of the block; in such sections the bundle will 
be represented more or less in its long axis in its course 
from the node to the point of division; this is the plan 
which has been followed in preparing the sections of the 
sheep’s bundle which are about to be described. On the 
other hand the sections may be out in a plane parallel 
to the first two incisions made in the excision of the 
block, and in this case the bundle will be cut in a trans­
verse direction. This latter method has been adopted in 
the case of preparations from the human heart; it is also 
the/
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the method which provides the easiest orientation in the 
case of all small vertebrate hearts which can be embedded 
as a whole and examined in serial sections throughout.
In the case of normal hearts the best differentiation is 
obtained by staining with haemalum and Van Gi es on. In
the examination of pathological specimens I have in addition 
employed Haemalum and eosin and also Weigert's elastic tissue 
stain. When the observer is accustomed to Haemalum and 
Eosin in ordinary pathological technique, this method is 
probably the most satisfactory also in examination of the 
auriculo-ventricular system in the human heart.
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF THE SHEEP'S ATTP.TCULO-VENTRJCULAR 
SYSTEM.
The series of sections commences with those from the 
upper border of the block and gradually descends to the 
lower border; thus in the first sections the most prominent 
structure is the aortic wall and in the last the inter­
ventricular muscular septum. Following the series in this 
order a section is met with in which the fibro—cartilaginous 
septum is a prominent feature. On the posterior aspect 
of the. septum there may be seen a small mass of muscular 
tissue standing out in marked contrast from the surrounding 
muscle in virtue of the complicated network arrangement of 
its fibres and the pale yellow colour which these fibres 
assume/
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assume aaaimc with the Van Gieson stain. The fibres 
are also narrower in diameter than those of the surrounding 
muscle whose colour is more of a dark brown hue. The 
nuclei in the network are rounder and smaller and relative­
ly more numerous. There is a considerable quantity of 
fat round about the network although there is no sharp 
line of demarcation; a few of the fibres of the surround- 
muscular tissue pass directly into the network; some of 
these fibres pass in longitudinal strands from the 
direction of the coronary sinus, but they present no 
modification of structure, and are not, so far as can be 
seen, to be regarded as "transitional fibres" between 
those of the network and the muscular wall of the sinus.
On the right side the network is separated from the 
fibrous attachment of the septal cusp of the tricuspid 
by a small amount of auricular tissue, and the auricular 
tissue is itself separated from the network by a narrow 
layer of fat cells and delicate fibrous tissue through 
which occasional auricular fibres penetrate to become em­
bedded in the main mass of the network. On the left side 
the network is separated from the fibrous insertion of the 
aortic cusp of the mitral by a small amount of auricular 
muscle and a strand of fat and fibrous tissue through which 
communicating muscle fibres are seen to pass. In the
succeeding sections the network (the node of Tawara) increases 
in/
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in its dimensions preserves its oomplioated appearance and 
general relations but gradually infringes on the main 
body of the fibro-cartilag<fenous septum against whose right 
side it is firmly embedded and into whose structure occas­
ional isolated strands of the network are found to wander.
On the ventricular side of the septum a small round mass of 
tissue stained a faint yellow and sharply demarcated from 
the ventricular muscle is now seen^^.^On closer examination 
it is found to be a reticulated network of fibres; but 
here the fibres are large and broad, they contain a large 
amount of protoplasm, longitudinal striation is indistinct, 
and where present is seen only at the sides of the fibres 
and transverse striation is everywhere less distinct. The 
fibres vary greatly in size and shape and contain one, two, 
or sometimes three mW. seldom four nuclei. In the following 
sections the network on the auricular side diminishes in 
size posteriorly, but gradually eats its way into the septum 
anteriorly. The auricular parts of the bundle in its anterior 
part, where it is penetrating the septum, has now assumed a 
form and structure identical with that which characterises 
the small ventricular portion already described. Soon the 
auricular and ventricular portions are seen to become con­
tinuous, although there is as yet no evidence of any connection 
between the ventricular part of the bundle and the ordinary 
ventricular musculature At the present stage we have a 
picture of the auriculo-ventricular bundle in its course 
through the fibro-oartilagenous septum which separates 
the/ . . .
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the auricles and ventricles; the bundle may be recog­
nised as consisting of two parts which differ essentially 
in their histological appearance; the posterior part 
presents the characters of a network of fine fibres such 
as was described in the first sections in which it appeared; 
this finely reticulated mass which no longer shows 
muscular connection with the fibres of the inter-auricular 
septum passes almost suddenly into a network of large 
coarse fibres, rich in protoplasm and showing little or 
no striation; stained by appropriate methods the anterior 
portion is found to contain glycogen whereas the posterior 
portion contains seme. The finely reticulated part of 
the bundle (the node) contains an abundant supply of small 
vessels in addition to a moderately large vein, and there 
is considerably more interstitial fibrous tissue than is 
to be found in ordinary auricular or ventricular muscle.
In the anterior part the bundle is divided into strands 
by coarser sheaths of fibrous tissue and the fibres within 
the strands are themselves interspersed in a fine fibrous 
tissue network. In the next sections the anterior fibres 
while preserving their reticulated conformation present 
the appearance of having been cut mostly in their long 
axis. The bundle gradually extends forwards and then 
forward and downwards on to the roof of the interventricular 
septum. When opposite the adjacent comers of the right 
and/
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and posterior aortic valves the anterior part of the 
bundle has already become embedded in the muscular septum 
and quite separate from the fibro-cartilagenous septum, 
which once more separates it from the lower portion of the 
finely reticulated node (FigA-(^ T). At this point the 
bundle enclosed in its fibrous tissue sheath, is equi­
distant from the endocardial surfaces of the right and 
left ventricles on either side, and the fibrocartilaginous 
septum above. Followed a short distance downwards and 
forwards it is found to divide into two, each subdivision 
remaining enclosed in a thick capsule of fibrous tissue. 
When the end of the series is reached the right and left 
subdivisions are still deep in the interventricular 
musculature.
The further course of the right and left branches may 
be followed by the examination of a series of sections 
from a block of interventricular septum extending from the 
anterior margin of the first block, to an incision parallel 
to that side and passing through the septum in front of 
the septal attachment of the moderator band. The lower 
margin of the block should be made by an incision passing 
below the septal insertion of the moderator band where it 
should meet the anterior margin of the new block; the 
excision is completed by vertical and horizontal incisions, 
which will include the remainder of the two main branches 
as far as the edges of the first two incisions. The 
tissue/
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tissue is still attached to the heart by the moderator 
band, a small portion of which should be retained.
Beginning with the sections from the upper side of 
this second block the right and left branches of the 
bundle are found still to lie deep in the inter-ventricular 
musculature. The left branch is somewhat larger than 
the right, and it very soon takes a downward and outward 
direction till it lies beneath the endocardium of the left 
ventricle. In its subendocardial position it retains its 
fibrous tissue sheath althou^ the latter becomes fused 
with the ordinary loose fibrous tissue in that region.
The structure still presents a reticulated form although 
the fibres appear for the most part to be cut transversely. 
There is a great variation in the size# and shape of the 
fibres and by this time they exhibit a very pale homogenous 
appearance characteristic of the Purkinje type. Further 
downy the capsule of the branch becomes thinner till it 
would appear to lie surrounded only by the ordinary sub- 
endocardiac fibrous tissue, although separated from the 
ventricular muscle by a general sheet of connective tissue. 
The individual strands of the branch are still surrounded 
by a delicate web of connective tissue; each strand is 
composed of from four to eight fibres, and the single 
fibres cut transversely appear large and contain from one 
to three nuclei lying in a clear mass of homogenous proto­
plasm whereas the periphery of the fibre is granular and 
slightly/
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slightly striated. Very occasionally a small strand is 
seen to leave the main mass and pass into the general 
musculature of the ventricles .
The right branch may now be followed from the site at 
which it lies in the beginning of the series from the 
second block. It is, like the left branch, enclosed in a 
fibrous sheath and may be followed downwards and forwards 
till it enters the moderator band. During its course it 
lies about 1*5 beneath the endocardium of the right
ventricle. It presents histological features similar to 
those described for the left branch. It is to be noted 
that the left branch reaches the subendocardial layer long 
before the right branch enters the moderator band. In 
some cases the right branch emerges beneath the endocardium 
before it enters the band and in the band itself may lie 
beneath the endocardium; in other cases it may pass through 
the band surrounded by ordinary muscle and not become sub­
endocardial till it reaches the anterior papillary muscle; 
occasionally the moderator band consists solely of the 
right branch of the auriculp-ventricular system.
The right and left branches have now been followed to 
sites where their presence is easily determined by naked 
eye examination. It has been pointed out already that they 
become continuous with the extensive network subendocardial 
network which lies on the papillary muscles of the right 
and/
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and left ventricles respectively, and which spreads in a 
less distinct and less extensive manner on the other 
parts of the inner surfaces of the ventricles, especially 
in the lower two thirds of the chambers. It will be noticed 
that at a vaiying distance from its appearance beneath the 
endocardium (usually o .6 - 1 cm.) the left branch divides 
into two, a large posterior division which courses hori­
zontally in the direction of the posterior papillary muscle 
and a smaller anterior division which may be followed 
downwards and forwards to the anterior papillary muscle, 
and the surrounding part of the ventricle in the region of 
the apex. The thin pale threads which occasionally cross 
the trabeculae, and the fine threads which may be seen to 
cross the ventricular chamber from one papillary muscle to 
another usually consist of Purkinje fibres: not infrequently
a small cord may be seen to cross the chamber from the septal 
wall to one or other of the papillary muscles; these cords 
belong also to the auriculo-ventricular system. Only very 
seldom do the strands leave the»V-e-Hdocardium to penetrate 
deeply into the heart wall. It is only after the ramific­
ation of the main subdivisions takes place that the Purkinje 
cells become continuous with the ordinary muscle cells of 
the ventricles. I can confirm the observation of Tawara 
that in isolated parts Purkinje fibres may be seen sub­
endocardial ly which by the examination of serial sections 
cannot/
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oannot be brought into continuity with the general system. 
Such fibres are often found near the auriculo-ventricular 
orifices. (p.(}7 ). This was a striking feature of a 
specimen of Echidna (monotreme) in which I examined serial 
sections of the whole heart. The right branch this 
heart as in the case of the sheep did not give off any 
ramifications till it reached the papillary muscles. Round 
the papillary muscles and in the lower two thirds of the 
right ventricle the Purkinje fibres were in a continuous 
network; isolated strands of considerable size in the 
upper third and near the flaps of the valves could not be 
followed into continuity with the system in the lower two 
thirds. Another peculiar feature of this heart was that 
whereas the right branch ended in Purkinje fibres, there 
were no such fibres to be seen in the left ventricle.
Nerves:- An important characteristic of the auriculo- 
ventricular system in the sheep is the ease with which nerves 
can be demonstrated in the structure. Several small ner^/es 
may be seen to enter the node from the inter-auricular 
septum. These subdivide and reunite coursing among the 
fibres of the system in the form of a network. They may 
be followed into the moderator band on the right side, and 
as far at least as the point of division of the left branch 
on the left side, ^  ^
Lymphatics: - Some significance is also to be attached
to/
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to the, fact that the main bundle and its branches is 
sur founded by a system of lymphatic vessels. This 
possibly accounts in part for the ease with which the 
structure can be dissected. The importance of the pre­
sence of the lymphatic sheath will be referred to later.
'The foregoing description is based on the examination 
of a single heart, but may be taken as representing the 
characteristic features and most common relations of the 
system. The hearts of other two sheep showed slight 
variations, more particularly in the course of the main 
subdivisions of the branches . These variations may be 
confirmed by naked eye examination and comparison of a 
number of hearts from the same species. The description 
applies also in a general way to the hearts of all ungulates 
and in a degree to the mammalian heart generally.
th b"hi3ma n h e a r t .
Macroscopic Examination - A comparison of the inner 
ventricular surfaces of a number of human hearts suggests 
at once the great variation in the conformation and relat­
ions of the small structures, papillary muscles, muscular 
traboulae and pale cords, which made up the picture. But 
when a human heart is compared with the heart of a sheep or 
other ungulate the contrast is still greater. In the left 
ventricle of the human heart there is no sign of a pale cord 
emerging/
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emerging from the interventricular muscular septum below 
the pars membranacea septi; there are no anterior and 
posterior cords coursing towards the anterior and posterior 
papillary muscles; and the papillary muscles and lower 
portions of the ventricle are not covered with a pale 
network of fine threads shining through the translucent 
endocardium. A more careful examination of the human heart
however reveals the fact, that although the internal surface 
of the left ventricle is subject to great individual variat­
ions, that portion of the inter-ventricular septum beneath 
the right aortic valve and the pars membranacea septi is 
always flat. This flat portion is usually in the form of a 
triangle with the apex towards the base of the heart; here 
the endocardium is less transparent than in any other part 
of the ventricle. Closer examination of some hearts in this 
region shows that the dull appearance is due to pale streaks 
which deviate from the region of the pars in the forms of a 
fant^^he more posterior portion descends almost perpendicularly 
in the direction of the posterior papillary muscles, while the 
more anterior portion is directed forwards and downwards on 
the septum in the direction of the anterior papillary muscles.
In the upper third of the septum the fan-shaped structure 
usually presents a more or less homogenous appearance, but 
as the endocardium becomes more transparent the streaked 
character becomes apparent, and lower down still the diverging 
streaks may collect into three or four bands which are pro­
longed/
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longed towards the bases of the papillary muscles and 
the apex of the ventricle. The structure usually disappears 
from naked eye observation when the inner surface of the 
ventricle becomes trabeculated. Crossing the muscular 
trabeculae at the apex fine pale cords may be seen which 
resemble the extension of the Purkinje network in the same 
region in the sheep. Very occasionally a thin pale cord 
may be seen to pass from the fan-shaped structure on the 
septal wall through the cavity of the ventricle to the 
anterior or, as is more frequently the case, to the posterior 
papillary muscle. These cords correspond to the twigs
of the left branch of the bundle described in the sheep.
The eppearances described do not manifest themselves in an 
easily recognisable form in every human heart. In older 
hearts and especially in hearts which are hypertrophied and 
dilated, the outline is often more manifest. Sometimes 
fresh specimens afford a more satisfactory demonstration than 
the same hearts when fixed and hardened; on the other hand 
fixation in Pormol-Mü-ller and preservation in lOfo alcohol has 
been seen to bring out the distribution of the system in a 
heart which in the fresh condition showed it only in a very 
vague form.
In a suitable specimen where the structure is specially 
well-marked and probably also where the subendocardial 
connective tissue is not too abundant, the fine threads of 
which the fan-shaped structure is composed may be seen to 
cross/
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cross each other in all directions.
The internal structure of the right ventricle is even 
more variable than that of the left(f^^^In the ungulate 
heart the moderator band is always well developed and 
from its position is readily recognised. This is not 
the case in the human heart, in which it is not always 
easy to recognise the band from the other muscular trabe­
culae at the apex of the ventricle. The septal wall of 
the right ventricle is covered in its upper third posterior­
ly by the septal cusp of the tricuspid, whose cordae 
tendineae are inserted into small papillary muscles which 
are embedded in the septal muscle at the middle of the 
septum. In front of these papillary muscles are the large 
longitudinal trabeculae of the pulmonary bfelbus, and below 
the papillary muscles the septal wall is smooth. Crossing 
from this smooth part of the ventricular wall to the base 
of the anterior papillary muscle may be seen a trabecular 
muscle on whose surface close examination may reveal the 
presence of a pale dull streak coursing in the long axis 
of the trabeculai.. Should the specimen be a suitable one 
this thread may be followed on to the smooth surface of 
the septal'through whose translucent endocardium it may be 
easily recognised; it may still be traced upwards and 
backwards to the crista supra-ventriculari^where it is lost 
to/
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to view below and in front of the pars membranacea septi.
On the septal wall there is no trace of arborisation from 
the main branch, but in the trabeculae round the bases 
of the papillary muscles fine threads and delicate bands 
may be seen. Some of these consist solely of fibrous 
tissue but others contain muscle fibres and are in all 
probability the terminal twigs of the auriculo-ventricular 
system. In some instances a: small pale muscular cord may 
be seen traversing the cavity of the ventricle from one 
papillary muscle to another. A point of some interest is 
that both in the right and left ventricle these terminal 
twigs may be represented by delicate membranous bands instead 
of round cords or threads.
Having indicated the nature of the general distribution 
of the right and left branches to the corresponding 
ventricle, as seen on naked eye examination, it remains to 
follow the branches into the main bundle. • There are some 
hearts which lend themselves better than others to success­
ful dissection; probably the presence of fat and lymphatic 
spaces round the bundle and its branches is an advantage 
in/
X
The dissection of the right branch in its course between 
the septal wall and the crista supra-ventricularis is a 
matter of extreme difficulty. It can very rarely be accom­
plished. Keith has some specimens which show it.
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in this respect. It seems also to be the case that when 
the heart is oedematous the process of preparation is 
easier. In any case the fresh heart should be left 24 
hours in running water then packed with cotton wool and 
placed in Kaiserling's solution in which it should be left 
till properly fixed. It should then be transferred to 
70^ alcohol for 24-48 hours. Before dissection it should 
be allowed to lie for some days in glycerine and water.
It is always difficult to dissect out the main branch of 
the bundle because of its intimate connection with the 
pars membranacea septi and the septum fibrosum. More
especially is this the case in older hearts where the bundle 
is almost invariably subdivided into strands by thick septa 
of fibrous tissue which are continuous with the fibrous 
tissue of the pars. On the auricular side of the pars the 
main mass of the bundle or node is found lying closely 
applied to the septum fibrosum from which it cannot be removed 
except by tearing or cutting ; on its upper and right sides it 
can be easily separated from the surrounding structures. As 
a separate structure, it oannot be followed any distance 
behind the posterior aspect of the septum fibrosum and does 
not so far as can be seen from naked eye examination come 
within a considerable distance of the coronary sinus.
Retzer/
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Retzer succeeded in demonstrating the course and 
relations of the main bundle by exposing the heart to 
Maoallum’s process of maceration. The heart was macerated 
until the connective tissue could be removed easily. In 
Retzer’s preparation the connective tissue became so soft 
that the auricles were readily separated from the ventricles, 
leaving only the muscular connection through the auriculo- 
ventricular bundle. In this way he found that the bundle 
lay on the roof of the inter-ventricular septum and under­
neath the pars membranacej septi; it could be followed 
back to the trigonum fibrosum and forward to the ventricu­
lar muscle with which he believed it to become continuous 
in the roof of the septum; he further describes the posterior 
part, that is the node, as possessing two contributory 
branches, one from the muscle of the inter auricular septum 
and the other from the muscle of the septal cusp of the 
tricuspid valve. However, great the merit of his method of 
preparation, and however exact his description of the 
course and relations of the main part of the bundle,
Retzer failed to recognise, as of course did also Kent, His 
and Braeunig, that the bundle does not immediately become 
continuous with the ventricular muscle on the roof of the 
ventricle, but is distributed by means of a complicated 
subendocardial network as Tawara first described it.
MIGROSCOPIC EXAMINATION /
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MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION
The method employed in the excision and preparation 
of a block of the node and bundle has been described 
above (p.^S ). In the case of the sheep the series was 
cut in a plane parallel to the course of the main bundle. 
In the case of the block from the human heart about to 
be described, the series was prepared from sections cut 
in a plane at right angles to the course of the main 
bundle. This is the method which I invariably employ
in the examination of pathological specimens, because 
it seems to provide an easier means of orientation, and 
also to afford a more accurate means of estimating the 
extent to which the bundle is invaded by fibrous tissue 
in the hearts from old subjects. The undulating course 
which the bundle sometimes follows, and the extent to 
which such undulationhardening^ is apt to lead to 
deceptive appearances in sections which are parallel to 
its long axis. The capacity to allow for these sources 
of deception is ad.mittedly a matter of experience, and 
the fact that I have always employed the transverse method 
in the examination of smaller hearts, which were cut 
'en bloc' may account.for my preference for this method.
The/
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The series to which the following description applies was 
prepared from the heart of a child six months old. The 
sections were examined from behind forwards. After proceed­
ing through a number of sections of inter-auricular septum 
and inter-ventricular muscular septum a specimen is- noted in 
which a small crescentic mass of tissue closely applied to the 
annulus fibrosis iij readily distinguished from the rest of 
the auricular muscle with which it seems to be in immediate 
contact. Under the low power of the microscope this small 
mass stands out from the neighbouring muscle in virtue of its 
paler colour with the Van Gieson stain, the comparatively large 
number of nuclei in its substance, and the closely packed 
character of its constituent elements. Its general relations 
to the surrounding structures are seen in Pig.//. . Above and
to the right is seen the thick dense mass of pinkly stained 
tissue representing the annulus fibros&s and the root of 
the aorta. The left half of the upper portion of the section 
consists of the lower part of the inter-auricular septum with 
its fibres streaming down in a loose fashion towards the 
s e p t c u s p  of the tricuspid. The lower half of the section 
consists of the roof of the inter-ventricular muscular septum 
separated/
^ The block is cut from before backwards and mounted in series 
from behind forwards, so that the orientation is such that the 
observer looks at the heart from the front. The terms "right" 
and "left" used in the text are thus not meant to signify 
'towards the right side of the heart' or 'towards the left side 
of the heart', but on the right or left side of the microscopic 
picture that is on the right or left side of the heart when 
looked at from the front.
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separated from the structures above by the septum fibrosum.
In close Opposition to the left side of the annulus fibrosus 
and at the corner where that structure becomes continuous 
with the fibrous septum separating the auricular from the 
ventricular muscle, lies the small mass of dense pale 
multi-nucleated tissue which represents the first appearance 
of the auriculo-ventri cular system. Examined more closely, the 
fibres of this dense meshwork are seen to be in continuation 
with the fibres of the auricular septum above and also with 
the loose fibres lying on the left between the meshwork and 
the endocardium of the right auricle . Examination of the 
bundle with a higher power at this point shows that there is 
in some parts of the tissue no evidence of an interlacing of 
fibres; the picture suggests rather in such places a dense 
syncytium packed with nuclei in a small amount of protoplasm 
traversed by a number of fine fibrils. In other parts the 
structure presents a looser appearance; the meshwork is more 
open and the threads or fibres of which it is composed can be 
more closely examined. The individual fibres are joined up 
in a very irregular fashion and there is no systematic dis­
tribution of nuclei. The nuclei vary greatly in shape and 
some are embedded in protoplasm while others appear to lie in 
vacuolar spaces. A system of fine fibrils appears to 
permeate the structure in a continuous and irregular way; at 
the/
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the edges of the bundle or node which are adjacent to the 
auricular muscle a direct continuity of auricular and nodal 
tissue is observed. Striation is absent in the node.
There is a very rich supply of delicate blood vessels, but no 
nerves can be seen.
Continuing the series the node is seen to increase in 
size, while preserving its crescentic form, with the convexity 
directed towards the right auricular endocardium. It still 
presents the same dense multinucleated appearance and its 
structure now comes into a more extensive connection with the 
auricular muscle on its left and lower aspects. In the 
sections a little further forward the node is increased in 
size and its lower and outer aspect is immediately beneath 
the auricular endocardium; it is now separated entirely from 
the auricular muscle by a fibrous tissue sheath with the 
exception of a small portion at its uppermost e x t r e m i t y ^  r-M. 
the right side it is still closely applied to the annulus 
fibrosus, into which it has eaten its way to a slight extent. [/^//} 
Further forward still the whole node is surrounded by a fibrous 
tissue capsule which demarcates it completely from the 
auricular muscle; it has now entered the substance of the 
annulus fibrosus. On its lower and outer aspect is the 
fibrous attachment of the septitl cusp of the tricuspid, 
while on the right side of the annulus fibrosus the insertion 
of/
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of a o r t i c  nusp of the initial is seen as well as the posterior 
cusp of the aortic valve $
After entering the annulus fibrosus the bundle courses 
downwards and to the left till it lies in the centre of the 
pars membranacea^ septi. (fig. //. ). Here it presents a 
rounded appearance; it has become divided into eight or ten 
smaller compartments by septa of fibrous tissue; it (tiasseè 
still preserves an irregular network appearance, there are 
comparatively fewer nuclei and there are numerous small 
blood vessels . Closer examination shows also that the 
syncytial character of the earlier structure has become 
slightly modified, and that there is evidence of the presence 
of a few distinct muscle fibres; no striation can however be 
detected. Proceeding downwards and forwards it comes to lie 
on the roof of the inter-ventricular muscular septum from 
whose muscle fibres it is still separated by a connective 
tissue sheath. From its lower right side a few fibres are 
seen to deviate to the right beneath the left ventricular 
endocardium; these fibres are enclosed in connective tissue 
sheaths and are separated from the ventricular muscle by a 
thick lamella of connective tissue. The fibres themselves are 
easily distinguished from the ordinary ventricular muscle 
fibres by the fact that they are larger and paler, having a 
pale greenish yellow colour, whereas the ordinary muscle 
fibres are stained a yellowish brown. The nuclei are now 
relatively/
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relatively fewer in number, rounded and irregular in shape 
and large in size. Here and there in the course of a fibre 
there is slight transverse striation. These fibres descend­
ing on the septal surface of the left ventricle represent the 
first appearance of the left branch of the bundle. The 
portion of the bundle from which these fibres of the left 
branch emerge becomes gradually cut off from the main mass 
by an invagination of the tissue of the pars so that a 
separate mass is now recognised towards the left representing 
the commencement of the right branch (^ '^/^ This right branch 
enclosed in a thick fibrous capsule can be followed downwards 
and forwards on the left side of the inter-ventricular 
muscular septum beneath the fibrous attachment of the septal 
cusp of the tricuspid; at the same time the fibres from the 
left branch continue to descend on the other side of the 
septum. The existence of the left branch as a single cord 
is soon lost sight of, the only indication of its presence 
being the thin layer of interwoven fibres lying beneath the 
endocardium of the septal surface of the left ventricle . The 
pars has by this time disappeared from the sections, and the 
inter-ventricular septum comes into immediate contact with 
the root of the aorta. In those sections which show the 
night branch after -it has passed beneath the fibrous attach­
ment of the septal cusp of the tricuspid, the branch is seen 
to take an almost perpendicular course; it is still isolated
from the ventricular muscle; cut in its longitudinal axis
an/
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an opportunity is afforded of observing the character of its 
fibres; they are large and pale with peripheral fibrils, and 
a large amount of homogenous central protoplasm with large 
irregular rounded nuclei. Free communication between neighbour­
ing fibres cannot be made out; striation is present in isolated 
parts. Perhaps the most striking feature of the right branch 
is its great diminution in size in spite of the fact that it 
has parted with some of its fibres to the surrounding septal 
musculature.
The foregoing description gives a general indication 
of the course and relations of the node and main stem from 
their origin in the inter-auricular septum till they emerge 
in right and left branches beneath the right and left surfaces 
of the inter-ventricular muscular septum. The histological 
appearances are those more or less characteristic for the heart 
of an infant, and must not be taken as applicable to older 
hearts. An outstanding feature of the histology of the 
auriculo-ventri cular system is the great variation it exhibits, 
first of all in hearts of different species, and secondly in 
hearts at different ages in the same species. This point will 
be discussed more fully at a later stage.
In the meantime, reference must be made to the variations 
which may be noted in the course and relations of the main 
stem and of its two branches. The position of the node itself 
laay be said to be almost invariable. Very occasionally there 
is a variation in the proximity of its tissues to the fibrous 
attachment/
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attachment of the mitral valve; in its more anterior 
portion the node is invariably in the closest relationship 
with the fibrous attachment of the septal cusp of the 
tricuspid. The main stem may vary Considerably in its 
course through the annulus fibrosus and pars membranacea 
septi. It may on leaving the auricle and entering the 
annulus fibrosus preserve its course nearer the right side 
of the heart so that when it has descended to the lower 
aspect of the pars it takes a sharp turn towards the left 
ventricle to divide into its right and left branches. In 
the second pla\e it may on entering the annulus fibrosus , 
take a course downwards and towards the left ventricle 
so that in the pars it comes to occupy a central position; 
in such cases when it divides at the lower end of the pars 
it is lying on the roof of the inter-ventricular muscular 
septum, and the microscopic sections give the picture 
which represents the main stem and its divisions as 
'riding on the ventricular septum'. In the third place, 
in its descent from auricle to ventricular septum it may 
deviate more than usual in the direction of the left 
ventricle, and in such cases the point of division is situated 
more on that aspect of the ventricular septum towards the 
left ventricle. It is important to note that when the main 
stem has followed the third course, the right branch does 
not as a rule become subendocardial immediately after its 
division,/
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division, but sinksûnto an inter-musoular septum in the 
roof of the septum, to wend its way through the muscle 
of the septum and reach the endocardium of the right 
ventricle at a varying distance from the septal roof.
The possible deception to which the latter course of the 
right branch may give rise can be realized only by those 
who have examined a number of hearts through the main stem 
and the commencement of its branches . The right branch 
shortly after its commencement undergoes a marked diminut­
ion in size and it not infrequently happens that when it 
dips down into the septum it is readily lost sight of.
More especially is this the case when the sections are 
cut on a horizontal plane; and this is one of the reasons 
why I emphasise the advisability of examining the human 
heart from a series out in a fj?antie plane.
With regard to the variation in the minute structure 
of the node and main bundle at different ages, it may be 
said that while in early life the structure preserves to 
some extent its embryonic character, in later years it 
more closely approaches the appearance of ordinary cardiac 
muscle. In young and in adult hearts the auricula^ 
fibres are directly continuous with the tissue of the 
node; the continuity of structure is not secured through 
special 'transitional fibres'; on this point my observations 
oonfim those of Monckeberg in every respect. With advancing 
years the node loses its compact syncytial appearance; it 
assumes/
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assumes more the character of a complicated network 
of fine fibres in whose interstices there is a con­
siderable amount of fibrous and elastic tissue. The 
tissue itself more closely approaches the character of 
the ordinary auricular muscle, taking on the Van Gieson 
stain in an approximately similar fashion and exhibiting 
on closer examination the presence of transverse striation 
in many of its fibres. Perhaps the outstanding feature 
of distinction between the node and auricular muscle in 
older hearts is the pinkish colour of the former due to 
the presence of connective tissue; of course even in 
young hearts there is a considerable amount of connective 
tissue in the node, and fibrous tissue and elastic tissue 
may be demonstrated in its structure when they are not 
yet present in an appreciable amount in the ordinary 
cardiac muscle. The main stem changes also in its 
histological characters with advancing years. There is 
in most cases an increase in the number and size of the 
septa which divide it longitudinally. The structure 
itself appears as if it had become stretched, having lost 
to a great extent, its closely reticulated arrangement 
and now suggesting the appearance of strands of fibres 
coursing in the long axis of the stem. Nuclei appear to 
be relatively fewer than in young hearts, and the presence 
of/
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of fibrils and transverse striation is well marked.
There are numerous blood vessels, also lymphatic spaces 
in and around the bundle .
The next variations requiring attention are those 
pertaining to the course and distribution of the main 
branches on the inner surface of the ventricles. Reference 
has already been made (p. 6"^ ) to the great dissimilarity 
which is presented by the trabecular and papillary arrange­
ments in a series of human hearts, and as has been 
suggested in the macroscopic description, these varied 
arrangements determine in a degree the differences in the 
course and distribution of the auriouio--ventricular system 
with which they are supplied. I have never attempted to 
follow in serial sections this distribution in the human 
heart; to a certain extent it is described by Tawara in 
his original publication, but the most complete descrip­
tion which has appeared is that which is given by 
Monckeberg in his exhaustive treatise on the subject.
Fahr has also followed and reproduced in a model the course 
9-ïid distribution of the system in a young human heart.
The_Right Branch:- Monckeberg in his description 
regards the course of the right branch as being divisible 
into three parts, (1) an upper subendocardial part, (2)
Q-n intermediate intermuscular portion, and (3) a lower
subendocardial/
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subendooardial portion; this subdivision applies only 
to that part of the right branch which extends from its 
origin on the roof of the septum to the base of the 
anterior papillary muscle where it begins to ramify.
Bearing in mind the fact that the point on the roof of 
the muscular septum at which the main bundle divides 
depends upon the deviation in its course through the 
annulus fibrosus and the parsmmbranacea septi, it will 
be seen that in those cases where there is considerable 
deviation towards the left ventricle and where the right 
branch dips immediately into a fibrous septum in the 
roof of the muscular septum, the first part of the 
course described by Monckeberg will be wanting. In such 
oases the right branch will be found to consist of only 
two portions, an intermuscular portion reaching to the 
point where it emerges on the septum of the right ventricle 
and a subendocardial portion extending down the septum 
and along the moderator band to the base of the anterior 
papillaiy muscle. When , however, the main bundle 
descends more directly, preserving a relative proximity 
to the right auricular surface, or descends in the middle 
of the pars, its division takes place more on the summit 
of the 0¥4.-Qt-a supravontrioularia and the right branch 
occupies in the commencement of its course a subendocardial 
position. The distance through which this subendocardial 
position/
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position is preserved is very variable, soaroely ever, 
aocording to Monckeberg, exceeding 4 Ma-. During this 
first subendocardial portion of its course the branch 
diminishes greatly in diameter. It is surrounded by loose 
connective tissue and wide lymph spaces, and its substance 
is interspersed with a large number of small blood vessels 
and capillaries. In older hearts the sur'ounding 
connective tissue may contain a considerable amount of 
fat. The fibres of the branch in this part appear to 
run parallel, they are rather smaller than the fibres of 
the main bundle, do not contain many nuclei, take on the 
Van Gieson stain well and show a considerable amount of 
transverse striation; they bear a strong resemblance to 
the ordinary ventricular fibres.
The second or intramuscular portion of the right 
branch lies behind the small papillary muscles on the 
septal wall to which the chordae tendineae of the septal 
cusp are attached. It lies at a varying but usually 
very little depth beneath the endocardium. The length of 
th(^ portion in one of Monckeberg's cases was 13 The
course of the branch is almost vertical and in transverse 
section is seen to become reduced in diameter as it is 
followed downwards. The fibres are still small though 
slightly thicker than in the first part; the reduction
in the diameter is due to an accumulation of the fibrils 
of/
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of several fibres into a single fibre; the branch is 
enclosed in a connective tissue capsule and does not 
part with any of its fibres to the neighbouring ventricular 
muscle.
The point of emergence of the third portion to a 
subendocardial position varies in different hearts. It 
is veiy often distinguishable on naked eye examination 
immediately below the base of insertion of the septal 
papillary muscles although in many cases it cannot be 
detected until the region of the moderator band is approach­
ed. In the moderator band itself the branch may again 
become intramuscular to emerge beneath the endocardium 
on the anterior papillary muscle. While, as has been noted 
already, the branch undergoes a very great reduction in 
calibre during its intra-muscular course in the septum, 
its-diameter is increased again in the third portion.
This increase in diameter is to be referred not only to 
an increase in the size of the individual fibres, but also 
to an increase in their number. According to Monckeberg, 
in this part a transition between the fibres of the branch 
and the so-called Purkinje fibres takes place. This con­
clusion is based on the finding that immediately after 
leaving its intramuscular position the fibres are seen 
to contain glycogen, whereas previously they contained 
none. I have already suggested the inadvisability of 
applying the term 'Purkinje fibres' to these structures 
in/
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in the human heart, (p. 33 ), and shall revert to the 
subject when discussing the appearance of the terminal 
ramifications of the left branch (p. 1 . The dis­
tribution of the right branch after it leaves the moderator 
band and reaches the anterior papillary muscle is by no 
means constant, although Monckeberg found that the commence­
ment of the ramification in his cases consisted in a sub­
division of the branch into three main strands. One 
strand coursed forwards towards the trabeculae at the 
apex and the anterior parietal wall of the ventricle, 
a second took a circuitous path round the base of the 
papillary muscle to be distributed behind, and the third 
encircled also the papillary muscle to become distributed 
on the trabecula^r and parietal wall on the outer side of 
the cavity. A further description is rendered impossible 
on account of the extremely complex and varied conformation 
of the muscular substance on the trabecular surface of the 
cavity. No strands of ramification could be detected on 
the septal surface. A point of importante to be noted is 
that, while many of the pale strands and cords which bridge 
over the inter-trabecular spaces, represent the terminal 
arborisations of the auriculo-ventricular system, many of 
these structures consist of ordinary muscle fibres and 
others are composed of connective tissue only. Consider­
able difficulty is presented in the attempt to trace the 
continuity/
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continuity of the special fibres with the ventricular 
musculature because of the close similarity of the two 
structures in most hearts .
The Left Branch:- The site of emergence of the left 
branch from the main stem beneath the pars membranacea 
septi has been described above . Its course in a diverging 
fan-shaped form baneath the endocardium on the septal 
wall towards the papillary muscles and apical trabeculae 
has also been referred to in the macroscopic description 
of the heart. Whereas the fibres of the right branch 
are enclosed in a single sheath for a considerable part 
of its course, namely, from its origin till it reaches the 
anterior papillary muscle, the fibres of the left branch 
remain together only for a very short distance ; in fact 
in those cases in which the main stem deviates to the left 
through the pars on its path from the annulus fibrosus 
and the division takes place on the left side of the pars 
there may be no well defined single branch at all on the 
left side. In such cases the fibres often emerge grad­
ually from the main stem at the point of division in the 
form of a sheet or thin layer. When the division of the 
main stem takes place on the right side of the pars o& in 
the centre there is usually a smaU left branch; in the 
former/
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former oase it is rather longer than in the latter.
The main feature of the left branch then is that immediately 
or very shortly after it leaves the main stem its con­
stituent fibres spread out in a fan-shaped form and con­
tinue to lie enclosed in connective tissue beneath the 
septal endocardium. There is during this part of their 
course no association with the ventricular musculature, 
or if there is it must only be very exceptional. It was 
seen that in the case of the right branch the fibres under­
went a sudden change in size and appearance immediately 
they emerged from the muscular septum to take up a sub­
endocardial position. Oh the left side the fibres on the 
whole possess a greater and more constant similarity to 
the ordinary cardiac fibres than do those on the right ; 
but whUbg the fibres on the left also show variations in 
their size and structure such variations occur at irregular 
intervals and apparently in different parts of the same 
fibre. Throughout the whole extent of the fan-shaped 
prolongation large fibres rich in protoplasm and poor in 
fibrils with rounded or oval vtsibular nuclei may be seen 
side by side or in continuity with fibres which from their 
microscopic characters can scarcely be distinguished from 
ordinary cardiac muscle fibre. Such appearances are not 
present in every heart, and the determining factor in 
their occurrence which is certainly not age, is not under­
stood./
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stood. These are the fibres which have been referred to 
by Monckeberg and others as Purkinje fibres. The real 
Purkinje fibres are preseht normally and invariably in the 
ungulate heart; to these structures in the human heart 
-they admittedly bear a resemblance but from them they 
are easily distinguishable. If in the ungulate heart 
they are occasionally found in the subendocardial layer of 
the ventricle, apparently dissociated from the ramifications 
of the auriculo-ventricular system still there is every 
reason to believe that development ally they are always in 
relation to that system In the human heart on the
other hand they are only occasionally and without any 
known reason found in connection with the auriculo-ventricular 
system and what is more important, fibres bearing a 
resemblance to the Purkinje fibres and indistinguishable 
from the so-called Purkinje fibres in the human ventricles 
are seen in pathological conditions of the human auricles.
In degenerative fibrosis of the human auricles fibres are 
met with which are larger than normal, contain a larger 
amount of protoplasm, show little striation, and possess 
rounded or oval vesicular nuclei. It is because there 
has been a tendency to attach an undue importance and 
significance to the presence of such fibres in the auricles, 
that it would be well to reserve the special term for the 
characteristic type which occurs in the ungulate heart.
This suggestion contains in no sense a reflection on the 
accuracy/
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accuracy of Monckeberg's description or on the validity 
of his conclusions; they are the most thorough that have 
so far appeared on the subject.
I have been able to confirm Monckeberg's observations 
on the more minute structure of these large fibres in the 
human auriculo-ventricular ramifications. Small thin 
blocks were cut in a plane parallel to the endocardial surface 
of the left ventricle; these were prepared so as to include 
a few ordinary ventricular fibres for comparison; the 
thin block was placed in a slit made in a thin block of liver 
tissue and the whole mass was impregnated with silver. The 
advantage of a thin outer coating of liver tissue is that the 
coarse impregnation is taken up by the liver substance and 
a more delicate and regular impregnation.occurs in the under- 
lying muscular structure which is the object of examination. 
The microscopic sections were cut in a plane parallel to the 
general course of the fibres and at right angles to the 
endooardial surface so as to include both ordinary and special 
muscle. The most outstanding feature on superficial examin­
ation was the difference in the extent to which the two types 
of muscle fibre had become impregnated. The ordinary 
muscle was dark and the fibrils and transverse striation 
stood out very clearly; the bundle fibres were large and 
pale, the striation more faint and less frequent and the 
fibrils less abundant^' ^Specially prominent in the bundle 
fibres/
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fibres in some places were deeply impregnated cement 
lines occurring at more or less regular intervals and 
usually transverse to or slightly bent across the filtre; 
they did not present the stair-step picture of the 
cement lines seen in ordinary cardiac muscle. In some 
parts those cement lines appeared to give rise to a slight 
constriction of the fibre and to divide it into protoplasmic 
compartments although there was no interruption of the 
fibrils in their course. The peculiar appearance deter­
mined by these constrictions suggests a similarity to the 
nodes of Ranvie# in me dull at ed nerve fibres. This has 
a particular interest in view of similarity between nerve 
structure and nodal structure (specialised muscle of the 
heart) suggested by Keith and myself in a description of 
the heart of Echidna (monotreme). The constrictions 
cannot be regarded as dividing the fibres into cellular 
element's; two or three nuclei may occur in one proto­
plasmic compartment and two or three compartments may be 
seen in series without a nucleus. While these structural 
variations may be found in hearts of any age, they are 
most marked in those from older subjects. The nuclei 
in these fibres vary considerably in size and shape; they 
lie in the protoplasm which is comparatively large in 
amount and they are relatively fewer in number than the
nuclei in the main stem. Occasionally they appear to lie 
in/
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in vaouolar spaces in the protoplasm.
In some oases there is a large number of vacuolar 
spaces without nuclei, and a considerable portion of a 
fibre may appear to be quite devoid of contents of any 
description. It is not improbable that in such cases 
the contents have become dissolved out in the process 
for microscopic examination. In other cases the fibres 
contain homogenous or granular matter whose chemical 
properties and significance require further notice. The 
large transparent appearance of the Purkinje fibres 
suggested to Aschoff the possibility that they might 
contain glycogen and at his instigation the ungulate 
heart was examined by Nagayo with the result that this 
substance was demonstrated in the bundle and its ventricular 
extensions. Nagayo found the glycogen distributed in the 
Purkinje fibres in two forms; in a diffuse finely granular 
form between the fibrils, and in large coarse granules in 
the protoplasm round the nuclei . Of some interest and 
probably possessing a significance to be discussed later 
(p. ) is the fact that whereas the main stem and its
ventricular extensions contain glycogen the node contains 
little or none. Nagayo's examination of the human heart 
showed that in thirty cases three contained a considerable 
amount of glycogen in the ventricular ramifications, nine 
contained a small amount and in the remainder there was 
practically/
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practically none. Monckeberg carried out an independent 
and almost simultaneous investigation of the subject in 
the human heart. He realised that the demonstration of 
glycogen depended on the freshness of the material, the 
method of its fixation, and the process of embedding.
But allowing for these sources of variation the presence
/n-
absence of glycogen was associated with other pre­
disposing causes, and he came to the general conclusion 
that this substance was present as a rule in the hearts 
of strong and well nourished subjects, whereas it was 
usually absent in the hearts of those who were weak, 
poorly nourished and cachectic. In those hearts in 
which glycogen is present there is no regularity or con­
sistency in its distribution in the fibres of the ramific­
ations. In the same strand some fibres may be free 
from glycogen while others contain it in abundance ; in 
other cases glycogen may be present in only limited parts 
of the same fibre. The inconstant character of its 
occurrence in any heart has proved disappointing to those 
who had hoped by its means to be able to follow to their 
termination the branches of distribution of the bundle .
The problem of following out the terminals of the 
system on the left side has not been any more successfully 
solved than on the right side. This difficulty is of 
course referable to the fact that the end portions of the 
system/
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system are scarcely distinguishable from the ordinary 
cardiac muscle fibres. It was noted in the macroscopic 
description of the fan-shaped portion of the left branch 
on the septal wall that in suitable cases a crossing of 
the strands could be observed. Microscopic examination 
shows that although the individual strands cross each 
other there is comparatively little communication between 
the individual fibres of the same strand. While it is
(nMJi
on the whole that the fibres preserve an independent
course there are here and there short communicating 
fibres, and in some places these communications may be of 
a complicated character suggesting small "nodal centres" 
where there is an intricate communication and exchange of 
fibrils from several fibres. What the actual signific­
ance of these "nodal centres" may be it is difficult to 
say. Speaking generally the fibres of the branch increase 
in number in their descent on the septum; with the 
increase in the number of the fibres there is most probably 
an increase in the total number of fibrils; whether the 
nodal centres are associated with a division and re­
distribution in some places and a combination and 
centralisation in others is a matter worthy of further 
investigation. Following the fibres from the septal 
wall on to the trabecular and papillary muscles the 
observer encounters two great difficulties, when the 
criterion/
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criterion as to the identity of the fibres is the 
amount of protoplasm and the number of the fibrils; 
because on the one hand the terminals of the system may 
be indistinguishable from ordinary muscle fibres and on 
the other hand large fibres may occur in the heart, 
in the auricle) , which have nothing to do with the 
auriculo-ventricular system. It is the case that Tawara, 
Monckeberg, Keith and Flack and Fahr, regard the so- 
called Purkinje fibres in the human heart as being in­
variably associated with the system and as being, when 
present, a reliable guide to its distribution, but while 
I am not prepared to dispute the authority of these 
observers, I am inclined with Arnold to accept with 
reserve the finality of a solution based on such a 
criterion.
Although there is no satisfactory means of following 
in microscopic preparations the strands of the bundle 
till they become continuous with the ordinary muscle, 
thus providing a feature of its general distribution, 
still it is possible to demonstrate a continuity of 
structure in the case of individual fibres. This can 
readily be done by examining a small cord which may on 
macroscopic examination be found to cross from the lower 
aspect of the septum to the base of one of the papillary 
muscles. If the cord and a piece of the papillary muscle 
be/
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be cut in serial sections and if the fibres of the cord 
be large and easily distinguished, then it will be found 
that they spread in the subendocardial layer of the 
papillary muscle and that some of them dip into the 
ordinary muscle to become continuous with its fibres.
The continuity of structure may also be demonstrated in 
the muscular trabeculae in suitable cases.
It may be taken then on the combined macroscopic 
and microscopic evidence that the auriculo-ventricular 
system in the human heart bears a general resemblance 
in its morphology and relationships in its structure 
and distribution to that which is so easily examined in 
the sheep. In the human heart the examination is 
rendered much more difficult on account of the similarity 
between the special and the ordinary muscle fibres.
The outstanding facts are that the system is distributed 
by a right and left branch to the right and left ventricles 
respectively; that the distribution takes place to the 
papillary muscles and the trabeculae in the ventricular 
apices, and that it is almost exclusively confined to the 
lower portions of the ventricles,and lastly that although 
the main branches course on the septal walls that few or 
none of their fibres are distributed to the upper 
portions of these walls.
THE NERVE SUPPLY OF THE ATIRICIJL0-VENTRICI3LAR SYSTEM .
Reference has already been made to the fact that
the/
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the presence of nerves in the node, main stem and primary 
branches of the system in the sheep's hearts can be 
demonstrated by the ordinary histological methods.
When special technique for the demonstration of nerve 
elements is employed the relation of nerve to muscle 
is seen to be very intimate .(Fic^^^Wi Is on employed the vital 
methylene blue method in the hearts of the calf, sheep 
and pig, and found a very rich supply of fine nerve 
elements and ganglion cells in the closest relationship 
with the muscular elements of the node, the bundle 
and the commencement of its subdivisions. The ganglion 
cells may occur in groups of considerable size, and the 
nerve fibres thread their way through the tissue in 
small bundles in the form of a plexus. The majority 
of the fibres possess varicosities and appear to be non- 
medullated, although medullated fibres may also be seen.
The plexuses which surround the muscle fibres are composed 
of very fine varicose fibrils which are easily distin­
guished from elastic fibres. Although in his first 
publication, Wilson was unable to describe the nerve 
elements in the human heart, he suggested that in all 
probability appropriate methods would establish their 
existence in that organ as well. It was left to Aschoff
to be the first to show that also in the system in the 
human heart nerve structures could be demonstrated. By 
the/
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the methylene blue method he found^^non-medullated fibres 
in the main stem and in the left branch. Monckeberg 
shortly afterwards demonstrated nerve elements in the 
bundle of a foetal heart.
THE! AÜRICTJLO-VENTRICULAR SYSTEM AS A SPECIAL ORGAN.
The foregoing descriptions of the sheep's heart and 
the human heart should suffice in themselves to make it. 
obvious that in the auriculo-ventricular system we have a 
highly specialised organ performing a highly specialised 
function in the economy of the heart. The extremely
complicated arrangement of its peculiar fibres, its rich 
blood supply, and its special nerve supply, are features 
which distinguish it from the general cardiac muscle. 
Enclosed in a firm fibrous sheath and surrounded with 
lymph spaces it has no communication with the heart muscle 
between the inter-auri cular septum on +:he one side and 
the papillary muscles and trabeculae at the apices of the 
ventricles on the other. To say that it constitutes the 
muscular connection between auricles and ventricles is to 
state a fact ; but to leave the matter there with the 
suggestion that its functions are those or even a modific­
ation of those of ordinary cardiac muscle, is to render 
inevitable a total misconception of the special functions 
of this important organ. Its physiology will be dealt 
with after we have considered the morphology and structure 
of/
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of the sino-auri cular system (the node of Keith and 
Flack), and its relation to the auriculo-ventricular 
system in the vertebrate heart generally. This will 
be done in the next chapter.
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CH/lPTER III.
THE bIHQ-AURICULAR NODE: ITS STRUCTURE AND ITS
RELATIONS TO THE. AURICULO-VENTRICULAR SYSTEM IN THE 
VERTEBRATE HEART.
The discovery of a muscular connection between 
auricles and ventricles satisfied the demands of-those 
whose conception of co-ordinated cardiac action pre­
supposed the existence of such a muscular continuity.
With the discovery, however, there appeared also the 
possibility of the solution of a problem which had long 
excited the interest of physiologists, namely, the site of 
origin of the contraction or stimulus to contraction in 
the heart. Tawara,recognising the peculiar character of 
the structure with which he had to deal, suggested that the 
aurioulfl-ventricular node was the "predominant cardio- 
motor centre" . Prom the node he imagined that the con­
traction wave spread first through the auricular fibres 
giving rise to the auricular contraction, and that the 
impulse from the same centre travelled through the main stem 
and its branches to give rise to the subsequent ventricular 
contraction. Aschoff was also disposed to regard the 
auriculo-ventricular node as the "centre of ^tomatio cardiac 
movement" . On a priori grounds it had always seemed more 
likely that the cardiac contraction should begin in the 
neighbourhood/
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neighbourhood of the superior vena cava and Wenckebach had 
described a muscle bundle at the Junction of the superior 
cava and auricle which he regarded as constituting the 
exclusive muscular connection between sinus venosus and 
auricle in the same, way as the auriculo-ventricular system 
preserves the muscular continuity between auricles and 
ventricles; he regarded this muscle also as the site of 
origin of the auricular contraction. Koch, however, 
after a careful examination of serial sections failed to 
find any structure resembling that of the auriculo- 
ventricular system in the region of the bundle described 
by Wenckebach. He found that the superior cava was to 
some extent separated from the auricle, though not by a 
sharp line of fibrous structure, such as that which separ­
ates auricles from ventricles, and he left the question open 
as to whether or not the ganglion cells in the sino- 
auricular salcus might not in some way be associated with 
the impulse to contraction. Wenckebach's bundle in any 
case consisted^ as far as could be made out ^ of ordinary 
cardiac muscle fibres . Koch prosecuted his enquiry by an 
examination of the area|É of pulsation in the dying heart.
It is well known that in the dying heart the ventricular 
chambers are the first to cease beating. Koch found that 
while the auricles continued to show evidence of pulsation 
after the ventricles had ceased, that that part of the 
auricles which continued longest to pulsate and which there­
fore/
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fore, possessed "the strongest power of rhythmic con­
traction" was situated in the inter-auricular septum at the 
mouth of the coronary sinus and corresponded with the 
position in which the node of the aurioulo-ventricular 
system is to be found. He came to the conclusion that 
"the stimulus to automatic cardiac action originates in 
the node of Tawara, which lies in the wall of the coronary 
sinus."
It was at this stage in the investigation of the 
subject that Keith and Flack made the important discovery 
in the heart of the mole, where they found at the sino- 
auricular junction of the superior vena cava a structure 
which in its essential details, resembled the node of the 
aurioulo-ventricular system. These authors had directed 
their attention to the remnants of embryonic structure at 
the entrance of the great veins recognising that in the 
lower vertebrate hearts the experimental physiologists, 
(Q-askell, Macwilliam, Engelmann, Bering and others) had 
proved that the first hypersensitive part of the cardiac 
tube lay at the junction of the sinus venosus with the 
auricle. The remains of the venous valves are the only 
guide to the junction of sinus and auricles in the mammalian 
heart, and a part of the right venous valve is to be found 
o^t infrequently beneath the endocardium on the upper aspect
the tenia terminalis just opposite that portion of the 
saleus/
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salous terminalis, which lies between the superior vena
cava and the right auricular appendix. Round about a small
arteiy which constantly encircles the superior cava in
this region Keith and Flack found in the human heart the
structure for which they were searching. "The artery",
«
they note, is surrounded by fibrous tissue in which are 
numerous peculiar muscle fibres some nerve cells, and nerve 
fibres. The nerve cells and fibres, we find from dissect­
ion, to connect with the vagal and sympathetic nerve trunks 
which form so rich a plexus and exert as powerful an effect 
at this junction. The musculature of the superior cava 
becomes continuous with that of the auricle and of the 
auricular canal, both on the outer and inner side of the 
artery. Our search for a well differentiated system of 
fibres within the sinus which might serve as a basin for the 
inception of the cardiac rhythm has i^ ed us to attach import­
ance to this peculiar musculature surrounding the artery 
at the sino-auricular junction. In the human heart the 
fibres are striated,fusiform, with well marked elongated 
nuclei, plexiform in arrangement and embedded in dense- 
packed connective tissue - in fact, of closely similar
structure to the Knoten (Tawara’s node). The amount of 
this musculature varies, depending upon how much of the 
sinus has remained of the primitive type ; but in the 
neighbourhood/
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neighbourhood of the tinea terminalis there is always
some of this primitive.tissue found. Macroscopioally, the
fibres resemble those of the aurioulo-ventricular bundle in
being paler than the surrounding muscle. (This pallor may be
due to the excessive amount of connective tissue - Mackenzie),
They can be dissected out on the superior vena cava in the
region corresponding to the right venous valve. Another
remarkable point in connection with these fibres is the
special arterial supply with which they are provided. These
arterial branches embrace the sino-auricular junction. It
will be seen that they come from both right and left coronary
arteries, and from what may be termed "the si no-auricular 
«
arterial circle" . For some time there seemed to be
some confusion on the part of subsequent observers as to the 
site and structure of the node. This is accounted for by 
the earlier description given by Wenckebach of a muscular 
connection and the attempts made to confirm his conclusions. 
Further difficulty arose from the use of the term, "Purkinje 
fibres". Keith and Flack never used the term in their 
descriptions, and Koch quite rightly emphasises the fact 
that there^are no such fibres associated with the sino- 
auricular node in the human heart. The observations of 
Keith and Flack have, however, been fully confirmed by Koch, 
Monckeberg, and others. As in the case of the aurioulo- 
ventricular system the ungulate heart affords the most 
suitable/
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suitable material for those who desire to gain an idea 
of the position of the node and its finer structure.
For this reason, I have chosen the pig’s heart for a de­
tailed description of the technique of examination and 
the findings.
THE BIHO-AURICULAR NODE Ih THE PIG’S HEART.
Macroscopic examination:- If the right auricle is 
examined on the endocardial surface of its posterior wall 
the remains of the right venous valve may be seen extend­
ing from the region of the coronary sinus round the right 
margin of the inferior vena cava and upwards towards the 
tenia terminalis as it passes below and in front of the 
entrance of the superior vena cava. In some cases the 
valve may be followed on to the endocardial surface of 
the lower aspect of the posterior wall of the superior 
cava. If now the heart be held up to the light to 
examine the line of junction of the superior cava with 
the auricle, a narrow crescentio translucent area will be. 
noticed in the lower part of the superior cava posteriorly 
This translucent area is immediately above the sjlcus 
terminalis and represents the caval extension of the sino- 
auricular node. If the epicardium and sub^^ycardial 
fat be carefully removed from the outer surface of this 
area the translucent tissue may be found to be continuous 
wit h a fine strip of pale yellow tissue distinguishable 
from the reddish brown auricular muscle and composed of 
fibres/
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fibres apparently running in a direction parallel to the 
8#lcu8 terminalis This strand of tissue extends from 
the angle of junction of the right auricular appendix with 
the superior cava about 3 c.m. along the region of the 
sSlcus terminalis, A search in its structure will usually 
reveal the presence of at least one moderately large 
artery. In exceptional cases the pale strand may appear 
on the roof of the tinea terminalis beneath the endocardium, 
but as a rule it is confined to the sub-epic ardial layer.
The ease with which the structure is demonstrated macros- 
oopically varies in different hearts, but the translucent 
tissue which has been described is invariably present in 
the pig and may be taken as a safe guide.
Microscopic examination:- The block for microscopic 
examination is prepared by t’wo incisions parallel to the 
sulcus terminalis and at right^to the lumen of the. 
superior cava. One incision is made 0-5 c.m. below the 
sulcus and the other 1 c.m. above the sulcus. The upper 
incision will be through the wall of the vein only; the 
second incision will pass longitudinally through the tinea 
terminalis, and will be carried outwards so as to include 
u small portion of the right auricular appendix. Towards 
the inside the block is removed by freeing it from the 
muscular connections of the base of the superior cava with 
the posterior part of the inter-auricular septum, and the 
infundibulum/
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infundibulum of the left auricle. The sections are out 
in a plane at right angles to the lumen of the vein, and 
it is advisable to begin with the tissue on the lower side 
of the block. In this way orientation is rendered easy 
because the first sections will not include the whole 
circumference of the opening of the vein, but will be free 
from tissue on the inner margin while the outer margin 
of the block may be easily recognised by the presence of 
the muscle of the auricular appendix. By the early 
recognition of the relative position of these structures it 
will be easy to recognise the position of any structures 
which appear in the later sections when only the circular 
lumen of the vein will be in evidence. Van Gieson's 
solution should be used for staining. Tracing the series 
which commences from below, the most prominent structure 
to be first encountered is the t'^nea terminalis with its 
fibres cut longitudinally. Oh the outer side of the 
sections lies the complex A y  arranged muscular strands of 
the auricular appendix. A section is soon met with in 
which beneath the epicardium a small narrow longitudinal 
strand of tissue stands out in sharp contrast with the 
fibres of the tinea. This strand is situated on the 
posteripr aspect of the block about 0-5 c.m. from the 
tissue of the appendix. Its most striking feature is its 
pallor which distinguishes it from the darkly brown stained 
muscle./
muscle. It presents also a slightly pinkish colour 
at first sight under the low power may be very suggestive 
of nerve tissue. It gives the impression of having 
contained some substance in its meshes which had become 
dissolved out in the process of fixation or embedding. 
Compared with the strands of ordinary muscle against which 
it lies it exhibits a complicated network appearance al­
though on closer examination it is found to be composed of 
fibres which have been cut longitudinally. In some 
instances individual fibres may be seen, which show no 
evidence of fibrils and no suggestion of transverse 
striation; such fibres appear to be divided into a very 
large number of small compartments by delicate membranes 
coursing irregularly and diagonally across their substance; 
these dividing membranes appear to be stained faintly pink 
and to be continuous with the limiting membrane round the 
fibre. Nuclei are very plentiful and are small and 
irregular in shape, though for the most part somewhat round 
There may be every stage of transition in the character of 
the fibrils from that which has just been described to 
those which are in direct continuity with the ordinary 
muscle fibres and indistinguishable from them(^ ÿ^^ j^lhis 
continuity of structure between the node and the adjacent 
musculature may be observed at each end of the spindle and 
in/
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in some oases a gradual transition takes place between 
the tissue of the node and the adjacent muscle fibres of 
the tinea terminalis on its inner aspect. In other cases,
however, the nodal structure is sharply demarcated from 
the fibres which lie to inner side by large lymph spaced
A
(Pig. Il( ). Following the series it is noted that the 
length of the spindle increases until it measures about o 
o^m. and extends as far as the outer edge of the posterior 
wall of the caval entrance, where the auricular appendix 
comes into close proximity with the outer wall of the vein. 
The sections now traverse the translucent area in the lower 
part of the posterior wall of the vein. In some cases, 
small islets of muscle may be seen beneath the endocardium 
in this area; these probably represent the vestiges of 
the venous valves. There may be a moderately dized artery 
in the bundle and it is interesting to note that the nodal 
tissue in some places is arranged so as to form part of the 
outer arterial wall; in the same way the smaller vessels 
are closely surrounded and supported by nodal tissue.
As the sections advance into the translucent portion of the 
wall the whole breath of the later from epicardium to endo­
cardium is seen to be composed of nodal tissue. The 
tissue is very dense consisting of a closely packed mesh- 
work of fibres whose individual character it is difficult 
to/
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to determine except at those parts on its outer aspect 
where it is in continuity with the ordinary muscle of 
the vein. It contains a large number of nuclei in com­
parison with the caval or cardiac muscle fibres. With the 
Van Gieson solution it is stained pale with a distinctly 
pinkish hue and stands out in sharp contrast against the 
dark brown colour of the striated fibres; it contains no 
transverse striations except in the intermediate fibres 
preserving the continuity with the caval muscle.{ ).
As the sections are followed in the series those 
containing the translucent tissue become gradually exhausted 
and there now begins to appear towards the outer and anterior 
aspect of the caval wall (and 1 - 1 -5 m.m. above and in 
front of the point of junction of the upper angle of the 
auricular appendix with wall of the vein) , a collection of 
narrow interlacing fibres which are stained a faint brown 
and which contain a relatively large number of nuclei though 
not so many as the tissue which has just been described.
If these fibres be traced still further in the wall of the 
vein they will be found to uddergo a process of condensation 
and to give the appearance as if they had penetrated into or 
originated from this dense irregular meshwork in the caval 
wall (Pig. ir ) . This meshwork is stained faintly brown,
It contains a large number of nuclei, and although in parts 
there is evidence that it is composed of closely interwoven 
fibres/
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fibres in other parts it suggests rather a multi-nuoleated 
synoytium of cardiac protoplasm. Examined under a high 
power it looks as if in it a number of fibres had broken up 
allowing a free exchange and communication between their 
different elements. Throughout the tissue there is a large 
number of small vacuolar spaces in some of which nuclei 
are lying. Although the structure is in communication 
with the more loosely arranged lacework of narrow fibres 
already described, and through those in communication with 
the translucent structure and the nodal tissue lying in the 
sulcus terminalis it seems at one part to be fairly 
sharply demarcated from the muscle of the vein. This is at 
its upper end where it is dovetailed between an inner and 
outer strand of ordinary muscle from which it is separated 
by some loose fibrous tissue through which nevertheless a 
few fibres maintain a continuity. In this loose fibrous 
tissue there is a fairly large artery surrounded by small 
bundles of nerves in which are some ganglion cells. The 
foregoing description of the node in the pig's heart is 
taken from the examination of a single heart. It applies, 
however, with slight modification to the morphology and 
structure of the organ in the pig's heart generally, and also 
more or less to the appearances presented in the hearts of 
other ungulates. Attention is specially called to the 
upper/
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upper extension of the structure on to the outer and anterior 
aspect of the caval wall. This appearance of part of the
K4/«-e/T.
node on the anterior aspect of the vein has aow been 
described, previously, and its relation to the structure found 
in the turtle will be referred to later, (p. bo ).
In some cases the lower part of the node may be more 
on the subendocardial than on the subepicardial side of 
the tinea terminalis. There may also be considerable variation 
in the microscopic character of the translucent portion; in 
some cases it looks more like modified cardiac muscle and 
in other cases it resembles nerve structure, although when 
nerves are present they can be distinguished. The important 
point is this, that within the limits of the widest variation 
there is no example of this structure in the ungulate heart, 
which does not at once suggest that we are dealing with a 
highly-specialised structure related in its function to 
nerves on the one side and to muscle on the other. Its 
peculiar structure, its special nerve supply, and blood supply, 
its situation at the entrance of the heart and its close 
similarity to a part of the aurioulo-ventricular system 
iQark it out as in all probability playing an important part 
in. the functional activity of the circulatory apparatus.
It does not come within the purpose of the present 
review to make more than a passing reference to the sino- 
aur icular nodes in other mammals except in the case of the 
human/
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human heart. Mention may, however, be made of the 
fact that in the case of the common laboratory animals, 
the dog and the cat, the node although it is distinguishable 
from the surrounding structures does not, as a rule, 
exhibit the definite characteristics, which would enable 
the observer to define its limits and extent so easily as 
in the case of the pig. In these animals the fibres of 
the node approach in their structure more closely those 
of the ordinary cardiac muscle, although in well fixed 
specimens the characteristic structure and disposition 
of the fibres is distinct.
THE SINO-AURIOIILAR NODE IN THE HUMAN HEART.
Macroscopic Examination:- The macroscopic examination 
of the node in the human heart is attended with great 
difficulty. It is only exceptionally that it can be made 
out as distinct from the ordinary muscle. In some cases, 
however, and especially where there is great hypertrophy 
of the right auricle it may be seen in the subepicardial 
tissue in the sulcus terminalis between the auricular 
appendix and the vena cava. When it contains a large amount 
of connective tissue as it not infrequently does, this 
2iay aid in its dissection. Keith had demonstrated the node 
in a case of acromegaly which is in the College of Surgeons 
Museum, and which presents the interesting feature that the 
node is hypertrophied in proportion to the hypertrophy of 
the/
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the rest of the heart.
Microscopic Examination:- The block for microscopic 
examination is prepared in the same way as that already 
described for the pig's heart. Considering the relatively 
large size of the human right auricle, more especially 
since the hearts which come under routine examination are 
usually dilated or hypertrophied in this part, it is 
expedient to retain only such a portion of the block as is 
necessary for examination. The limits of the upper and 
lower incisions made in the pig's heart are retained.
The block is completed by two vertical incisions, one about 
3*5 c.m. from the appendicular angle through the salcus 
terminalis, and the other out 1 c.m. in front of the 
appendicular angle . Within the limits of these incisions 
it will be seen that the structures which have been described 
in the pig's node will be found, if they occupy as they almost 
invariably do a similar morphological position. The sections 
are cut parallel to the tinea terminalis and at right angles 
to the lumen of the superior cava. The muscle of the 
auricular appendix will be found to the outer side of the 
sections. The node lies underneath the epicardium on the 
outer aspect of the tinea terminalis. Its presence may usually 
be detected more readily by the relatively large amount of 
connective tissue between its fibres; this is a more striking 
characteristic than any peculiarity in the size, shape or 
staining/
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staining of its fibres. A ready olue to its situation 
is the presence of a moderately large artery around whose 
outer coat the fibrous musculature of the node is closely 
packed. It is spindle shaped, and its greatest length 
is about 3 c.m., and its breath about 2 m.m. Numerous 
nerve bundles may be seen in its vicinity although it is 
only in exceptional cases that they are to be found inside 
the structure. The fibres are narrow, often slightly 
paler than those of the ordinary muscle, and they are usually 
surrounded by fibrous tissue. In the human subject the 
character of the muscle approaches more closely that of the 
normal cardiac muscle than in any other mammalian heart 
which I have examined.
THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECIAL 
MI3SCULATURE OF THE HEART.
Gaskell in summing up his views on the meaning of the 
cardiac beat says that "the beat of the heart of cold­
blooded vertebrates depends upon the rhythmical power of 
the muscular tissue of the large veins and sinus being 
greater than the rhythmical power of the other parts of the 
heart, and that in all cases the greater or less rhythmicity 
of any part of the heart depends upon the nature of the 
muscular fibre of which that part is composed" . ' In 
Chapter I. attention was called to the developmental process 
whereby/
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whereby the heart was evolved ontogenetic ally and phyl|o- 
genetioally from a simple tube whose contractions were 
peristaltic in character to a highly differentiated organ, 
whose chambers heat in rhythmic sequence at definite and 
regular intervals. It was pointed out that the contract­
ion wave passed along a tissue whose continuity was preserved 
unbroken from the point of entrance of the great veins to the 
point of exit of the large arteries. The apparent simultaneity 
of contraction of the auricular muscle fibres or ventricular 
muscle was attributed to the rapidity with which the wave of 
contraction passed over them. The auricular and ventricular 
outgrowths from the primitive cardiac tube are composed of 
differentiated muscle fibres with transverse striations and 
containing a large number of longitudinal fibrils relative 
to their sarcoplasmic content. Gaskell interpreted the 
sequence of events in the cardiac cycle of the lower verte-
tksL
brate heart in the light of hiir main properties ih relation 
to contraction^ which he attributed to cardiac muscle in 
general, the property of rhythmicity and the property of 
conductivity. On the basis of a mutual relation between 
these properties he offered an explanation of the sequence 
of events in the contraction of the heart; and for the 
variation in these properties he found an anatomical basis. 
’Starting with a tube of equal character throughout, we see 
how by modifications of portions of the tissue in the two 
regions/
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regions of the auricle and the ventricle into a more rapidly 
contracting, more rapidly conducting, less rhythmical tissue 
we obtain an efficient heart, which shall not merely pass 
the blood on, but by the forcible and nearly simultaneous 
contraction of all parts of its auricular and ventricular 
walls respectively, keep up in a most efficient manner a high 
blooi pressure in the arterial system, while at the same 
time owing to the absence of modification of the tissue 
between the aurioles and ventricles, i.e. the canal is 
auricularis, whereby it still retains its original more 
rhythmical, but slower conducting power, the useful purpose­
ful pause between the auricular and ventricular contractions 
is brought about" . According to Gaskell, in the development 
of the adult heart from the primitive cardiac tube the 
anatomical aid physiological characters of the embryonic 
organ are retained in three situations, in the sinus venosus, 
in the canalis auricularis, and in the bulbus arteriosus.
The anatomical characteristics consist in a maintenance of 
the circular arrangement of the muscle and the preservation 
of the non-striated condition of its fibres. At the same 
time the embryonic physiological properties are retained in 
as much as the muscle possesses the power of rhythmical 
contraction in a high degree and its power of conduction is 
very low. The sinus venosus contracts first because of its 
greater rhythmicity, and there is an interval between 
auricular/
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auricular and ventricular contraction, because of the 
low power of'conductivity of the connecting muscle,
(canalis auricularis). We shall now enquire whether
the structures in the mammalian heart, which we have 
described as sino-auricular node and auriculo—ventricular 
system are related to those so-called embryonic remnants, 
the sinus venosus and the canalis auricularis, which were 
found by Gaskell to possess such significance in his 
physiological experiments on the hearts of cold-blood 
vertebrates. Although the bulbus arteriosus is related in 
structure and in certain of its physiological properties to 
these other "remnants of the primitive tube", it does not 
command the same interest in the present study, because 
so far as we know it has no physiological homologue in the 
mammalian heart; anatomically it is represented in the 
infundibulum of the right ventricle (Keith), but it would 
appear to have ceased to exercise an independant influence 
in the circulatory movements.
T # _miMARY DIVISIONS OF THE VERTEBRATE HEART .
Before describing in detail the special musculature 
at the junctions of the cardiac chambers, it would be well 
to define exactly the limits of these chambers in the hearts 
of the lower vertebrates, and the indications which these 
limits afford in determining the remains of the primary 
divisions and junctional lines in the mammalian heart.
The/
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The acGompanylng diagram (Fig. «2. ) is a composite 
representation of the lower vertebrate heart, it is constructed 
after the diagram used by Keith and Flack in their first 
communication on the subject.
It is seen that the lower vertebrate heart consists of 
five primary divisions:-
1. Sinus Venosus,
2. Canalis Auricularis.
3. Auricle-
4. Ventricle.
5. Bulbus arteriosus.
These five chambers are connected by junctional tissue, 
which is muscular. The point is not raised here as to how 
far the nerve supply to the heart exercises an influence 
on this connecting musculature; the fact of fundamental 
importance is that muscular continuity is preserved from the 
entrance of the great veins to the bulbus . A very brief 
reference has been made already to the process of folding 
and twisting, which the primitive tube undergoes in the 
process of its development into the more complicated organ.
Of equal importance for an understanding of the relations 
of the structures in the more complicated organ to their 
representatives in the more primitive type is a recognition 
of the fact that in its evolution the five chambered organ 
becomes telescoped so that the sinus venosus, canalis 
auricularis/
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auricularis, and bulbus arteriosus are absent as such 
from the higher organ. In this process of invagination 
then, the "embryonic remains" or undifferentiated parts 
in the lower vertebrate heart to which Gaskell attributed 
so much importance, must undergo a profound change, for 
it is exactly these portions, which are lost to view. 
Consulting the diagram representing the five primary 
divisions of the vertebrate heart, (Fig, 2 ), the parts 
marked in red are those in which the muscle is of the 
embryonic type - non striated, strongly rhythmical and 
possessing slow conducting power. These are the portions 
of the lower vertebrate heart, which are most sensitive 
to stimuli of various kinds, and which, when stimulated, 
continue for some time to act as a centre from which waves 
of contraction are propagated in a rhythmic fashion through 
the cardiac muscle.
It would take us far beyond the scope of this investig­
ation to give a full account of the phyl^ogenetic and onto­
genetic disappearance of the sinus venosus and canalis 
auricularis. But in order to appreciate fully the 
peculiarity of structure, and possible functions of the 
special muscular systems in the mammalian heart, it is 
necessary to have a clear idea of the histological characters 
9nd morphological position of the special musculature in a 
few/
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few representative hearts from the lower vertebrate^.
For this purpose the hearts of the bream, the turtle, and 
echidna (monotreme) will be described very shortly.
THE HEART OF THE BREAM (FISH):- The five primary chambers 
are present in this heart, (Fig. 2  ). The sinus venosus 
is formed by the junction of the right and left Ducts of 
Cuvier from the cephalic end and the hepatic vein from the 
caudal end. The sinus venosus is not really a cardiac 
chamber; it is merely the main stream into which the 
tributary veins flow before the blood enters the heart.
On naked eye examination its walls are found to consist of 
a pale tough tissue whereas the auricular wall from which 
it is sharply demarcated by a constriction is composed of 
more friable yellow material. It is separated from the 
auricle by two large valves which lie, one ventrally and 
the other dor sally, their adjacent ends meeting at the 
outer aspects of the line of junction between the sinus and 
the auricle (Fig n,/?{.). A section cut through the sinus
wall and auricular wall transversely to the venous valves, 
shows at the basal attachment of the valves a thick ring of 
tissue corresponding to the constriction between sinus and 
auricle. This ring is spongy in consistence, and somewhat
paler than the auricular muscle. (Fig. IX ). The ring of 
tissue is the special sino-auricular muscle of the bream's 
heart; it is the representative in this particular heart 
of/
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of the nodal tissue which has been described in the 
region of the sulcus terminalis in the pig and in man.
Microscopic examination of this region of the heart
was carried out by means of a series of sections cut
from right to left at right angles to the valves. The
sections included the proximal part of the sinus wall,
the sino-auricular ring, the venous valves and a small
part of the adjacent auricular wall.. This sinus wall is
composed for the most part of elastic tissue and fibrous
tissue. There are a few non-striated muscle fibres, but
no suggestion of any tissue which could be compared to
nodal tissue. There is no muscular connection in the
form of a bundle or of bundles between the sinus wall and
the auricular muscle . Lying between the sinus wall and
the auricular wall is the ring of tissue already referred
to. This ring is composed of a very complicated meshwork
of fine muscle fibres, which are stained a pale yellow
and which contain a large number of small round nuclei.
It is very vascular, being intersected in all directions
by a close network of fine capillaries. The diameter of the
ring is constant all round. Its fibres communicate freely
with those of the venous valves ; the fibres of the venous
valves are stained more darkly and exhibit transverse
striation. There are distinct strands of muscle running
down from the contiguous ends of the venous valves into 
the/
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the auricular muscle. These are the only parts at which 
there is a direct communication between the reticulated 
muscle of the ring and the ordinary auricular muscle. On 
the two outer edges of the sinus wall large nerve trunks 
course down beneath the epicardium to the angles of 
junction between the sinus and the auricles. At these 
angles there are large groups of ganglion cells. Some of 
the nerve fibres and ganglion cells lie in the ring. Other 
nerve fibres descend beneath the epicardium which they 
penetrate to occupy an intramuscular position in the 
auricular wall; many of these deviate dorsally till they 
come ^  lie in the basal wall in which they may be seen 
in very close relationship with muscle fibres. These nerve 
trunks are from the right and left sympathetic and vagal 
trunks, the right being associated with the right duct of 
Cuvier and the left being associated with the left duct 
of Cuvier. The mass of ganglion cells on the right side 
correspond to Remak's ganglion in the frog and to the 
ganglion cells in the sulcus terminalis and "interauricular 
space" in the mammal. The importante of recognising this 
relation of the main nerve trunks to these two important 
venous channels will be referred to later, (p. ^ '^7).
There is a direct muscular continuity between auricle
and/
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and ventricle at the auriculo-ventrioular junction. The 
fibres are arranged round the whole orifice and course 
down from one chamber to the other in a longitudinal 
direction, parallel to the blood stream. On the 
auricular side of the orifice the muscular arrangement 
appears more complex than lower down beneath the valves 
where the fibres lie in parallel strands. There is on the 
auricular side a thickened ring of nodal tissue comparable 
with that which is situated at the sino-auricular orifice. 
The fibres are here arranged more in a circular fashion.
They are thinner and more delicate than the fibres of the 
auricle with which they are in direct continuity. The 
connecting fibres at the aurioulo-ventricular orifice are 
distinguished from those of the auricle and ventricle 
proper by the pallor of their staining with Van Gieson, 
by the more rounded shape of their nuclei , and by the 
relative infrequence of striation and poverty in fibrils.
The connecting fibres gradually become continuous with the 
spongy network of muscle in the interior of the ventricle.
It is to be noted that in their course from the more 
oircularly arranged network on the auricular side of the 
orifice the fibres lie for a considerable distance between 
the aurioulo-ventricular valves and the ventricular muscle 
and separated from the latter by a thick layer of connective 
tissue. There is no evidence of muscular tissue in the
aurioulo-ventricular valves, although as was pointed out
_the/
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the venous valves at the sino-aurioular orifice are 
composed of muscle fibres. The muscular network of the 
aurioulo-ventricular ring is freely intersected with fine 
blood capillaries, and bundles of nerves are present in 
the neighbourhood , The si no-auricular and auriculo- 
ventricular orifices lie at a considerable distance from 
each other in this heart. The sino-auricular valves lie 
at right angles to the long axis of the body. The basal 
wall runs directly in the form of a flat band from the 
base of the ventral valve to the auriculo-ventricular 
orifice, and the auricle represents a bulging of the 
dorsal wall on the opposite side. (See ) .
THE TURTLE * S HEART : - The heart of the turtle is more 
complicated than that of the bream. Lungs have developed 
and the central organ of the circulation has become modi­
fied to suit the exigencies of the new respiratory 
apparatus. The auricle has become divided into a right 
and left chamber by a muscular septum, the left auricle 
receiving the blood from the lungs by a pulmonary vein and 
the right auricle receiving the blood from the rest of the 
hody through the sino-auricular orifice, which is still 
guarded by two large valves . In the turtle the large 
veins entering the sinus come into closer proximity with 
■bhs posterior wall of the auricles than in the case of the
bream; that is to say, the existence of the sinus venosus 
as/
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as a separate chamber has already begun to disappear 
and the right superior vena cava (right duct of Cuvier) 
and left superior vena cava (left duct of Cuvier in the 
fish, and left superior vena cava and coronary vein in 
the mammal) enter the right auricle almost independently 
and without first of all meeting in a common sinus. Their 
orifices are, however, guarded by well developed venous 
valves, which are contiguous oh the right side at the upper 
and right corner of the right auricle at the upper angle of 
the right auricular appendix, and which meet at their other 
extremity at the lower left side of the- auricle in the 
basal wall near the auriculo-ventricular groove. (Pigi^ '^ ' ) .
The inferior vena cava also pours its contents into the 
orifice guarded by the valves . The pulmonary vein is 
developed in close association with the tissue of the left 
wall of the sinus venosus and is closely related to the 
base of the left venous valve.
To examine the sino-auricular nodal tissue in the
turtle's heart a block is excised in a manner similar to that
described for the pig's heart, (p.^l ) . it will be seen
that in general conformation the external surface of the
turtle's right auricle bears a close resemblance to tha^
of the p ig(^ 4&)po s te ri or ly there is a well-defined sulcus
separating the superior caval portion of the sinus from the
appendicular portion of the right auricle ; this sulcus runs 
from/
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from the sino- appendicular angle downwards and inwards 
towards the inferior vena cava. The lower incision is 
made parallel to this sulcus and sufficiently below it 
to leave the venous valves in the block; the upper 
incision parallel also to the sulcus should be about -5 
c.m. above the sulcus in the case of the heart of a large 
turtle. The sections are cut in a series at right angles 
to the venous valves beginning with the side to which the 
auricular appendix is attached; throughout the main part 
of the series the venous valves should appear in transverse 
section. (Pig . ) .
It is at once obvious that with respect to the presence 
of nodal tissue the condition in this heart differs greatly 
from that in the heart of the bream. There is nothing 
in the nature of a specialised ring situated at the sino- 
auricular junction. In the earlier part of the series a 
continuity of muscle fibre can be traced from the sinus 
wall into the auricular wall through the venous valves 
which are composed of ordinary cardiac muscle fibres arranged 
circularly; the muscle fibres of the sinus wall as well as 
those which preserve the continuity of structure cannot be 
distinguished from those of the auricle. When, however, a 
certain stage In the series has been reached, usually about 
half way between the outer and inner margins of the superior 
cava, the fibres of continuity on the posterior wall 
through/
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through the sulous between sinus and auricle present an 
appearance which distinguishes them readily from those of 
ordinary muscle(K^^)The fibres here course directly from the 
sinus into the auricle without any intervention of the valvular 
muscle, although the muscle of the posterior valve is in direct 
continuity with that of the auricle ( P i g ) . This band of 
muscular continuity which, be it remembered, is not the only 
source of muscular connection between sinus and auricle is 
distinguished most readily from the ordinary cardiac muscle 
by the relatively large number of nuclei which it contains.
More closely examined it is seen to be more pale in its 
staining, the fibres are thinner and more delicate and con­
tain few fibrils, and no transverse striations, and there is an 
interlacing network arrangement of the fibres in bundles 
lying in a framework of connective tissue. (Pig.^ 3^ ) . Nerves 
and nerve cells and a rich supply of small blood vessels are 
also present , The extension of the connecting bundle into 
the auricular wall is very short, the fibres becoming con­
tinuous almost immediately below the base of insertion of the 
^ight venous valve. If now the extension of the bundle be 
followed backwards or upwards into the sinus wall, it will be 
found to come from a poiiit at a considerable distance above 
the si no-auricular junct ion(^'^^^o follow this extension, the 
series must be examined backwards towards the auricular 
G-ppendix. The sinus continuation of the structure may be 
f'ound in this way to start from a point on the anterior 
surface/
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surface of the sinus or superior cava almost opposite to 
part at which the nodal continuity^ between sinus and 
auricle already described on the posterior surface, is 
situated. It lies in front at a distance of 0-3 - 0-5 c.m. 
above the si no-auricular junction in a large heart and is 
surrounded by the sinus musculature from which it is eadily 
distinguished i n virtue of the relative-pallor of its stain­
ing, the compactness of its structure and its relatively 
large nuclear content Closer examination of its structure 
shows its resemblance to the caval extension of the sino- 
auricular muscle in the pig. The dense meshwork suggests 
a closely interlaced syncytium of fibres passing in all 
directions with fibrils freely inter-communicating. The 
nuclei which are small and rounded lie sometimes in the 
substance of the syncytium and in other parts i.%, small 
vaci^ar spaces scattered irregularly throughout the structure.
This structure may be followed from the front of the sinus 
outwards to its outer border in a direction parallel to the 
sino-auricular groove; it may then be followed from the outer 
border inwards and downwards on the posterior surface of the 
Sinus till it becomes continuous with the sino-auricular 
connecting bundle already described. (Fig. 2.3 ). Special atten- 
tion is directed to the close similarity, which this structure Lw 
in respect of its position and minute appearance to’ the ' sino-
auricular node in the pig. In each cast part of the specialised 
muscle/
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muscle lies some distance above the sino-auricular groove 
and may be followed to the front of the superior cava, 
although it extends posteriorly below the sulcus into 
the auricular muscle. It is not "sinus muscle" or 
"remains of sinus venosus" or "embryonic remnant of 
primitive tube"; it is a well defined structure in each 
case just as distinct from sinus muscle as it is from 
auricular muscle. Nor is this surprising because the 
ring at the sino-auricular groove in the bream's heart 
was also found to be equally distinct from sinus and auricle .
The auriculo-ventricular junction in the turtle is 
composed of connecting muscle fibres, which surround the 
auriculo-ventricular orifice in its whole extent. These 
fibres run in longitudinal strands from the more circularly 
arranged muscular constriction of the canalis auricularis 
(Pig/9|i) ) . This circular disposition of the fibres immed­
iately above the auriculo-ventricular orifice is associated 
with an interlacing arrangement, with an increase in the 
amount of intermuscular fibrous tissue, and with a distinct 
absence of transverse striation as compared with the 
ordinary cardiac muscle. The flattened portion of the 
auricles known as the basal wall, extends from the lower part 
of the sinus, which lies in closest proximity to the ventricle, 
to the canalis auricularis, (Pig.X ). Thus in one part of 
the heart there is direct muscular continuity over a very 
short/
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short distance between sinus venosus auricles (basal wall) 
canalis auricularis, auriculo-ventricular connection and 
ventricle . On the dorsal side of the canalis auricularis 
there is an immediate continuity of structure between the 
muscle fibres of that part of the heart and the muscle 
of the bulbus arteriosus; that is to say, there is a 
direct path of muscular continuity between the auricles 
and bulbus without the intervention of ventricular 
muscle. The significance of these anatomical facts in 
relation of the sequence of events in the cardiac con­
traction will be discussed in a later chapter, (p ! ) . 
Meanwhile it is sufficient to recognise that muscularly, 
the sinus is connected with ventricle (along the basal wall) 
without the intervention of auricle, and that auricle is 
connected with bulbus (along the canalis auricularis) 
without the intervention of ventricle; there is thus a 
muscular continuity almost in a straight line and though 
specialised fibres between sinus venosus and bulbus 
arteriosus. The exact relations of the auriculo- 
ventricular muscle to the venous valves and the existence 
of a possible mass of specialised muscular tissue at the 
opening of the pulmonary vein, which developes in the 
wall of the sinus, has not been worked out fully. In 
the heart of the lizard there is a large mass of spedialised 
muscle surrounding the orifice of the pulmonary vein and 
containing/
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containing a specially rich blood and nerve supply. This 
structure is very closely related to the inner and lower 
attachment of the venous valves to the basal wall in front 
of the opening of the left superior vena cava. The 
suggestion is made here, although the question obviously 
demands further research, that the auriculo-ventricular 
system is anatomically and functionally linked up with 
special muscle lying behind the venous valves and possibly 
associated phyl^ogenetically with a portion of the sino- 
auricular ring inthe fish (bream), (Fig. and p .! ) 0. ) .
The full significance of this suggestion can be realised 
only when the development of the auriculo-ventricular 
system in the mammalian heart is understood, (p. )  .
THE HEART OF ECHIDNA.
The heart of Echidna (monotreme) is specially inter­
esting, affording as it does an example of the organ in the 
most primitive mammals. The situation and finer structure 
of the sino-auricular node does not differ materially from 
that which has been described in the case of the pig. The 
main mass of its tissue lies in close opposition to the 
tinea terminalis with whose fibres the fibres of the node 
are in direct continuity. Its extension into or from 
the wall of the superior cava is also well seen. In the 
nodal tissue of the specimen examined and described by 
Keith and myself attention was mainly directed to the fact 
that/
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that this structure in this animal presented all the 
features of a neuro-muscular end-plate. Sharply demar­
cated at its sides from the auricular muscle by wide lymph 
spaces the structure of its fibres suggested the idea of 
nerve structure rather than that of muscle . In fact it 
was with the greatest difficulty that in parts a definite 
opinion could be given as to whether the nerve and 
muscle fibres were not in direct continuity While I 
have come to the conclusion that the nerve and muscle 
fibres are not continuous there is no gainsaying the fact 
that in the node the nerve bundles break up into a plexus 
whose fibres are intimately interspersed with the com­
plicated reticulum of nodal muscle. Nerve cells in small 
nerve bundles, whose fibres break up and course among the 
muscle fibres, may be seen throughout the structure, (Pig./6 ) 
Examination of the auriculo-ventricular muscle provided 
the most interesting results. The auriculo-ventricular node 
and bundle did not differ in its situation or main structural 
characteristics from that which has been described for mammals 
generally. The left branch going to the left ventricle 
spreads out from the main bundle in the region of the pars - 
in much the same way as it does in the human heart. Purkinje 
fibres could not be seen in the left ventricle whereas they 
■were present in abundance in the right ventricle. If the 
ï’ight auriculo-ventricular orifice be now examined it will 
be/
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be seen that the annular ring of fibres on the auricular 
side of the orifice present an appearance similar to that 
seen in the auriculo-ventricular node. They are pale in 
colour, with rounded nuclei, and striation is rarely 
present. The fibres further appear to contain vacuolar 
spaces as if in the process of fixation and embedding some 
of their contents had dissolved out. The most important 
feature, however, is that in some places strands of these 
peculiar pale fibres with rounded nuclei may be followed into
o-
the fl$ps of the auriculo-ventricular valves, and at two 
different points this extension of the annular fibres could 
be followed into the muscle of the right ventricle^P^/i)There 
is thus in this particular heart not only the special mammal­
ian connection afforded by the supraventricular bundle and 
its branches to right and left ventricles, but there is in 
addition a few strands of fibres running diredtly from the 
annular ring of the right auricle into the muscle of the 
right ventricle. These strands are, as we shall see, most 
readily explained on the assumption that they are phyl^ogenetic 
remains which have survived the process of invagination of 
the canalis auricularis into the ventricle. On the left 
side the auricle is separated completely from the ventricle 
by fibrous tissue, except in so far as continuity is pre­
served through the ordinary bundle and its branches. In the 
oase of the rabbit and rat, I have observed the fibres
described by Curran which run directly into the ventricle 
from/ _______
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from the main bundle before it enters the septum fibresum 
(p.f^). But in the oase of Echidna the strands which 
descend in the flap are situated at a distance from the 
main bundle. They descend from the ordinary remains of 
the annular ring.
In the preceding account of the comparative anatomy
of the special musculature in the vertebrate heart, it
is to be noted that the descriptions given of the various
hearts apply only to the animals mentioned and not to the
classes to which they belong. Very considerable variations
are found for example among fishes. In the skate for
instance, the venous valves do not lie in a direction at
right angles to the long axis of the body; they course
diagonally across the posterior wall of the auricle and
where they are contiguous on the left side, are inserted
into the basal wall in the immediate neighbourhood of the
auriculo-ventricular orifice; the sinus muscle thus
lies very close to the connecting muscle between the auricle
lyi
and the ventricle, (p M  ) . In amphibians and reptiles 
very considerable differences in the distribution and 
extent of the special musculature is found to exist, but 
sufficient has been explained in the short account given of 
these three hearts to render intelligible the interpretation 
which will be given of the nodal structures in the human 
heart, /
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heart.
THE PHYljtiOG-EKSTIC RELATIONS OF THE HUMAN HEART
The primitive structures whose remnants in the human 
heart are the subject of interest here are (l) the sinus 
venosus, (2) the venous valves, and (3), and canalis 
auricularis.
The sinus venosus in the human heart :- This structure 
or its remnants are recognised by comparison with the 
position and relations of the structure as it is sometimes 
found in a mal-formed foetus. Keith and Flack have repre­
sented in diagramatic form, the variations which the sinus 
may show in such malformed human hearts, and the appearances 
they exhibit when compared with a normal human heart, 
the heart of the wallaby and the frog's heart, (Fig.%p ) .
The view in this diagram shows the venous or auricular end 
of the heart looked at from the dorsal side. The sinus, 
as we have noted in the case of the bream, is seen in the 
f'ï’og (e ) to be formed by the union of three great vessels - 
the right Duct of Cuvier (right superior vena cava), the 
left Duct of Cuvier (left si;perior vena cava), and the 
inferior vena cana (the hepatic vein in the fish) . In the 
human heart, as in that of mammals generally, the sinus 
venosus has become invaginated into the auricular expansion 
oT the auricular canal, so that its remains must be looked 
for/
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forj submerged in the posterior wall of the auricles. On
the outer surface of the heart the guide to its presence is
the muscle of the walls of the superior vena cava and the
coronary sinus (the representative of the left superior
cava ; (Pig. A, B, C.). Keith points out that besides
the musculature of these two vessels the sinus is represented
by a deep stratum of muscle, which runs between the two
venous valves beneath the auricular endocardium; this
stratum extends from the sulcus terminalis on the right to
the interauricular septum on the left, and extends downwards
to the inferior vena cava (Pig^fM) . In the internal surface
of the auricle a somewhat general idea of the limits of the
sinus remains may be obtained from such portions of the
venous valves as can be made out . The extent to which the
venous valves are represented in the mammalian heart, and also
in the human subject, varies very considerably. The Thebesian
and Eustachian valves are almost invariably present and
occupy an almost constant position. The Eustachian valve
may in some instances be followed upwards on the outside of
the inferior cava to the line of junction of the superior 
s
oaisa with the auricle; it represents the remains of the 
right venous valve and the structures immediately oh its 
left side belong to the original sinus. At its lower margin 
the Eustachian valve courses upwards towards the inter­
auricular septum between the inferior cava and the coronary 
sinus; /
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sinus; this latter extension does not represent a 
portion of the right valve as it exists in the fish, 
but is a new formation joining the right and left venous 
valves, and it may be seen in its full development in 
the bird's heart. The Thebesian valve on the other hand 
is a direct extension of the right venous valve; it 
maintains a position to the outer and lower aspect of 
the coronary sinus, and may be followed to the auriculo- 
ventricular groove to a point in very close proximity 
to the node (Tawara's) which constitutes the commencement 
of the specialised auriculo-ventricular system. The 
structures immediately to the left of and above the 
Thebesian valve, belong to the original sinus. It is 
only in very rare cases that a trace of the left venous 
valve can be distinguished. In the heart of a kangaroo 
I have been able to follow it from the lower border of 
the superior cava along the inter-auricular septum on 
the left side of the inferior cava, and above the 
coronary sinus till it disappeared in the auriculo- 
ventricular groove in front of the coronary sinus in 
conjunction with the Thebesian valve (Fig. *9 ) . The 
structures on the right side of this remnant of the left 
venous valve are to be regarded as belonging to the 
original sinus. The general conclusion indicated by 
these findings is that all the structures falling within 
the/
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the limits of the vestiges of the right and left venous 
valves are to be regarded as belonging to the sinus 
venosus; as in the oase of the turtle the sino-auricular 
node lies in close relationship with the right venous 
valve so in the case of the pig and in the human heart 
the same node is found in a corresponding position. The 
important point arises as to whether Tawara's node does 
not also lie within the limits of the venous valves. We 
have followed the right venous valve as the valve of 
Thebesius to the auriculo-ventricular groove at a point 
in immediate proximity to this node; and in the kangaroo's 
heart the left valve joined the inner extremity of the 
right valve in the same place. It is admittedly a matter 
which demands further investigation, but as we shall see 
later there is considerable evidence for the view that 
the node of the auriculo-ventricular system is developed 
from part of the original sino-auricular node, (p.^ o^ ) , 
while the extension of the system through the septum 
fibrosum into the ventricles is to be regarded as the 
condensed representative of the specialised ring and 
tube of auriculo-ventricular muscle, which in the primitive 
heart preserves the continuity between auricle and 
ventricle. Another opportunity is taken of discussing this 
problem more fully, (p. )•
Keith and Flack have suggested that possibly there may
be/
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be remnants of the sinus in the left auricle of the 
human heart. This possibility is no doubt enhanced by 
the fact that the pulmonary vein makes its first appearance 
in the wall of the sinus venosus. In. Fig.^o F . it is 
seen that in the frog’s heart the musculature of the sinus 
at the sino-auricular junction (s.a.j.) includes within 
it the orifice of the pulmgnary vein. It was noted above 
that in the heart of the^lizard a considerable mass of 
muscle and nerves continuous with, and in immediate con­
tact with, the sinus wall, lay at the entrance of the 
pulmonary vein to the left auricle. The close relation­
ship of the pulmonary vein to the sinus is also seen in 
the malformed heart of the human foetus in F i g D . "It 
is, therefore, possible that as part of the auricular 
canal, which is to become the vestibule of the left auricle 
expands (v.), a part of the sinus musculature is also 
involved in the process and may persist in the left auricle 
of the human heart around the orifices of the pulmonary 
veins." As against this view, however, is the fact that 
no trace of the venous valves is to be found in the left 
auricle, and the only trustworthy guide to remains of the 
original sinus in the presence of such vestiges. In any 
case, it is scarcely credible that even if there were such 
persistent portions of the sinus walls that a functional 
importance could be attached to them. Emphasis has been 
laid/
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laid on the fact that in the bream it is not the 'sinus
wall-, but the sino-auricular ring, and in the heart of the
turtle, pig and human subject, it is not the "remains of
the sinus venosus", but a well defined and obviously
specialised structure, which is to be regarded as the
"nodal tissue" at the entrance to the heart. "Embryonic
n.
remains of the primitive cardiac tube" these may be all 
over the auricles, but it is extremely unlikely that they 
possess any physiological importance in the sense that 
to them under any circumstance, there can be delegated 
the functional activities of the sino-auricular node; in 
any case I should not be disposed to attach any importance 
to their presence except on the evidence of conclusive 
physiological experiment.
The auricular canal of the Human Heart :- In the 
simplest form of the heart (See Pig. ^ ) the auricular canal 
which joins the sinus venosus to the ventricle is differen­
tiated according to Keith into three parts, a basal portion 
opposite the auricle, (i“3 ), an annular part between the
auricle and the ventricle, ( ), and an invaginated or
intra-ventricular part, ( "^4 ). The basal part of the
auricular canal can be understood only by reference to the 
form which it presents in lower vertebrates. The auricle 
or auricles are outgrowths of striated muscle from the 
dorsal wall of the primitive tube, and the ventral wall 
remains/
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remains unspecialised as the basal part. It preserves 
a straight muscular path of continuity between the sinus 
venosus and the annular or auricular ring at the auriculo- 
ventricular orifice; it was along this direct path that 
Macwilliam believed the wave of contraction to pass in a 
sino-ventricular r]%/thm, which occurred without the inter­
vention of an auricular contraction. In the human, as 
in the mammalian heart generally, the basal wall as such 
no longer exists. It has become modified or displaced by 
the transformations which have occurred in the evolution 
of the heart. These transformations are associated with 
the growth of an inter-auricular septum, and jbhe formation 
of a vestibule to the left auricle ; oh less important 
than these factors in the modification of the basal wall, 
is the gradual invagination of the auricular canal into 
the ventricle with the formation of papillary muscles which 
in their contraction exercise a considerable traction on 
the auriculo-ventricular junction leading to an atrophj;- of 
the auriculo-ventricular muscle except at that part where 
it is protected by the growth of the interventricular septum 
it is highly probable that a part of the auricular 
oanal thus protected by the interventricular septum belongs 
to the basal portion, and ultimately forms part of the 
specialised auriculo-ventricular system in the mammal.
The annular part of the auricular canal is that ring
of/
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of circularly disposed fibres, which lies on the 
auricular side of the auriculo-ventricular orifice, and 
which has been described in the heart of the bream and 
of the turtle as constituting the commencement of the 
specialised auriculo-ventricular system in these hearts.
In the mammalian heart they have almost disappeared as 
a ring, although in the heart of Echidna,we have 
pointed that they are still represented on the auricular 
side of the tricuspid orifice by groups of pale non- 
striated fibres, which here and there send extensions 
into the tricuspid valves . Their disappearance in 
the mammalian heart may be attributed to the new mechan­
ical conditions involved by the development of the strong 
papillary muscles in the ventricles, to which the 
valvular flaps are attached; this supposition is rendered 
more likely by the fact that in Echidna the annular fibres 
have disappeared altogether on the left side where the 
papillary muscles are more strongly developed. The 
developmental conditions under which we suppose it 
possible that part of the baâal wall might have been 
preserved in the evolution of the mammalian heart, make it 
almost certain that part of the annular ring has survived. 
These conditions, as we have seen, depend upon the fact 
that in the process of invagination of the auricle into 
the ventricle the auriculo-ventricular muscle is protected 
posteriorly/
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posteriorly by the development of the inter-ventricular 
muscular septum, and those fibres which survive as a result 
of this protection, come to lie on the surface of the 
septum and constitute part of the auriculo-ventricular 
connecting tissue in the mammalian heart, the remainder 
of the annular fibres as has been point out, undergoing 
atrophy from mechanical causes.
The invaginated portion of the auricular canal is 
composed of the fibres, which extend more or less longitud­
inally from the annular ring into the ventricles. In 
the bream and turtle they were seen to be present all 
round the auriculo-ventricular junction. In Echidna a 
few strands were present on the right side, but no trace 
of them was found on the left . In the higher mammalian 
hearts they are absent from the orifices having disappeared 
for reasons already indicated. They are, however, 
represented in the septal extensions (right and left) 
of the auriculo-ventricular system of mammals.
In the foregoing short account of the comparative 
anatony of the vertebrate heart with special reference to 
the subject under discussion, an attempt has been made to 
give an explanation of the phyl^ogenetic appearance of 
the two specialised neuro-muscular end-plates in the human 
heart. The so-called sino-auricular node presents little 
or no difficulty. It is the homologue of the sino- 
auricular/
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ring in the fish. In its neuro-muscular tissue one 
would expect that th4-s was the commencement of a new 
series of events in the cardiac cycle. .The expiration 
of the origin of the auriculo-ventricular system is not 
quite so simple. I have suggested the possibility of 
a composite origin for this structure. The parts of 
the primitive heart, which may be represented are, (1) 
a portion of the sino-auricular ring, (2) a portion of 
the basal wall and annular ring, and (3) part of the 
invaginated portion of the auricular canal. The evidence 
which may be adduced in favour of the view that the sino- 
auricular ring is represnnted in the auriculo-ventricular 
system may be stated as follows
(a) Tawara's node lies in very close proximity to the 
points at which the right and left venous valves are lost 
in the auriculo-ventricular groove, so that in some hearts 
at least the node may be said to lie within those limits 
which contain the remains of the sinus. It is admitted that 
in the human heart for example, the node lies a con­
siderable distance in front of the coronary sinus, and I 
have never observed a case in which the fibres of the node 
Were even near the muscle fibres of the wall of the coronary 
sinus; still on the other hand, I have observed 6 cases in 
which the remains of the right venous valve extended on to 
the auricular surface of the pars membranacea septi, and 
in thlsf case the node certainly lay within the recognised 
limits/
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limits of the sinus remains. Again, in the heart of the 
mouse I have observed an extension of the nodal tissue of 
the auriouio-ventricular system into the wall of the 
coronary vein (or left superior vena cava - left Duct of 
Cuvier) in exactly the same way as the tissue of the 
sino-auricular node in the same series extended into - the 
wall of the superior vena cava (right Duct of Cuvier).
(b) I have pointed out that although in the bream 
the two ends of the sino-auricular orifice at which the 
right and left Ducts of Cuvier, with the right and left 
branches of the sympathetic and vagus nerves, enter the 
heart, lie equidistant from the auriculo-ventricular 
orifice, still in the skate the sino-auricular orifice and 
valves occupy a diagonal position, so that the end at 
which the left Duct of Cuvier enters comes to lie in close 
proximity to the auriculo-ventricular orifice (Pig.// )•
In this case a portion of the nodal tissue of the sino- 
auricular ring is separated from the auriculo-ventricular 
muscle connection by a very much shortened basal wall.
In the mammalian heart the line of junction between the 
orifice of the superior cava (right Duct of Cuvier), and 
the coronary sinus (left Duct of Cuvier), occupies a dia­
gonal position, so that'the opening of the coronary sinus 
comes to lie in close proximity to the auriculo-ventricular 
groove. With the process of inclination of the sinus into 
the/
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the posterior wall of the auricle the right and left 
Ducts of Cuvier enter the auricle at different parts and 
the suggestion is that the left Duct of Cuvier has carried 
with it a portion of the sino-auricular ring just as 
another portion has been retained at the junction of the 
auricle with the right Duct of Cuvier.
(o) If it be,the case that the sino-auricular ring 
is represented in the auriculo-ventricular system, then 
in all probability a small portion of the basal wall is 
retained in preserving the continuity between the 
sinus portion and the surviving part of the annular ring, 
because there can be little doubt that whatever structures 
are concerned in the development of the system the fibres 
of the annular ring form one part.
(d) A further point in favour of the view that the 
primitive sino-auricular nodal tissue is represented in 
the system is the important fact demonstrated by Rotberger 
and Winterberg that while the right sympathetic influences 
the so-called sino-auricular node, the left sjnmpathetic 
acts more particularly on the auriculo-ventricular system.
While these considerations no doubt support very 
strongly the view which I have advanced as to the composite 
character of the system, it is admitted that on embryo- 
logical evidence based on the examination of the human 
heart, much may be said in favour of the hypothesis 
put forward by Keith and Flack, that the auriculo-ventricular 
connect ion/
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oonneotion consists purely and simply of a condensation 
of the annular and invaginated fibres of the auricular 
canal protected by the mechanical conditions under which 
the heart assumes its complicated form.
Retzer's theory as to the origin of the auriculo- 
ventricular system is based on embryological investigation 
of the pig. He found that the right and left venous 
valves in the embryo arise from invaginations of the 
walls of the sinus venosus . He attempted to trace the 
fate of the sinus by following the structural differences 
which characterised the ^/alves . The right valve divided 
forming the valves of Eustachius and Thebesius, which 
surrounded the coronary sinus, while the left valve pierced 
the fibrous septum to preserve a muscular continuity 
between auricles and ventricles. In an embryo of 20 m.m. 
the left venous valve, he says, lies in the form of a 
small strand on the roof of the interventricular septum 
on which, it bifurcates into the right and left septal 
branches. While I can confirm Retzer's observation as 
to the mode of formation of the venous valves, and also as 
to their extension as far as the fibrous septum, it is 
inpossible to accept his interpretation that the left 
venous valve is continued into the ventricular cavities, 
and ultimately becomes the auriculo-ventricular system. 
There is no evidence in the phylSj-ogenetic development of 
the/
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the heart to warrant any suoh conclusion, and in this 
particular instance the histological appearances in the 
sehryo are too equivocal for the support of a theory 
which is not in accord with the obvious facts of com­
parative anatomy.
THE ORIGIN OF THE FINER BRANCHES OF DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
VENTRICLES.
There still remains for consideration the mode of 
origin of the terminal arborisations of the right and 
left branches of the auriculo-ventricular system in the 
ventricles. If a large heart from one of the lower 
vertebrates be examined macroscopically, there may be 
seen in the cavity of the ventricle very fine delicate 
pale threads coursing from one bundle of muscle tissue to 
another in the spongy substance of the chamber. These 
■^ead-like strands appear to be continuous with the 
invaginated fibres of the auricular canal, which constitute 
part of the auriculo-ventricular muscle connection. They 
are present all round the chamber, but are often more 
numerous towards the posterior wall of the ventricle or 
ventricles .(px^îijThe suggestion which I put forward is that 
this network of fine threads is the homologue of the 
terminal extension of Purkinje fibres scattered throughout 
bhe subendocardial layer of the ventricles in the ungulate 
sheep's heart. In the lower heart they are in continuity 
With/
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with a cylindrical disposition of the aurioulo-ventricular 
muscle; in the sheep's heart they are in continuity with 
the single cord, which takes the place of the cylindrical 
arrangement, (Fig. 5^» ). The network itself does not 
atrophy in the evolutionary process, because it is not 
exposed to the mechanical disabilities affecting the 
cylinder, and its strands being arranged in the form of a 
network their anatomical and functional continuity is 
preserved in direct association with the surviving bundle, 
which lies on the roof of the inter-ventricular septum, 
between the auricles and ventricles.
, A very strong support of this interpretation of the 
origin of the subendocardial network is to be found in an 
examination and comparison in different ungulate hearts of 
the distribution of the pur kin je system. Attention has been 
drawn to the fact, (p.J4 ) that strands of Pur kin je fibres 
not infrequently cross the cavity of the ventricles from 
the septqX^ to the papillary muscles, from one papillary 
muscle to another, and among the trabeculae in the form of 
pale cords or threads. Monckeberg has subjected these 
extensions of the auriculo-ventricular system to a very 
thorough examination. He has found that some of the cords 
are associated with the Purkinje system, and that others 
consist of fibrous tissue only, while still others are com­
posed of ordinary cardiac muscle; the two latter types he 
regards/
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regards as being quite independent of the ramifications 
of the bundle. While Monckeberg's description of the 
varieties of these cords is accurate, it is quite possible 
that he has missed the full significance of their varied 
constituents, when he states that some of them have nothing 
to do with the branching of the auriculo-ventricular system. 
Although anatomically and physiologically, they no longer form • 
part of that system, still developmentally it is more than 
likely they stand in close relation to it. These cords 
are, as a rule, best seen in the left ventricle. Occasionally 
they course from the septum to a papillary muscle; they may 
become attached towards the base of the muscle, or in its 
middle or very occasionally near the apex. The nearer the 
apex the attachment takes places the more likely is the cord 
found to be composed of fibrous tissue. Also if the cord 
is attached to the septum behind the fan-shaped extension 
of the left branch, it is almost certain to be fibrous.
Specimens are sometimes seen in which a cord attached to a 
papillary muscle near the apex gives the impression that it 
is a chorda tendinea, and it is highly probable that all these 
oords are really "aberrant chordae tendlneae". I am 
inclined to regard the chordae tendlneae of the valves, these 
aberrant cordae tendlneae" and the bundle itself with its 
tranches, as modifications of the same primitive structures, 
namely, the ventricular extensions of the invaginated 
9’Uricular/
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auricular canal. According to this view the Purkinje 
ramifications on the papillary muscles were at one time in 
direct continuity with the annular fibres of the auricular 
ring through the fibrous cords, and valvular flaps, whose 
originally muscular substratum has disappeared as the result 
of the mechanical influences mentioned above. (p.)%& )•
The network retains its connection with the sole surviving 
strand- of the original auriculo-ventricular musculature.
This view explains why it is that the ramifications of the 
bundle are almost exclusively confined to the original 
parietal wall of the ventricle and the papillary muscles, 
while they are almost never to be found on the muscular 
septum, which is of later development. Such strands of the 
bundle as are present on the septum.are on its lower part and 
give the impression as if they had been carried upwards with, 
the development of the septum from the apical region of the 
original chamber. It would also account for the fact that 
occasionally short strands of Purkinje fibres may be en­
countered, more especially near the venous base of the 
ventricle, whose continuity with the general network cannot 
be determined, (p .49, ).
TM  RELATION OP THE SINO-AURICHLiAR NODE TO THE AURICULO- 
Y # TRICULAR SYSTEM.
The relation of the sino-auricular node to the auriculo- 
ventricular system has been the subject of considerable con­
troversy/
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troversy. Retzer in the embryologioal study of the question 
already referred to, pointed out that the left venous valve 
constituted, in the embryo at least, a bridge of continuity 
between the two systems. He explains, however, that whereas 
he could recognise in the ventricles the "forerunners of the 
ultimately Purkinje fibres" they were not to be seen in the 
auricle. Thorel has stated that "a specific muscular connect­
ion whose fibres exhibit a structure of the Purkinje type, 
exists between the sinus node of Keith and Flack on the one 
side, and the node of Aschoff and Tawara on the other" .
Thorel's investigations were carried out on the human heart.
The determination of the presence of specialised muscle in 
the human auricle is, as has been pointed out already, a 
matter of great difficulty, in as much as the appearance 
which is presented by ordinary muscle fibres where fibrous 
tissue is present is readily productive of a fallacious 
interpretation. Confirmation of Thorel's suggestion has 
not been forthcoming from those who have further investigated 
the subject. Koch, Keith and Flack, Fahr, Schwartz and 
Monckeberg, have failed to find any such connection of 
®Peoialised fibres. The examination of a number of smaller
Q-rts from rabbits, cats, rats and mice, was made by Keith 
myself. The hearts were cut serially from one end to 
other, but we failed to find any connection between one
0^ and the other, except that which was formed by the 
j d^inary/
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ordinary muscle of the auricle. We examined also the 
posterior auricular wall of the pig and the sheep, in 
which the nodal tissue is specially distinct, but found 
no evidence of any special internodal connection. The 
nodal tissue of the sino-auricular node could be followed 
in every instance into ordinary auricular muscle in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the orifice of the superior 
vena cava.
But while there is no evidence of a specialised 
muscle connection between the two nodes in the mammalian 
heart, I would again refer to the suggestion already made 
that phyl^ogenetically both nodes are possibly derived 
from a common source, namely, the sino-auricular ring in 
the fish; the left node with the left nerves must in this 
case have been carried downwards with the left superior 
cava (coronary vein) into a position of close proximity 
to the auricular canal, while the right node with the 
right nerves remained at the line of junction of the 
superior cava with the auricle. The two nodes are still 
in the mammalian heart connected by the ordinary auricular 
muscle, but as we shall see in the next chapter, it is 
highly probable that their physiological inter-dependence 
is determined also through the nervous system, (p .1^6" ).
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CHAPTER IV.
THE FUHCTIONS OF THE SPECIALISED MUSCLE OF THE VERTEBRATE 
HEART.
The observations which have been made on the * 
functions of these structures, and the interpretations 
which have been suggested, have been influenced largely 
by the researches which G-askell conducted thirty years 
ago. As stated by him, the main problems in the physiol­
ogy of cardiac movement centred round two leading q^uestions; 
the first dealt with the origin of the cardiac beat, and 
the second with the sequence of events in the cardiac . '
cycle. Around these problems there has raged a controversy 
which, though it may have been productive of invaluable 
results, possesses now little more than historic interest.
This controversy was concerned with what is known as the 
"myogenic" and"neurogenic" theories of the heart movements. 
According to the "myogenic" theory the cardiac beat originates 
in the muscle, and the wave of contraction is conducted along
. , 'PkSL
m e  muscle fibres from auricles to ventricles, aW. commence­
ment and sequence of events defending solely on the proper­
ties of the muscle fibres, and being in no way influenced 
by nerves. According to the "neurogenic" theory the 
cardiac beat originates as the result of a nervous impulse ; 
the wave of contraction is conducted along the chambers 
Of/
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of the heart through nervous paths, and the sequence 
of events is determined by the control of the nervous 
system. If this method of stating the position of the 
protagonists of the two schools is simple and crude,' it 
is neither more simple nor more crude than most of the 
arguments which have been advanced in support of the 
respective theories. If a small piece of tissue excised 
from the apex of a pig’s ventricle be placed in saline 
solution under pressure, it is found to contract rhyth­
mically; this is claimed as evidence in support of the 
myogenic theory; on the other hand, it is pointed out 
that every fibre of cardiac muscle is surrounded by a 
plexus of nerves, although it is only one or two observers 
who have ever been able to see this, and the experiment 
with the apex of the frog's ventricle is claimed in 
support of the neurogenic theory. Again, it is possible 
to fix up an excised mammalian heart on am apparatus, and 
to perfuse it with nutritive or non-nutritive fluid so 
that it may continue to beat for hours in rhythmic sequence. 
Prom such a experiment conclusions are drawn on the 
assumption that the heart is acting as if it were still 
performing its function as an organic part of the living 
body. A pursuit of this controversy, through its irre­
levant and contradictory paths would do nothing to serve 
the purpose of the present investigation. It is sufficient 
to/ -
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to state that the most permanent contributions to our 
knowledge of the physiology of the heart from the myogenic 
side were made by G-askell himself; and these no one who 
is working on the subject can afford to overlook.
Before leaving this aspect of the question, reference 
must be made to the fact that in the progress of this 
controversy terms have been employed, which, if continued, 
in use, cannot but lead to confusion and fallacy. Chief 
among these is the term "as&tomaticity". The definition 
of automaticity in this context which is most frequently 
quoted by physiologists, clinicians, and pathologists, 
is that given by Langendorff, who regards it as "the 
capacity in a motor apparatus in itself and without 
external impulse to develope the continuous stimuli which 
produce movement". Wenckebach who has applied the theory 
clinically with admittedly fruitful results, says, "Thus 
with the help of the new theory, we have found the heart 
to be a primarily self-acting organ, which by virtue of 
its inherent properties, is able to preserve its rhythmical 
action, even in the presence of many disturbing influences, 
and to meet many different claims on it." It is contended 
that this amtomaticity in the case of the heart resides 
in the specialised tissue at the sino-auricular junction. 
Unless the definition iS' capable of an interpretation 
which is not apparent on the surface, its terms there
is attributed to the heart a functional capacity, which is 
quite/
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quite inconsistent with its existence as part of an 
organised body. In view of the considerations which 
were put forward in Chapter I. an aaatomaticity of the 
heart is unthinkable. It arises primarily as an organic 
part of the embryo ; its embryonic and phyli.ogenetic 
development occurs in the closest relationship with 
the growth of the organism. It responds to every new 
demand made in the course of that complicated growth, 
and its own shape and evolution is determined by the 
needs of an ever varying series of circumstances. In 
disease as in health it is capable of responding to 
extraneous stimuli from various sources. Intra-cranial 
abnormalities, abdominal irritation and pulmonary disease 
may each be reflected in the character of cardiac action. 
It may be that the term ai^tomàticity has been misunder­
stood; if it has, a more explicit definition should be 
given; if not, it should be discarded altogether, in 
as much as it corresponds to nothing in nature so far as 
the heart is concerned. Modern research on the heart is 
no longer concerned with the claims of the myogenic or 
neurogenic theories; the question is not whether the 
nerves dr muscle control the sequence of events in the 
cardiac cycle, but in what way muscle and nerve co-operate 
to secure co-ordinated cardiac action-,.
im/
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THE CHARACTER AKD SITE OF THE SPBCIALIgBD MUSCLE WITH 
RESPECT TO ITS POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS.
Before proceeding to relate the experimental evidence 
on which a rational conception of these structures might 
be founded, it would be well to recapitulate very shortly 
the main facts relative to the character and position 
of the specialised muscle bundle. In a communication by 
Keith and myself three years ago we said that "the result 
of our investigations has been to believe that all those 
areas of specialised musculature, such, as have been 
described as nodes, are really areas where the musculature 
of the heart comes into an extremely intimate contact with 
the nervous system, that the structures which we designated 
"nodal tissue" are really neuro-muscular contacts. We 
found that those areas of the heart of the tortoise, 
which G-askell found to have the greatest power of originat­
ing the heart's impulse, and those areas which Macwilliam 
found to possess the highest degree of inherent rhythmicity 
Were made up of a mixture of nerve and muscle fibres" . We 
stated further that "much might be said in favour of the 
hypothesis advanced by Retzer that the 'nodal tissue' may 
have something in common with the spindles described by 
Sherrington in voluntary muscle". We pointed out in 
favour of this view that, whereas the spindles of voluntary 
muscle did not degenerate after section of the nerves 
supplying the muscle, it was also the case that after 
sect ion/
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section of the auriculo-ventricular bundle, its exten­
sions into the ventricle did not undergo atrophic change. 
Further, it had been found that the specialised muscle 
systems do not participate in an atrophy or hypertrophy 
of the heart as a whole. We believed this to indicate 
the possession on part of the bundle of properties other 
than those which belong to a structure like a nerve whose 
only function is to convey impulses or stimuli in one 
direction. We attributed to the bundle in its capacity as 
a connecting link between auricles and ventricles the capacity 
of co-ordinating in some way the auriculo-ventricular sequence 
In so doing, we had no intention of questioning the supreme 
control, which the node of Aschoff and Tawara exercises over 
the ventricular contraction, but we suggested that in 
addition to this efferent control, the subendocardial 
ventricular extensions of the bundle might on further 
investigation, be found to possess in addition sensory 
properties. The discovery of a mixed nerve supply by Aschoff 
and his pupil Fraulein Engel to the auriculo-ventricular node 
and its branches might be cited as tentative evidence in 
favour of this contention. Nor does the fact that the 
nodal structures possess the anatomical characteristics of 
neuro-muscular spindles imply the conclusion that a spinal 
neflex arc is part of the mechanism of co-ordination. In 
a later communication dealing with this same point, I suggest- 
ed/
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ed the comparison of the cardiac movements with those of 
the intestine rather than with those of the locomotor 
apparatus. In support of this, I cited the work of 
Bayliss and Starling on the nervous co-ordination of 
intestinal peristalsis. The peculiar fitness of such a 
comparison is obvious when it is remembered that in its 
embryonic and early phyliogenetic state the cardiac 
structure and movements are not unlike those of the gut. 
Even in the case of locomotion in primitive organisms, 
such as the earthworm, the peristaltic contraction of 
opposing strands of circular and longitudinal muscle 
fibres may be compared to the movements of the intestine 
or of the primitive heart. .The exact manner in which 
the nodal tissue plays its part in the regulation of the 
sequence of events in the cardiac cycle, is still a matter 
for further investigation, but of this there can be no 
doubt, the neuro-muscular tissue, which has been described 
constitutes the "end-plates", which represent the 
anatomical basis of this co-ordinated action.
With regard to the position of the end-plates it has 
all along been recognised that the sino-auricular organ 
must have something to do with the conditions which ddter- 
mine the commencement of the events in the cardiac cycle. 
Keith and Flack in their original communication, stated 
that they supposed "that the sino-auricular node might 
prove"
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prove to be the starting point of the heart's contraction", 
The position of the auriculo-ventricular organ marked it 
out at once as the structure which provided a basis of 
functional continuity between auricular and ventricular 
contraction.
. The opportunity may be taken here of suggesting 
another respect in which the location of these end-plates 
may indicate the possible nature of their function. In 
the bream it was seen that the two nodes were in the 
form of two rings at points of constriction of the 
cardiac tube. At these constrictions the valves are 
attached to the inner wall of the tube. The nodal rings 
may be regarded as sensitive sphincters situated at 
points where the blood stream passes from one chamber to 
the other, and where régurgitation is prevented by a 
valvular apparatus. The sino-auricular ring lies in the 
sino-auricular constriction at the basal attachment of the 
venous valves and the auriculo-ventricular ring lies at 
the auriculo-ventricular constriction at the point of 
attachment of the auriculo-ventricular valves. The 
location of the nodal structures is such that they, as 
highly sensitive organs, are subjected to the varying 
pressure exercised by the blood in the contracting and 
relaxing tube. Here again, the analogy of the intestine 
might be useful; for the pyloric and ileo-coeoal valves 
might be compared with the nodal sphincters, which guard 
the/
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the entrance to the chambers of the heart. When in 
later development the rings have become modified into 
end-plates , their position at the sino-auricular and 
auriculo-ventricular • orifices has not changed, and as 
has been suggested the extensions of the latter into 
the cavities of ventricles leaves it in a position where 
it is exposed to the variations of intra-cardiac, 
pressure.
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF THE FUNCTION OF THE SINO- 
AURICULAR BND-PLATE.
It is impossible within the scope of the present 
review to refer to all the work which has been done on 
this aspect of the subject. Before the discovery of 
Keith and Flack observations on the dying heart led to 
the conclusion that the highest degree of rhythmicity 
was possessed by tissue at the orifices of the great
veins; H^ing thought that this applied in particular to 
the orifice of the superior cava. Gaskell found that 
a variation in the rate of cardiac contraction could be 
produced by the application of varying degrees of heat 
to the sinus venosus; and in the mammalian heart Macwilliam 
states that the rate is influenced when the tissues in the 
neighbourhood of the superior cava are heated. Excision 
or ligature methods have also been employed in cold blood 
animals with the result that it has been found that any 
injury/
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injury which breaks the muscular continuity between 
sinus and auricle leads to a temporary cessation of the 
auricular contraction, while the sinus continues to 
beat. The application of this method to the mammal<-A>vt 
heart has led to conflicting results. These experiments 
are subject to the serious objection that they have not 
been performed on the heart in situ.
The first conclusive proof that the sino-auricular 
node is concerned with the commencement of the series 
of events known as the cardiac cycle came from Lewis 
and Oppenheimer. Lewis found by means of the string 
galvanometer that the auricular contraction began in­
variably at a point which he located between the superior 
cava and the auricular appendix. The dogé ' hearts on 
which the experiments were performed were afterwards 
examined by A. Oppenheimer and B.S. Oppenheimer, who 
found that this point corresponded exactly with the 
thickened upper end of the sino-auricular end-plate.
Wybauw using also the string galvanometer arrived at 
the conclusion that the auricular systole began "at a 
point described by Keith as the site of the sino-auricular 
ïiode and by Koch as the site of the sinus node" . The 
hearts were subsequently examined by Koch who was able to 
confirm that the site referred to corresponded exactly to 
fbe position of the nodal tissue.
Flack has carried out a series of inportant in-
vestig a t  ions/
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vest! gat ions into the functions of the node. The ex­
periments were performed on rabbits, dogs, and oats.
(1) First of all he studied the effect of cold on the node. 
This was done by the application of a thin cooled silver 
rod in some caseg,and in others by the perfusion of ice 
cold water through a small silver canula held upon the 
node, and in still other cases by freezing the node with 
ethyl chloride, carefully protecting the surrounding 
parts of the heart with cotton wool. The effect in all 
cases was the same, namely, an immediate slowing of both 
auricles and ventricles. It was only when the cold was 
ap|)lied in the region of the node that the rhythm of all 
four cardiac chambers was affected; applied at other 
parts of the auricle surrounding the superior cava its 
effect was practically nil.
(2) In the second place, the effects of electrical 
_s_timulation were observed. For this purpose platinum 
electrodes were employed every part of which, except the 
points, was isolated py rubber. In the first five 
experiments the Kroneeker coil was used with the ordinary 
zinc-carbon immersion battery^ . In the later experiments 
the Gueloher's thermo-electric battery was used together 
with Kroneoker ' s interrupter with the mercury " spulkontact" 
This interrupter has two mercury contacts, one leading to 
the electro-magnet of the vibrating rod, the other to 
the/
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the induction coil. The advantage of the arrangement is 
that the current to the electro-magnet is separate from 
that to the coil, the current of the latter is therefore, 
not in any way interfered with by the former, and is thus 
always constant. The effects of electrical stimulation 
are summarised by Flack as follows:- "(a) with weak 
stimulation of the node, usually about 40 units Kronecher 
coil, there occurs a marked inhibition of both auricles 
and ventricles; (b) With slightly higher stimulation, 
usually 50 - 60 units, a mixed effect of inhibition and 
acceleration of both auricles and ventricles is obtained, 
the acceleration usually predominating; (c) with slightly 
increased stimulation, 60 - 80 units, a very marked 
acceleration of the rhythm in both auricles and ventricles, 
is brought about ; This acceleration is so marked that 
the recording tambours cannot record it; (d) With 
strengths above this either a very marked acceleration of 
rhythm occurs, or an altered rhythm of auricles and 
ventricles during stimulation followed by a marked quick­
ening of the rhythm after cessation of the stimulus.
The latter may possibly be a effect owing to the
strength of the current used. It is to be noted that 
in cases (a), (b), and (c), the same degree of stimulation 
9-Pplied to other parts of the superior cava, and its line 
of junction with the auricle gives no such results. When 
applied/
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applied to the aixrioles the slighter degrees of 
stimulation give no effect or a slight quickening of 
the auricular heat. Stronger stimulation induces 
peculiar wave-like contractions of both auricles, but 
not of the ventricles. The peculiar wave-like con­
tractions have been called 'wogen'. Upon the kymograph 
these are recorded mostly as irregular lines, but to 
the naked eye they are altogether different from the 
quickened beat induced by stimulation of the node.
The latter are quick forcible little beats, the former 
(wogen) have but little force, the contractile power of 
the auricles being apparently depressed. The higher 
strengths (60 - 80 units) when applied to the different 
parts of the ventricles give no effect. A strength such 
as 400 units which, when applied to the apex, will induce 
only a slight quickening, applied to Kroneoker's 
vaso-motor centre in the inter-ventricular septum will 
induce fibrillary contractions. These effects of electrical 
stimulation of the node would appear to be of great interest 
clinically, inasmuch as stimulation of the node either 
through its blood supply or through its nerves may con­
ceivably give rise to these conditions of slow heart beat, 
irregularly accelerated and slowed beat, greatly quickened 
beat and possible altered rhythm of auricles and ventricles".
(3) In the third place, the effects of clamping and 
ligaturing/
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ligaturing the node were observed. The effects of 
clamping the node were found to depend on the pressure 
exerted in the experiment . For this purpose either 
ordinary forceps or Spencer-Wells forceps were used.
The effects with moderate pressure were varied, depending 
evidently on the amount of stimulation produced.
There occurred (a) mostly a marked quickening of the whole 
heart rhythm, (b) occasionally ah altered rhythm of auricles 
to ventricles, and (c) sometimes a slowing of the whole 
cardiac rhythm. Similar treatment applied to other parts 
of the superior cava auricles and ventricles produced no 
effect. The most astonishing feature of the clamping 
experiments was, however, produced by pressure firm enough 
to destroy or obliterate the node. In this case,as well as 
by ligaturing. Flack found little or no change in the cardiac 
rhythm. He suggests that owing to the slight variation in 
the position of the node that some parts of it might not 
have been included in the clamp or ligature. This would 
seem to be not improbable; although with total destruction 
of the node the auricular contraction might possibly, as 
he suggests, have originated in Tawara's node at the coronaic^ r 
sinus. In this case a shortening of the interval between 
auricular and ventricular contraction would have occurred, 
but he made no observations on this point (See Bering's 
experiments, - p.|^ '^  ).
Experiments/
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Experiments were next made to determine whether 
electrical stimulation of the node produced effects 
similar to those obtained by stimulation of the vagus and 
sympathetic nerves. It was found that both the node and 
the nerves were more responsive to quick rates of 
stimulation (20 - 100 per sec.) than to slow ( 3 - 5  per 
sec.) An attempt was æ & t  made to ascertain the relat­
ionship Of the vagus and sympathetic nerves to the node.
The chief points investigated were, the effect of the 
application of atropine and muscarine to the node, the 
effect of stimulation of the nerves during the application 
of cold to the node, and the effect of stimulation after 
tight clamping. The atropine was applied carefully to 
the nodal area for 1 - 2  minute si, the surrounding parts 
of the heart being protected by cotton wool. It was 
found that in all cases the effect of stimulation of the 
vagus on auricles and ventricles was abolished. The effect 
was quite transitory, lasting only 2 - 3  minutes. This 
corresponds with the duration of the effect when the drug 
is injected into the blood. With regard to muscarine 
applied in the same manner, its effect was to slow markedly 
the rate of the heart beat. At the same time, the effect 
of the vagus nerve was greatly increased. It was found 
that whereas without muscarine it took 50 units Kroneoker 
ooil to slow in a marked degree the rate of beat, a much 
greater/
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greater effect was produced by 25 units after the applic­
ation of muscarine. With a longer application of the 
drug to the node the effect of the vagus upon the heart 
seems to be abolished, the organ continuing to beat with 
a slow depressed contraction. The effect of muscarine, 
whether applied locally or injected into the blood stream 
is abolished by the. local application of atropine to the 
node.
Experiments were also carried out to test the effect 
of the accelerator and vagus nerves after the application 
of cold to the node. Ethyl chloride was sprayed directly 
upon the site of the node, the surrounding parts of the 
heart being guarded by cotton wool. Three experiments 
were performed; in one case the effect of the left 
accelerator was abolished, in another the effect of both 
accelerators and in the third that of the right only 
disappeared. The influence on the vagus of cooling the 
node was observed in two cases; in one case the vagal 
influence of the right was abolished while that of the left 
was retained, and in the other case the influence of the 
right vagus on rate of beat was inhibited while it retained 
Its effect on the character of the contraction; in the 
second case an influence of the left nerve on the cardiac 
movements could not be elicited before the-application of 
Gold to the node. Flack himself, regarded the freezing 
method as being open to objections, hence he applied it 
only/
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only in a few oases, and continued his investigation of 
the same aspect of the subject by observing the effect of 
the vagus and accelerator nerves after clamping the node. 
After carefully ascertaining the strengths which produced 
an undoubted response on part of the nerves, the area of 
the end-plate was tightly clamped with Spencer-Wells. 
forceps, the forceps being left on. The results obtained 
agree with those produced by atropine, only they are more 
conclusive. In six cases out of seven, it was found that 
by clamping, the inhibitory effect of stimulation of the 
vagus on the contraction of auricles and ventricles was 
abolished. In the single case in which a negative result 
was obtained Flack suggests that the clamped area in the 
heart of the dog employed, may not have included the whole 
of the nodal tissue; in this case, although the effect 
of vagal stimulation was retained, the influence of 
stimulation of the right s^/mpathetic was abolished. In 
other experiments, it was found that the effect of left 
vagal stimulation was variable; in most cases where the 
nerve was acting at first, clamping resulted in a dis­
appearance of the effect of stimulation, in two cases, 
however, the effect upon the auricles only was abolished, 
and in one of these the effect subsequently returned.
Of special interest is the fact, that in one case an ill- 
fitting pair of forceps admitted of the effect of vagus 
stimulation,/
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stimulation, which, however, disappeared when the node 
was properly compressed. In these experiments it was 
found that with one exception the right vagus exerted a 
more powerful influence on the rate of the cardiac beat 
than the left; in some cases the effect of stimulation of 
the left branch was not appreciable. The variations, which 
occur after stimulation of the left branch when the sino- 
auricular end-plate is clamped suggest a variability and 
irregularity in the distribution of the vagal branches.
The results of Flack's investigations have been given 
in some detail, because they constitute an almost con­
clusive proof of the conception, which we have formed on 
anatomical grounds that the sino-auricular node is a neuro­
muscular end-plate through which the regulating influences 
of the vagus and sympathetic nerves are communicated to 
the cardiac muscle. That the right vagus and sympathetic 
play the primary part in this influence is also a matter of 
great importance in view of the suggestion based also on 
anatomical evidence that the sino-auricular node is more 
closely associated with the structures lying in association
with the right Duct of Cuvier, whereas the so-called 
auriculo-ventricular node is more closely associated with
the structures connected with the left Duct of Cuvier, 
and therefore with the left vagus and sympathetic fibres. 
(p.W4).
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In this connection a recognition of the results of
Hering's experiments is important. He touched the
region of the node in dogs and in cats with a glowing
platinum needle. The result of this, according to Bering,
was that the auricular contraction was no longer dominated
by the sino-auricular node, but that heterotopic stimuli
were developed in the auriculo-ventricular node. This
conclusion was based on the fact that subsequent to
the interference with the sino-auricular node a Change
in the interval between auricular and ventricular occurred,
>
so that the contractions of auricle and ventricle were 
simultaneous or almost simultaneous. Bering emphasises 
the fact that the most markedly simultaneous auriculo- 
ventricular rhythm occurred in those animals in which the 
destruction of the tissue was most extensive. The hearts 
were subsequently examined by. Koch, who was able to report 
the presence of a circumscribed lesion in the node, and in 
one case an almost complete destruction of the whole of the 
nodal tissue. In other cases only the superficial fibres 
were destroyed; but in all a lesion of some degree had 
been produced.
Of great importance in the problem of the relation of 
the nerves to the end-plates of the heart are the investi­
gations of Rothberger and Winterberg. Their experiments 
carried out almost at the same time as those of Flack and 
quite/
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quite independently, point to a confirmation of the latter's 
suggestion that the right sympathetic is closely associated 
with the function of the sino-auricular end-plate while 
the left sympathetic exercises a dominating influence on 
the function of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate. Their 
observations, however, indicate more far-reaching con­
clusions, for -i-hey found that while stimulation of the 
left sympathetic could give rise to an aur i cul o-ventri cular 
rhythm, that is to an almost or completely simultaneous 
contraction of auricles and ventricles -in which the 
contraction was believed to originate in the auriculo- 
ventricular node, this rhythm could be abolished and 
replaced by a normal rhythm by stimulation of the right 
sympathetic. It sometimes happened as in the case of 
Flack's experiments, that unequivocal results could not 
be obtained. Stimulation of the left sympathetic might 
fail to produce a simultaneous rhythm. In such cases a 
cooling of the sympathetic supply to the sinus node not 
infrequently admitted of the production of an auriculo- 
ventricular rhythm when the left sympathetic was stimulated. 
These varying results in some of their experiments the 
authors attribute to a mixing of the fibres of the right 
and left sympathetic branches. They were unable to 
obtain conclusive results from similar experiments with the 
vagal branches, a fact which may also be due to the mixed 
character/
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character of the nerves .
Further discussion of the function of the sino- 
auricular end-plate will be deferred until the experimental 
evidence as to the possible functions of the aurioulo- 
ventricular system has been described.
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF THE FUNCTION OF THE AI3RICUL0- 
VENTRICULAR END-PLATE .
The interest which surrounds this question is 
historically bound up with observations which have been 
made on the heart since the classical researches of Harvey. 
Harvey observed that between auricular and ventricular 
contraction there was a pause, and noticed that occasion­
ally several auricular contractions might be followed by 
only one ventricular contraction. The transmission of 
waves of contraction along tissue was studied by Romanes 
in the embrella of the jelly-fish, and his observations 
formed the starting point of Gaskell's well-known work 
on the heart of the lower vertebrates. Gaskell showed that 
the propagation of a wave of contraction from the great 
veins through the heart to the arteries depended upon the 
integrity of the muscle tissue, along which it passed, and 
in the mammalian heart Wooldridge and Macwilliap came to 
the conclusion that the ventricular beat was conditioned 
by the influence of the preceding auricular beat. The 
more/
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more recent work on the relation of ventricular to 
auricular systole naturally began with the discovery of 
Stanley Kent and of His, that the mammalian auricles and 
ventricles were connected by a strand of muscular tissue. 
.Although he had not as yet submitted his anatomical 
discovery to experimental investigation, His suggests 
the question "whether this bundle really conducts the 
stimulus ffom auricle to ventricle". In the following 
year, however, he was able to state from further examination 
that "the bundle provided not only an anatomical connection 
but also a physiological connection between auricles and 
ventricles. Through the left auricle of a rabbit he passed 
a small knife and made an incision, which divided the 
septum in the region of the bundle, producing auriculo- 
ventricular dissociation. In 1904 Humbelt destroyed the 
bundle in the perfused heart of a dog and produced a 
dissociation of the cardiac rhythm. In a subsequent series 
of experiments he ligatured the bundle in seven perfused 
hearts, and in each case obtained dissociation. In an 
eighth case, dissociation resulted before the application 
of the ligature.
It cannot be said, however, that conclusive proof of 
the necessity of an integrity of the bundle for co-ordinated 
cardiac movement had been given before the publication of 
Hering's observations. Hering killed his dogs with ether 
and/
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and then having removed the blood from the heart he made 
an incision through the bundle and subsequently perfusing 
the organ through the aorta he found that the auricles 
and ventricles contracted each regularly, but in complete 
dissociation. From his curves he was able to demonstrate 
as a result of his incisions that:-
1. The auricles contracted more frequently than
the ventricles, but both contracted regularly.
2 . Spontaneous or artificial contractions do not
pass from auricles to ventricles or vice versa
3. The ventricles now contract automatically, as do
the auricles.
The hearts were examined by Tawara, who was able to state 
that the incisions had produced a discontinuity of the 
bundle fibres. Through these experiments then, proof was 
afforded that the bundle in the dog's heart preserved a 
functional connection between auricles and ventricles, and 
it was natural to suppose that since its presence had been 
demonstrated in the heart of other mammals and in man, that 
in these cases also it fulfilled a similar purpose.
Almost at the same time Erlanger published the results 
of his experiments, which were performed also on the heart 
of the dog. In his first experiments he attempted to 
ligature the heart in, situ, but only in one case out of 
seven was dissociation observed. In the subsequent experi­
ments he employed a clamp, but only in two Cases out of 
seven/
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seven was he successful in producing dissociation. He 
then had a clanp made specially, the lower blade of which 
was fashioned in the form of a long-shafted fish hook bent 
at right angles. He introduced the hook between the 
pulmonary artery and the aorta into the left ventricle, and 
then passed the point of the hook into the septum below 
the bundle posterior to the region of the pars. The 
blades of the clamp could be tightened as desired, and the 
bundle in this way exposed to varying degrees of pressure.
In seventeen experiments he succeeded in producing dissoc­
iation in sixteen instances. The hearts were examined by 
Retzer'who found that in every case in which the rhythm had 
been disturbed the bundle had been damaged. These experi­
ments were confirmed and extended in later publications by 
Erlanger and Hirschfelder .and by Erlanger and Blackman.
Tabora working in Hering's laboratory, followed 
Erlangen's methods and confirmed his results. He believed, 
however, that the incision method was preferable to that of 
clamping in that the technique was more exact, and the 
general damage to the heart was not so extensive. At the 
same time the clamping method had the advantage of allowing 
a graduated interference with the function of the bundle, 
whereby it was possible to produce first of all a partial 
elimination of ventricular systoles, and later with 
firmer pressure a complete dissociation. Tabora in 
addition/
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addition administered digitalin and found that it 
increases the disturbance of the rhythm which had already 
been induced by slight pressure.
More recently Cohn and Trendelenburg have carried 
a very extensive series of investigations on the 
perfused heart. They used the incision method to interrupt 
the course of the bundle. Experiments were performed 
successfully on 2 9 cats, 4 rabbits, 17 dogs, 2 apes, 
and 4 goats. When the results were communicated to the 
Physiological Congress complete serial sections had been 
examined in 14 cases. With the cat and the rabbit it
had been found that there was no well-defined line of
i (ÿ.
incision, which in every case could be relief on to give
rise to dissociation. This conclusion was based on the 
microscopic examination of serial sections from 6 cats and 
3 rabbits. The failure to produce dissociation in these 
cases is attributed to the fact that strands of fibres 
were found to descend from the node or main bundle into 
the right ventricle before the bundle entered the septum 
fibrosum. On this account it would, they say, be im­
possible to produce by a single incision, a complete 
interruption of the auriculo-ventricular fibres.
It might be well at this point to refer to the fact 
that other observers have contended that section of the 
bundle in the rabbit may not be followed by dissociation. 
Kfonecker and Busch ligatured the bundle without producing 
dissociation,/
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dissociation, but they do not give anatomical details. 
Pa^kal ligatured the bundle in 24 rabbits, and came to the 
conclusion that when the bundle alone is caught no 
dissociation follows, but when a considerable amount of 
the surrounding tissue is included the rhythm is dis­
turbed. Pankal's communication is accompanied by 
several drawings and curves in support of his contention.
With regard to these equivocal results in the case 
of rabbits and cats, it must be borne in mind that the 
hearts of these animals are comparatively small, and it 
must be a matter of extreme difficulty to include the 
bundle in a ligature or incision on every occasion. In 
proof of this, may be cited the early failures of Erlanger 
who worked first of all with ligatures and failed to 
obtain successful results, and then with a clamp, which he 
had to discard in favour of a specially devised instrument. 
I can confirm the presence of.the early descending fibres 
from the node into the right ventricle in the hearts of 
rabbits and of rate, but I should not be disposed to 
believe that such fibres could assume the function of the 
whole auriculo-ventricular extensions in almost every 
rabbit, without there being some dislocation of the cardiac 
rhythm. If partial destruction of the bundle produces a
partial dissociation of auriculo-ventricular contraction 
it is difficult to see why complete section of the bundle 
does not at least produce a certain degree of disturbance 
in/
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in the rhythm. Without more definite evidence I am 
disposed to believe that where dissociation has not occurred 
the bundle has not been completely severed. The problem 
however, requires further study, and could be readily 
solved so far as the early descending fibres are concerned 
by means of the electrocardiogram. For Eppinger and 
Rotherger have shown that when the right branch of the 
bundle is cut the ventricular contraction begins in the 
left ventricle, and the form of the electrocardiogram 
is that of a left ventricular extrasystole, whereas when 
the left branch is cut the ventricular contraction 
begins on the right side and the form of the electro­
cardiogram is that of a right ventricular extra-systole.
If it be the case in those rabbits that the bundle has 
been severed, and that the continuity is preserved by 
the fibres, which descend directly into the right ventricle, 
then the ventricular contractions would be found by the 
electro-cardiogram to be exclusively right ventricular extra­
systoles.
The experiments of Cohn and Trendelenburg on the hearts 
of dogs, apes and goats, fully confirmed the earlier 
results obtained by Hering and others. They are all the 
more convincing in that the evidence as shown by curves 
and microscopic examination is practically complete.
As evidence of the extreme importance of comparative 
anatomy and physiology in the study of this as of^branches
of/
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of medical science, is the fact that Gaskell's original 
observations on the heart of the tortoise have been con­
firmed in another respect in the mammalian heart. In 
fact, it is possible to detect Gaskell's inspiration in 
all the recent work on this subject. In the incision 
experiments of Hering, and Cohn, and Trendelenburg, and 
also in the clamp experiments of Erlanger it was found 
that where the section of the bundle was incomplete or 
where the pressure was not extreme the dissociation was 
partial. As already stated the device adopted by 
Erlanger rendered it easy to expose the bundle to varying 
degress of pressure, and he found as did Gaskell that 
there might be;-
(1) an increase in the interval which normally'occurs
between auricular and ventricular contraction,
(2) an occasional elimination of a ventricular systole
after an qurioular systole.
(3) a regular recurrence of eliminated ventricular sy­
stoles, that is the absence of every tenth, ninth, 
eighth, seventh, sixth, fourth, or third ventricular 
systole, although the auricular series of con­
tractions was complete.
(4) a failure of the ventricle in its response to alter­
nate auricular beats, that is the establishment of 
a 2 : 1 rhythm, when the auricle beats twice as 
rapidly/
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rapidly as the ventricle.
(5) a response of the ventricle to every third beat of
the auricle, that is a 3 : 1 rhythm in which the 
auricle beats three times as rapidly as the
ventricle.
(6) a complete dissociation between auricular and
ventricular contraction, that is when both
auricles and ventricles beat regularly, but each
pursues an independent rhythm.
Although the evidence of experiment is convincing in
respect of the contention that a disturbance of co-ordination
in the aur i cul o-ventri cular rhythm is usually associated in
experimental cases with partial or complete destruction of
the bundle, this must not be taken to mean that any and every
interference with the bundle will produce dissociation slight
or complete. Destruction of a small part of the bundle may
be produced experimentally without any interference with the
rhythm and either of the main branches may be severed without
affecting, so far as curves can show, the co-ordinated
contractions of auricles and ventricles^ There is in the
bundle, as in every other organ in the body, a certain amount
of physiological reserve whereby it is enabled to perform 
its/
It is possible to demonstrate the section of one branch 
by the electrocardiay.<*^
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its functions, in ordinary circumstance, to all appear­
ances normally, even although there be a slight variation 
from its normal structure. It is important to bear this 
in mind in view of the fact that unwarranted significance 
is occasionally attributed to "fibrosis" and "small 
collections of lymphocytes" in hearts which are the 
subject of pathological examination.
But more important than this is the converse, namely, 
that auriculo-ventricular dissociation may occur in 
the absence of any demonstrable lesion in the bundle or 
its main branches. It may be brought about, (l) by the 
injection of poisons, for example by digitalis, adrenalin, 
aconitine, muscarine, or physostygmine; it occurs (2) 
as a physiological condition in hibernating animals; (3) 
it has been found to supervene in experimental asphyxia; 
and (4) it may follow stimulation of the vagus.
X
A#IÇEjP-VENTRICBLAB DISSOCIATION PRODUCED BY POISONS .
The most important work on this subject is that which 
has been done by Cushny, and his pupils. He has found that 
by the administration of aconitine the normal sequence of
events/
X 1
I have avoided the use of the term^heart-block through- 
t^e whole discussion, because it presupposes a definite 
and improved relation of ventricular to auricular con- 
brac;^ ion. It means, as it is employed in the literature, 
that dissociation cannot occur so long as there is anatomical 
and functional integrity of the junctional tissues.
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events in the cardiac cycle can be so upset that almost 
every form of clinical irregularity can occur. The 
conditions which predispose to the occurrence of one form 
of irregularity in preference to another under the influence 
of aconitine are unknowp, ^ and are probably to be referred 
to the accidental affinities for the poison possessed by 
the important tissues at the time of administration. In 
any case Cushny found that the intravenous injection of 
0-2 mg. of aconitine into a dog in 0*05 mg. does produce 
irregularity of the heart as a rule, and that in some cases 
the irregularity had the form of auriculo-ventricular 
dissociation. An increase in the interval between auricular 
and ventricular contraction was very often seen, in some 
oases the interval which is normally 0-1 sec. in the dog 
might be increased to 0-3 sec. The interval might be so 
long as to give the appearance of a reversed rhythm, the 
ventricular systole beginning just immediately before the 
ïiext auricular one , A common form of irregularity was 
the 2 : l rhythm in which the auricular rate was twice that 
of the ventricular ; on the other hand a reversed 2 : 1  
rhythm might occur in which the ventricular rate was twice 
that of the auricular. In some cases the aurioulo- 
ventricular interval would increase with each beat until 
the ventricular contraction would drop out altogether; 
the interval following the elimination of a ventricular
systole/
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gÿstole would be very short, the next one longer and so 
on until the series terminated again by" the elimination 
of another ventricular beat; this is a well-known clinical 
phenomenon, and it is important to recognise its occurrence 
in acute poisoning. In two experiments there was complete 
diSBOOiation, the auricles and ventricles beating in in­
dependent rhythms. A point of particular interest, ahd 
which will be referred to later, in discussing a case 
of dissociation in diphtheria (p.t^i) ±q that under 
aconitine the independent ventricular rhythm was much 
quicker than it is in cases where the bundle is incised 
or clamped; in Cushny's cases the ventricular rate was 
almost as great as the auricular rate.
Cushny and Tabora have each published evidence of 
the influence of digitalis on the auriculo-ventricular 
rhythm, and James Mackenzie has long ago established the 
fact that similar phenomena occur in connection with its 
clinical administration.
41IÇM-VENIRICULAR DISSOCIATION IN HIBERNATING ANIMALS.
This interesting phenomenon has been described by 
hr. Florence Buchanan. The observations were made on 
hormioe by means of the capillary electrometer. It was 
hound that when the animal was very torpid, showing no 
®igns of respiratory movements for several consecutive
Minutes, and having a pulse frequency of from 12 to 30 a
“inute, /
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minute, the records showed only ventricular effects; 
the ventricular systoles occurred at irregular intervals 
and the slower the pulse the greater appeared to be the 
irregularity. Dr. Buchanan believes that the auricles 
were either at a standstill or that the movements were 
very slight because the distance between the ventricular 
beats on the record was so great that had there been any 
ordinary auricular contractions they would have been 
shown. This conclusion was further supported by the 
fact that when the ventricular rate increased to about 
40 per minute well marked auricular effects appearij^  but 
at longer intervals than the ventricular effects. With 
a further increase in the ventricular rate there was a 
corresponding increase in the auricular rate until when 
the ventricles were beating at 100 per minute the auricles 
showed practically the same rate. On more than one occasion, 
however, and with different dormice the auricles did not 
overtake the ventricles until the rate was about 300 per 
nnnute. When once the auricular rate overtook the 
ventricular rate, and passed it, it never fell behind again 
®xoept for a few beats at a time. The auricular rhythm 
less regular than the ventricular rhythm until the 
latter was overtaken, but while being overtaken the 
ventricular rhythm was apt to become very irregular, one
more ventricular systoles being dropped here and there,
, While/
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while the auricular systoles continued, giving the records 
the appearance which is familiar in cases of complete 
dissociation produced by vagus stimulation in other mammals. 
Even when the two series were nearly at the same rate they 
were, as a rule, absolutely independent of each other, 
now the one and now the other being accelerated or retarded 
for a few seconds . Occasionally the auricular rate would 
be brought into co-ordination with that of the ventricle; 
then there would occur a series of beats in co-ordinate 
rhythm, but with a gradually ihcreasing interval between 
auricular and ventricular systole until an auricular beat 
would occur without a corresponding ventricular beat: 
this is the phenomenon described by Cushny and referred 
to above in the description of the effect of aconitine.
In Chapter I, reference was made to the evidence from 
comparative anatomy and embryology of the deeply seated 
relation, between the heart and the lungs; and this was 
cited later when objection was taken to the use of the 
'term 'automatism' in connection with the cardiac con- 
■tractions. There could be no more conclusive and illumin­
ating evidence on this point than that which is afforded by 
Ghchanan ' s observations of the relation of the respirat- 
to the circulatory movements in hibernating dormice .
The respiratory rate was found to increase as the cardiac
‘Contractions became more frequent. Until the heart rate 
cceached/
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reached 200 per minute, the respiratory rate, was more, 
or less the same as the auricular or ventricular rate.
When the breathing was of the Cheyne-Stokes type the 
auricular contractions were absent during each period 
ofapnoea, apparently disappearing just before the apnoea 
began and reappearing just before the breathing commenced. ■ 
Simultaneous respiratory and circulatory records were not 
taken, but Dr. Buchanan points out that if the observations 
as to the precise time of onset of apnoea and its exact 
relation to the disappearance of the auricular contractions 
be correct, it would suggest that it is those changes in 
the blood which are known to affect the respiratory centre 
which are first directly or indirectly responsible for the 
presence or absence of the auricular contractions in the 
deeper stages of hibernation. The fact that the auricular 
beats disappeared before the dyspnoea ceased and reappeared 
before the stage of apnoea was at an end, renders it impro­
bable that the mechanical effect of the respiratory 
. movements had influenced the appearance of the auricular 
contraction by increasing the intra-auricular pressure. 
Whatever be the explanation of the phenomenon the fact 
4'emalns that it demonstrates the close relationship if not 
bhe identity of some of the influences, which control the 
respiratory and circulatory movements.
@ISJhOrVENTRICIILAR DISSOCIATION AS. A RESULT OF EXPERI-
®E4Lasphyxia .
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The occurrence of aurlculo-ventricular dissociation in 
experimental agphyxis has been studied by Lewis and Mathison 
They found that if a cat be asphyxiated for periods varying 
from 1 - 7  minutes, a successive series of changes takes 
place in the character of the cardiac rhythm. Within 
one, two or three minutes of the onset of asphyxia the 
interval between auricular and ventricular contradtion is 
increased; ultimately this increase leads to the eliminat­
ion of a ventricular systole; in some instances, the 
records showed that the interval might increase, so that a 
certain auricular contraction occurred simultaneously with 
the ventricular contraction of the previous cycle. Sub­
sequent to the elimination of a ventricular beat, and the 
resultant long pause, the interval abruptly becomes very 
short, and then goes on increasing to repeat the whole 
process. 'With the deepening of asphyxiation the stage of 
prolonged intervals between auricular and ventricular 
systoles is succeeded by a rhythm in which every alternate 
auricular systole is followed by a ventricular systole; 
finally the rhythm passes into one of complete dissociation, 
in which both auricles and ventricles beat regularly, but 
independent rates, which bear no simple numerical 
I'Glation to each other. As a rule, when artificial respira- 
iiun has been established, a rapid and complete recovery of 
ihe normal rhythm ensues even from the most complete degree 
°f ‘iissooiation. The disturbances of the rhythip. produced
. s
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by asphyxiation are thus seen not to differ materially 
from those described in aconitine poisoning and in 
hibernation.
turturbance of a u r i c u l o-v e n t r icular c o-o r di na tio n b y
VAriAL STIMULATION
The influence of stimulation of the vagus on the 
movements of the heart in the lower vertebrates was the 
subject of very extensive researches by G a s k e l l T h a t  
aspect of the subject which concerns us here, has reference 
only to the "depression of conductivity" ,through the 
junctional areas between the cardiac chambers. G-askell 
found that as a result of vagal stimulation such depression 
took place "at the two natural blocking points" , namely, 
the sino-auricular and auriculo-ventr icular junctions.
In his experiments with the suspended heart he frequently 
obtained, on stimulation of the vagus, especially in the 
oase of the crocodile tortoise and snake, an absolute 
standstill of both auricles and ventricles, although the 
sinus continued to beat regularly. "In these cases it was 
perfectly clear upon inspection that the contractions of 
bbe sinus stopped absolutely at the sino^auricular junction 
®-nd did not pass into the auricle." Before referring to 
bhe influence of vagal stimulation on the sequence of 
events in the mammalian cardiac cycle, reference must be 
to a very important feature of Gaskell's preliminary
observations/
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observations on this subject. He recognised the necessity 
of separating the inhibitory from the accelerating fibres 
in the frog's vago-accelerator nerve, in order to obtain 
the pure effects of inhibitory action. He demonstrated the 
striking contrast between the effect of stimulation in the 
frog as ordinarily given, and that of its two components, 
the intra-cranial vagus on the one hand, and the sympathetic 
on the other, and also the great variability of the results 
obtained by simultaneous stimulation of vagal and sympath­
etic fibres in the same nerve. This is confirmatory of the 
view put forward with regard to the variable results 
obtained by Flack and by Rothberger and Winterberger, which 
have been described in the discussion on the function of 
the sino-auricular end-plate (p-l^ 'i ). It was there suggest­
ed that the mixed character of the nerves and the irregul- 
i^ty of their branching and inter-communications afforded 
an explanation of those results, which were apparently 
contradictory. There were three outstanding phenomena in 
oonneotion with his stimulation of the intra-cranial vagus, 
which struck G-askell as being of special importance, 
describing the effects of stimulation of the intra-cranial 
^^ Shs, he says : - "In the first place I have been able to 
obtain absolute standstill with a strength of current 
immensely weaker than what is required to obtain the slight- 
effect when the vago-augmentor nerve (that is, the mixed
.&
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nerve), is stimulated. In one case the strength of 
c u r r e n t  was as weak as is just necessary to cause con­
traction of a striated muscle upon stimulation of its 
m o t o r  nerve, the secondary coil being at 35 c.ms. from the 
primary with one Daniell cell; at the distance of 12 
cms. from the primary it was just perceptible to the tongue.
In the second place, it is astonishing how long the standstill 
sometimes lasts after the stimulation is over. Thus one 
of my tracings shows that a stimulation of the intra-cranial 
vagus, lasting thirty-eight seconds, caused the suspended 
heart to remain absolutely still for 290 seconds, that is, 
for 252 seconds after the stimulation had ceased. In the 
third place, it is possible to keep the heart absolutely 
still by means of continued stimulation for a very much 
longer time than is possible when the vagus is stimulated 
in the ordinary manner. Thus, I have kept the heart ab­
solutely quiescent for as long a time as 28 minutes by 
continued stimulation of the intra-cranial vagus with a weak 
stimulus (second coil between 12 and 11 cms. from primary)".
These observations of G-askell are given in some detail 
because they make it obvious that stimulation of the vagus 
it is usually carried out in experiments on the mammalian 
beart, give little or no indication of the manner in which 
the heart is affected by vagal influences of pathological 
'^ i^gin. A disturbance of the cardiac action due to nervous 
^^ i^tation/
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irritation must take place as the result of stimulation 
of isolated nerve cells, connected with a few fibres; 
these isolated cells form part of a reflex arc, the 
afferent fibres to which run from the region in which the 
irritating cause is situated. A pathological reflex 
stimulation ipay be purely vagal in character. From the 
complex character of the vagus in the mammal there is no 
experiment, which so far can be said to give an indication 
of the reflex irritation, which in this way arises from 
the selective stimulation of the intra-cranial vagal
fibres. A very striking example illustrative of this
,1
point is described by James Mackenzie. He observed that 
swallowing, which even in normal conditions is recognised 
to have an inhibitory effect on the heart's action, 
produced an elimination of ventricular systoles in a 
patient, who had previously shown from the records, an 
increase in the interval between auricular and ventricular 
contraction. In this case the efferent fibres in the 
I’eflex arc of deglutition had also stimulated some of the 
cells of the vagal centre. In the same way irritation 
from the stomach gall-bladder, urinary bladder, urethra,
may occasion an interference with cardiac action such 
oould not be reproduced experimentally by stimulation 
the vagus nerve which as a single nerve possesses 
®^ tually antagonitistic properties in virtue of the
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mixed character of its fibres.
It has been shown, however, that experimentally the 
s tim u la tio n  of the vagus in a dog may produce a rhythm in 
which the auricle beats twice as rapidly as the ventricle, 
and in which this rhythm began with the onset of vagal 
stimulation and continued while the stimulation lasted.
In other cases there may be a sudden standstill of the 
whole heart. On the removal of the stimulus the auricle 
commences to beat first, and after an interval greater 
than the normal auriculo-ventr icular interval the ventricle 
beats; following the next auricular beat there may. be 
no response from the ventricle, but the auriculo- 
ventricular interval gradually diminishes until the heart 
resumes its normal rhythm.
While the experimental production of complete 
dissociation by vagal stimulation in the otherwise uninjured 
mammalian heart is difficult or impossible there is* sufficient 
evidence to show that, where the auriculo-ventr icular end- 
Plate has been partially destroyed or rendered inefficient 
by incision or clamping with a consequent slight inter­
ference with the normal rhythm, a complete dissociation may 
be induced by vagal stimulation. This is of great clinical 
importance as indicating the complex character of the 
Circumstances, which have to be taken into account in the 
m^alysis of dissociation as a manifestation of disease.
is practically certain that vagal irritation is never 
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c a p a b l e  by itself of producing complete and prolonged dissocia­
tion. In this connection it is interesting to note that 
digitalis, according to the investigations of Gaskell,
Tabora, and James Mackenzie may increase a condition of 
disturbed rhythm already present, and that atropine, a drug 
which is supposed to have a paralysing effect on the vagal 
endings, may antagonise the .effect of the digitalis. Atropine 
however, has never been known to affect a dissociation which 
has been prolonged and complete. On the other hand, cases 
are on record in which atropine has antagonised the effect of 
digitalis; inVolhard's case atropine abolished an increase 
of disturbed rhythm which had been produced by digitalis; 
and Rihl records a similar effect.
The various conditions which conduce to auriculo- 
ventr icular dissociation have been fully discussed in order to 
emphasise the fact that this phenomenon is not in every 
clinical case to be attributed to a lesion of the auriculo- 
ventr icular end-plate. In some cases it may be the result of 
what might be termed "an experimental pathological lesion".
Cases in which the bundle is traversed in its whole diameter 
by a completely destructive lesion are beyond question; and 
is practically certain that no such lesion can occur without 
absolute dissociation. On the other hand in acute toxic 
‘disease such as diphtheria, the presence of 'small round 
®6lled infiltration’ in scattered foci in the node or bundle 
9- lesion, the significance of which it is impossible to
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determine, especially sin(Ê^in such cases the remainder 
of the cardiac muscle is invariably affected to a greater 
or lesser extent. This will be referred to later (pl3& ).
m  cabdiqmotor f u n c t i o n of the a u r i c u l q-ve n t r i c u l a r
BD-HjATE ■
It is oêvious from the foregoing considerations that 
there i s  a sense in which the end-plate acts as a conducting 
mechanism,. Its interruption is followed by an interference 
with the auriculo-ventr icular sequence. Whether it con­
ducts an impulse or impulses from auricles to ventricles or 
from the node (which from its morphological characters and 
staining properties and absence of glycogen in obviously 
a sp ecia l and distinct part of the end-plate) to the ventricles 
it is  impossible so far to say. The influences in the node 
or main bundle, which determine ventricular contraction pass 
down in the two main branches which go to the right and left 
ventricle respectively. When the left branch is cut the 
right ventricle contracts first and the left ventricle 
follows; when the right branch is out the left ventricle 
contracts first and the right ventricle follows (Eppinger and 
Rothberger). A very interesting confirmation of this
particular function, of the connecting muscle is seen in 
bbe case of the bird. It was pointed out by Dr.' Jane 
Robertson and myself that in case of the bird's heart there 
no bundle of His, and no subendocardial network round
the/
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the papillary muscles in the left ventricle corresponding 
to that found in all other animals with four complete 
cardiac chambers. Nor was there any cylindrical extension 
of the auricular canal into the ventricle, such as is 
present in all cold-blooded vertebrates. On the left side 
the auriculo-ventr icular muscular extension had become 
completely atrophied, and the left auricle was separated 
completely from the left ventricle by a ring of fibrous 
tissue. On the right side the auricular canal had not 
become invaginated to the same extent as on the left 
side, and the auricular extension into the right ventricle 
remained in the form of a large muscular valve on the 
parietal side of the orifice. There are no papillary 
muscles, (p-r . In the heart of the pigeon a small 
leash of the original aurioulo-ventricular fibres -es^  w 
preserved at the posterior end of the valve, where it is 
attached to the auriculo-ventricular groove near the 
interventricular muscular septum, and just below the opening 
of the left superior vena cava (coronary sinus), which in- 
bhe bird also lies near the venous base of the right 
ventricle. This is the only muscular connection, which we 
found to exist between auricles and ventricles, and it is 
Poouliar in this respect that the bird would appear to be 
bbe only vertebrate in which the auriculo-ventricular
onnection is confined to one side, (viz: the right side)
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of the heart. We expressed ourselves with reserve as 
regards the possible function of this small connecting bundle 
in as much as it appeared to us at the time not to differ in 
structure from the ordinary cardiac muscle, and its fibres 
appeared to become continuous immediately with the ventricular 
muscle at the right venous ostium.
Any doubt as to the importance of its presence was 
soon dissipated by the experimental investigations of Flack 
who found that the inclusion of this bundle in a ligature 
passed a little below the summit of the base of the ventricle 
led to complete auriculo-ventricular dissociation. The 
experiments were carried out in such a way as to make it clear 
that this was the only part in which the connection between 
auricles and ventricles preversed, the physiological con­
tinuity. In the first place, isolated ligatures were passed 
round the whole aurioulo-ventricular connection, and it was 
only when this last portion was ligatured that allorythmia 
i^as produced; and in a second series it was found that a 
Single ligature in this region resulted in dissociation.
A further confirmation of this interpretation of the 
peculiar anatomy of the bird’s heart came from Dr, Florence 
Rnchanan, who had carried out a series of investigations
the capillary electrometer . • She found that the effect 
Pi'oduced by the bird's heart differed from that obtained from 
other vertebrates examined (reptiles and mammals) . This 
difference she correlated with the absence of papillary
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muscles on the right side. But if we consider the results 
of Eppinger and Rothberger in this context a further light 
may be thrown on the subject. They found, as we have seen, 
that section of either of the main septal branches of the 
auriculo-ventricular end-plate did not result in dissociation 
but that a difference in the electrocardiogram effect was 
produced, which indicated that on section of the left branch 
the ventricular contraction began on the right side and vice 
versa. Dr. Buchanan's electrometer records suggest that in 
the bird's heart, as in no other vertebrate heart, the 
ventricular contraction commences normally in the right 
ventricle. How far this short leash of fibres in the bird's 
heart may ultimately be found to differ from ordinary cardiac 
muscle is a subject requiring further investigation. I have, 
since our first examination of the anatomical side of the 
problem observed the presence of nerve cells and nerve fibres 
aoooinpanying the small bundle, but more than this it is 
impossible to say at present, except that the relative short­
ness of the connecting bundle in the bird is in marked 
contrast with that observed in other vertebrates, and is of 
particular importance as we shall see in regard to the 
gestion of the cause of the interval, which exists between 
nurioular and ventricular contraction in all normal hearts, 
(P-11/ ) .
^hile then there is a sense in which the functional 
bissues between auricles and ventricles possess the properties
conducting mechanism, there has been attributed to them
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another function of perhaps even greater importance, that 
■of originating the stimulus which produces ventricular 
contraction. It has already been pointed out that before 
the discovery of the sino-auricular end-plate both Aschoff 
and Tawara looked upon the node which they described as the 
centre of automatic cardiac movement. They did not mean, 
as has so often been believed and misunderstood before and 
since that time, that at this point the heart began to con­
tract automatically and without any directing impulse from 
an extra-cardial source ; but they regarded the node as a 
centre from which a wave of contraction was first propagated 
through the auricles, and then through the bundle and 
its branches to the ventricles. When the presence of 
the sino-auricular end-plate was established beyond doubt, 
the idea that the "lower structure" was a organ which 
generated stimuli to contraction receded into the back­
ground, and it was looked upon^by clinicians especially,more 
as an organ which carried into the ventricles the impulse,
h^ich, generated in the sino-auricular node, had been con­
veyed to it during contraction through the walls of the 
i^ght auricle. It has as a matter of fact, been demonstrated
we have seen that the right auricular muscle which con- 
braots first lies in the region of the sino-auricular end? 
plate, so that there is no question in normal circumstances
9- stimulus affecting auricular contraction arising in 
the/
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the auriculo-ventricular node. As usually conceived, the 
sequence of events in the cardiac cycle begins with some 
impression on the auricular tissue round the siho-auricular 
end-plate determining the commencement of auricular 
contraction; the stimulus to contraction is propagated 
along the auricular muscle and passes along the node and 
bundle and through its branches to the papillary muscles of 
the ventricles, which in their turn are stimulated to con­
tract. There is thus a continuous passage of the stimulus 
along a substratum of muscular tissue from the entrance of 
the superior cava to the basal attachments of the aorta and 
pulmonary artery. The interval which normally occurs 
between auricular and ventricular systole is attributed to a 
depression in the rate of conductivity through the auriculo- 
ventricular functional tissues; and this depression in 
the rate of conductivity finds its explanation in the 
struotural character of the connecting muscle, which is said 
to have retained not only the histological features, but also 
the physiological properties of embryonic cardiac muscle.
The outstanding difficulty in the acceptance of this 
view is that these functional tissues do not, as we have 
Seen, present the characters of embryonic muscle ; and even 
If. they did, it would be difficult to believe that tissue 
h^ich only in virtue of its microscopic appearances resembles
G:ibryonio/
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embryonic tissue would in the adult possess the functional 
properties of that tissue. Admittedly the fibres of 
the bundle in some animals possess few fibrils relative 
to the amo'jint of their sarcoplasm, transverse striation 
may be practically absent, and the nuclei may be round as 
contrasted with the elongated nuclei of ordinary cardiac 
muscle. But in the human subject the tissue of the bundle 
does not resemble embryonic tissue even in these respects.
In addition to this, there is the fact that the auriculo- 
ventricular end-plate has a rich and independent nerve
i
supply, which can be traced into its extensions into the 
ventricles. Where there is a resemblance to embryonic 
tissue the structure of the bundle presents histological 
features akin to those of nerve and of muscle but differing 
from either. It may be said to be more closely related on 
the whole in its appearance to the structure of Sherrington's 
muscle spindles.
If the end-plate be considered in its whole extent, it 
does not present on its auricular side the' appearance as 
If it were so related to the auricular muscle as to be the 
direct means of transport of a stimulus coming from the
fibres of the contracting auricle. That there are auricular 
fibres which preserve a structural and muscular continuity 
between the auricle and the node, there can be no doubt ;
but these fibres course through a loose space S'urrounding 
the/
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the node, a space which is occupied with varying amounts of 
fat and a large number of lymph channels. The whole 
conform ation and structure of the node relative t o  its 
surroundings gives one the impression that here as in the 
case of the sino-auricular end-plate a new series of 
phenomena begins, and that this end-plate bears the same 
re la tio n  to the ventricles that the other has to the auricles , 
The significance of this suggestion will be realized 
when i t  is remembered that in discussing the origin and 
re la tio n s  of these structures, it was pointed out (p.i)O ), 
that the one end-plate occupied a site relative to the 
right superior vena cava (right Duct of Cuvier), which the 
other occupied relative to the coronary sinus (left superior 
vena oava or left Duct of Cuvier) . It was further suggested 
that in each end-plate part of the structure described as 
the sino-auricular nodal ring in the bream was represented.
In support of this contention it is necessary here again to 
revert to the important experiments of Rothberger and Winter- 
herg, We have seen (p./i>'S^ ), that they found that the right 
sympathetic is closely associated with the function of the 
sino-auricular end-plate while the left sympathetic is 
Associated, with the function of the auriculo-ventrioular 
®nd-piate. It was found that stimulation of the left 
sympathetic could in some cases give rise to a rhythm in 
h^ich the auricular and ventricular contractions were practic- 
simultaneous; whether by this means the stimulation
Of/
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of the node had effected an elimination of the sino- 
auricular effect or whether it had counterbalanced the 
inhibitory effect of the vagus on the nodal tissue of the 
auriculo-ventrioular system, it is difficult to say; in 
any case it was found that a simultaneous stimulation of 
'the right sympathetic abolished the effect of the stimulation 
of the left sympathetic, so that a normal rhythm was again 
established. It happened that in some cases in which 
■ stimulation of the left sympathetic failed to produce a 
simultaneous rhythm, if in addition to the stimulation of 
the left sympathetic the right sympathetic were cooled,
,that: rhythm could be induced. As has been repeatedly 
pointed out, it is extremely difficult to obtain uniform 
results in experiments with the nerves going to the heart, 
on account, of the varying complexity of their content and 
arrangements, but these investigations make it clear that 
the end-plate8 are structures through which the nervous 
oontrol of the heart is exercised in part at least. The 
manner in which that control is exercised, and the nature 
of the control has not been determined. In a broad way 
the sympathetic fibres have an accelerating and augmenting 
Influence on the cardiac beats, while the vagal fibres have 
 ^slowing and depressing effect. The cardiac movements 
not controlled by nerves in the same manner as the 
movements of the skeletal muscles. The heart can be
isolated/
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isolated from its extraoardial nervous relations and con­
tinue to beat rhythmically. But an isolated heart beats 
less frequently than the same heart in its organic 
relations. Severed from its inhibitory centres it beats 
more rapidly; if in addition the accelerators are 
eliminated it beats more slowly. If first of all the 
accelerators are excluded, the rate diminishes, and if 
then the vagal fibres are cut the rate may increase slightly. 
But in addition to the effect on rate, the elimination of 
nervous influence affects the strength or tone of the 
individual contractions . Section of the vagal nerves is 
followed by a shortening of the period of contraction of 
both auricles and ventricles, and also by a shortening 
of the interval between the contractions, so that generally 
speaking, the rate of conductivity is increased; at the 
same time the strength of the contractions is apparently 
increased; if now the rate be increased by artificial 
stimulation there is a corresponding diminution in the 
strength of the contractions, where as, according to Bering,
If the rate be increased by section of the vagi, there is 
0^ such diminution in. the strength of the contractions.
I'i^ese conclusions are in accord with the results of Gaskell's 
Researches by which it was demonstrated that in the tortoise 
primary action of the vagus on the cardiac muscle 
Resulted in a depression of all the properties which he
^Rbitrarilv/
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a r b i t r a r i l y  attributed to cardiac muscle in general; it 
p r o d u c e d  a depression of rhytbmicity, excitability, con­
d u c t i v i t y ,  contraction, force and tonicity. The primary 
a c t i o n  of the sympathetic was antagonistic and opposite to 
t h e  action of the vagi.
But even when it is suggested that these nervous 
influences are communicated to the cardiac muscle through 
the intermediary of the end-plates, the difficulty still 
remains of explaining the manner in which co-ordinated 
rhythm is maintained. It would appear that the mutually 
antagonistic influences of vagus and sympathetic play upon 
the two end-platês in harmony, and that there is normally a 
balance in the influences exerted by the one node on the 
auricles, and by the other on the ventricles. There are 
thus two primary considerations to be! kept in view in analys­
ing the functions of the end-plates; first, the balance 
between the two end-plates, themselves, and secondly, the 
balance between the accelerator and depressor fibres in 
each end-plate . Stimulate the left sympathetic, (Rothberger 
And Winterberg) , and either the balance between the two 
nodes in destroyed, or the balance between the sympathetic and 
A^gal supply to the auriculo-ventrioular end-plate is destroyed 
^d the result is a dislocation of the co-ordinate sequence 
Auricular and ventricular contraction. This would 
^^ dlcate that the correlated sequence of events in the cardiac
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cycle depended not so mudh on the auricular muscle between 
the two end-plates and on the propagation of a stimulus 
through that muscle, as on the balance of the nervous 
influences, which affect the two nodes independently.
In support of this contention might be cited a case 
reported by Monckeberg in which tumor masses occupied the 
interaurioular septum' between the coronary sinus, and the 
auricular ventricular node, (but not invading the latter) 
thus intercepting the wave of contraction on its route 
from the superior cava to the auriculo-ventrioular end- 
plate; in this case there was no interference with the 
sequence of events in the cardiac cycle. It would, how­
ever, not have been too much to expect that dif the node 
depended in its function for' the reception of such 
stimuli from the auricular muscle, in this case, some 
disturbance would have resulted; more especially as the 
hypothesis on which this conception of cardiac rhythm 
is founded demands an integrity of the muscle tissue in 
these parts where the amount of muscle is attenuated as 
is in the inter auricular septum behind the node. 
% & I C UIAR EXTRA-BYSTQLBS:
iurther evidence in support of the view that the 
AArioulo-ventri cular end-plate acts independently of the 
%Riole is to be found in the relation of the vagus to the
°iinical phenomenon known as ventricular extra-systoles.
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I am aware that Bering and Lewis have laid great emphasis 
on the fact that these ventricular premature contractions 
ooour under suitable conditions "when all nervous connections 
between heart and central nervous system have been severed" , 
and that they have regarded it as of primary importance to 
search the heart and not the nervous in the patient, who is 
subject to these disturbances, The actual condition of the 
heart is not a matter which affects the present argument; it 
is readily granted that a pathological condition of the 
organ nay be in most, if not in all cases, a necessary pre­
disposing element in the production of the phenomenon; but 
what is of importance is the fact, demonstrated in a recent 
ooM'onioation by Rihl, one of Bering's collaborators, that 
extra-systoles may be excited by pressure on the vagus.
The extra-systoles are evoked some time after pressure is 
applied, and may not appear until pressure is removed; the 
phenomenon may occur quite independently of the inhibitory
effect of the nerve on the heart rate. It may give rise 
, • h,
ventricular or auriculo-ventrioular (that^ simultaneous
Auricular and ventricular) extra-systoles, and occasionally 
'^den the systoles occur in series their elimination may be 
Giieoted by pressure on the vagus. BaKer states that 
pressure on the closed eyes may very occasionally give rise 
exura-systoles, and also to slowing of the pulse. The 
R^ferenoe from these observations is that the ventricle is
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influenced by the extraoardial nerves through the 
a-oriculo-ventrioular end-plate, and without the inter­
vention of the auricle. When that influence manifests 
itself in the form of a rhythmic anomaly, such as an 
extra-systole, it is due to a disturbance in the balance 
of the mutually antagonistic nerve forces acting on what 
are perhaps pathologically hypersensitive tissues in the 
heart.
■ TRIPLE RHYTHM: That type of cardiac arrytlimia known as
regular irregularity, in which the radial beats occur in 
regularly recurring groups of three, may be interpreted 
on the assumption that the auriculo-ventrioular end-plate 
is concerned in its production; and that the ventricular 
contractions are in part at least determined by the 
influence of that end-plate without the intervention of 
the sino-auricular node and auricular contractions. The 
characteristic feature of the majority of these cases of 
so-oalled "triple' rhythm" is that an extra-systole with 
A compensatory pause follows on two normal ventricular 
oeats, which occupy a normal relation to the preceding 
Auricular contractions; the auricular rhytlrm is normal 
every third auricular contraction occurs at a period '
Wiien the ventricle is already under the influence of the 
extra-systole. Lewis has come to the conclusion, which 
is ill perfect accord with my interpretation of the anatomical 
Relations of the end-plate to the ventricles, that these 
iRgmaturp /
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"premature ventricular contractions arise as a rule in 
the special tissues which unite the auricular and 
ventricular musculature". It would seem, therefore, that 
in these cases of triple rhytlim with normally beating 
auricles and abnormally beating ventricles, we have to 
deal with a phenomenon which suggests an influence of the 
auriculo-ventrioular end-plate acting independently of 
the sino-auricular end-plate. The cases occur not in­
frequently in the convalescent stages of the acute infections 
aiid the arrhythmia is of a transient nature and possesses 
no serious prognostic significance. In what particular 
part of the tissues, which co-operate to produce a normal 
rhythm, the pathological interference takes place , it is 
0^ far impossible to say. It may be in the vagus fibres, 
but the effect of administration of atropine or vagal 
pressure on the condition has not so far as I know, been 
described. It may be that the end-plate itself is the 
seat of the abnormal condition, or on the other hand, 
the ventricular muscle may be in a condition of metabolic 
instability, or the cavities may be in a state of hyper- 
distension from laxity of their walls.
SIh]JS_BEADYGARDT A : Another instance of a type of cardiac
RRtegularity which may be interpreted on the supposition 
tbat the two nodes act in co-ordination independently in
degree, of the auricular tissue, and are correlated in 
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their funotion through the nervous system is that of a 
case of paroxysmal bradycardia, recently described by 
Laslett. In this case there was a complete irregularity 
of the radial pulse associated with perfect co-ordination 
of the auriculo-ventricular rhythm, except for occasionally 
interpolated extra-systoles of the ventricle. The 
feature of the case was a paroxysmal slowing of the heart 
rate during which the patient suffered from giddiness, 
weakness, and a feeling of lassitude. The length of the 
oardiao cycle was at times two seconds, and where there 
were extra-systoles it might extend to three seconds; 
after a prolonged intermission of this character the length 
of the cycles gradually diminished. A series of cycles 
from a tracing during a paroxysm shows their duration to 
be 2, 1-6, 1*6, 1*3, 1*26, and 1*8 seconds; this represents 
an average pulse rate of 37*6 per minute. An interesting 
and important point is that, although there was such a 
inarked depression of the beat rate, there was no prolongation 
of the interval between auricular and ventricular contract­
ions; the interval as shown by the records was invariably 
’2 sec. It is generally accepted that a slow rate of heart 
®^At is accompanied by a slowing of the rate of conduction 
wave of contraction or stimulus to contraction from 
end of the heart to the other; this is an outstanding
R^stanoe of the fallacious conclusions which might be 
'^Rawn/
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drawn by regarding ' conductivity’ as a property of cardiac 
m u s c l e  on which an analysis of arrhymias can be based. If 
in Laslett's case the conductivity in the auricles was 
depressed, as on general grounds there is every reason to 
believe that it was, it is perfectly clear that that 
depression of conductivity in no way interfered with the 
normal interval between auricular and ventricular contract­
ion-; in other words the time that elapses between auricular 
snd ventricular contraction is dependent upon the integrity 
of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate, a normal condition 
of its regulating nerves and the influences which affect 
them, and a normal response from the ventricular muscle with 
whioh the terminals of the end-plate are continuous ; whether 
musole is depressed or increased is a matter of no importance 
It is, of course, recognised that in this particular case 
the conductivity of the auricles might be depressed by the 
influences which produced the arrhythmia without at the same 
time affecting the ventricular muscle ; for Gaskell found 
that in the reptilian heart generally, the effects of vagal 
stimulation were, as a rule, confined to the auricles.
Snt this would be further proof in favour of my contention 
that the auricular end-plate acted independently of the 
A^ve of contraction, which passed along the auricular fibres.
T h e  irregularity in this case was certainly determined 
some unusual influences affecting the sino-auricular end- 
PlAte only. Simultaneous respiratory curves showed that
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it differed from the sinus irregularity in youth described 
by Mackenzie in that its onset showed no relation to the 
movements of respiration. That it was vagal in origin, 
although predisposed to by exertiop, there can be little 
doubt, in as much as the administration of atropine at 
a-bime when the pulse was slow and irregular, produced an 
increase in the rate to 78 per minute with a total dis­
appearance of the arrhythmia. Finally the question arises 
as to the manner in which this case demonstrates an extra- 
muscular co-ordination of the two end-plates through their 
nerves, while it is probable that the auricular tissue had 
little or no co-ordinating influence. I take it that the 
presence of a normal auriculo-ventricular interval indicated 
the integrity of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate, and 
that this end-plate at least was not being subjected to the 
impression of abnormal vagal stimuli. The appearance of 
ventricular extra-systoles during the long pauses are to 
6^ regarded as an attempt on part of the normal vagal 
Influence on the ventricles to compensate for the abnormal 
VAgal influence on the auricles. A normal rhythm is 
secured, as I have pointed out by a balance of the influences 
h^ich control the end-plates . Up to a certain point the 
Auriculo-ventricular end-plate was able to adjust itself to 
abnormal sinus effects, but when complete adjustment 
A^iled, that failure expressed itself in the form of
Ventricular/
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ventricular extra-systoles originating in the end-plate.
The actual point at which the stimulus producing the extra­
systoles originated is difficult to determine While the 
diminution in the blood supply to the ventricles as a con­
sequence of the extreme slowing of the heart's contraction 
may have produced a certain degree of irritability in the 
ventricular muscle, it is likely that the determining 
stimuli were of supreventricular origin. In order to 
estimate the value of this suggestion regarding the increased 
irritability of the muscle it would have been necessary to 
know whether the extra-systoles occurred towards the end of 
the paroxysms when the lack of sufficient nutrition made 
itself felt, or whether there was a greater disposition to 
their appearance after a series of paroxysms closely follow­
ing one another. The stimuli may have been of extracardial 
vagal origin and occasioned by the influences which affected 
the sino-auricular end-plate; on the other hand, they may 
have occurred apart from extraoardial influences as such 
extra-systoles are a frequent occurrence in the perfused 
heart. Laslett's case was the subject of a vesical 
OAloulus; it was the attacks of colic due to this con­
dition of the urinary system of which she complained, and 
Although she had suffered from giddiness and weakness, she 
tad never had any symptoms referable to the heart. Laslett 
was/
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was at first inclined to attribute the bradycardia to 
vesical irritation, but as the paroxysms continued after 
removal of the calculus, he gave up this view. It is 
scarcely justifiable to express a contradictory opinion on 
the condition of a patient whom I have not examined, but 
I would suggest that in the absence of the evidence of a 
source of vagal irritation in any other part of the body, 
one is still driven to the conclusion that after all the 
original irritation of the urinary tract may have continued 
to be the determining factor for some time after the 
source of that irritation had been removed. The presence 
of the calculus and its concomitant inflammation might not 
only have been the immediate cause of vagal irritation, but 
it may also have been responsible for the production of a 
condition of irritability of the vagal centres associated 
with the urinary tract, and that irritability may have- 
Afterwards responded to stimuli which without the original 
condition, would not have produced any abnormal effect.
Nervous irritability is not infrequently a constitutional 
condition which remains in abeyance in the absence of 
extraneous sources of excitement, but when once it has been 
QAlled into activity the instability is increased and stimuli 
of a more delicate character or f & n  a different source, may 
suffice to give it a symptomatic expression. Under any 
hroumstances this case is important in as much as it 
GmphaBiaeg/
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emphasises the necessity of looking for and treating 
extraoardial sources of cardiac irregularity, even although 
a diseased heart may be the necessary pathological sub­
stratum on whioh these extraoardial influences play in the 
production of the symptoms. It is a well known fact that 
inoperative procedure, dilatation of the urethra or anal 
sphincters, or excision of the knee joint, may, even when 
the heart appears to be normal, be productive of a dangerous 
depression of the circulatory system, which manifests itself 
in extreme slowing or quickening of the cardiac beat with 
occasionally an almost imperceptible pulse at the wrist.
It is much more likely that if the heart be already diseased 
the incidence of irritation from these and other similar 
sources may give rise to profound disturbances of the cardiac 
action.
MCARDIO-MOTiOR TNFLUFhCE OF THE VEITTRICUIAR PORT I Oh 
AURICULQ-yF-NTRICIJIAR END-PLATE.
The preceding considerations make it manifest that'the 
Auriculo-ventricular end-plate provides not only an anatomical 
physiological basis of the auricular and ventricular 
oonneotion, but that it possesses in itself cardio-motor 
u^nctions in the same sense in which these functions have 
seen to belong to the sino-auricular end-plate. There 
8^ no question of an 'upper' (sino-auricular), and 'lower'
(Auriouio-ventricular) node; there is no precedence of the 
one/
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one over the other except in the matter of time, and 
there is no subjection of, the ’lower' node to the 'upper' 
node except in the sense that the influence of the former 
is normally exerted later in the cycle in the interests 
of oo-ordinate action.
There remains for consideration the question as to 
the influence of the ventricular extensions of the 
auriculo-ventricular end-plate after they have been 
severed from their connection with the node on the 
auricular side of the fibrous septum. When complete 
dissociation has been produced by incision or by clamping 
of the bundle, the ventricle after a pause proceeds to 
beat slowly and regularly. The ventricular rate in the 
human subject when the bundle has been intercepted by 
disease is on an average about 30 per minute, although it 
be under 20 and over 40. It has been concluded from 
electrocardiogram effects that the course of the wave of 
contraction in the isolated ventricle (that is where the 
bundle is severed) is the same as that in which the normal 
cardiac rhythm is preserved. It has also been found that 
h^en the ventricular portion of the end-plate has been 
isolated it does not undergo atrophy. Hence the idea that 
isolated portions of the nodal tissue continue to exercise 
An effect on the rhythmic contraction of the muscle, and 
bhat so long as the complete ventricular extensions remain
int%t/
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intact in a case of complete auriculo-ventrioular 
d is s o c ia t io n ^the rhythmic contraction of the ventricle 
f i l l  rem a in  normal so far as the course of the contraction 
wave is concerned, only the rate of contraction will be 
reduced.
THE ORIGIN OF PREMATURE CONTRACTIONS: The problem of
locating the site of stimulus formation in cases of 
premature contractions (extra-systoles) is a very difficult 
one. At one time it was believed (Hering) that anomalous 
contractions both of the auricles and ventricles might 
originate in a focus of irritation in almost any part of 
the cardiac musculature, (ectopic beat formation). It 
was, however, considered highly probable that in many 
instances the stimulus originated, in the nodal tissue or 
part of the nodal tissue belonging to the two end-plates.
A third possibility which was entertained was that 
'embryonic rests of the sinus venosus lying in the posterior 
walls of the auricles might be the site of origin of these ■ 
contractions, when they occurred in these chambers. With 
Regard to this latter possibility it has already been 
pointed out that the sino-auricular node or end-plate is 
not an 'embryonic rest' of the sinus walls, and that so 
Tar no masses of tissue which could be described as such 
have been observed in the auricular walls, and that in any 
case, even if there were,it is highly improbable that they 
'^ould possess physiological properties enabling them to 
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initiate oardiao contractions. The idea that any part of 
the heart wall can become a centre of ectopic impulse 
fomation is based on the physiological property of cardiac 
muscle, which enables it even in small strips, free so far 
as one knows from nerves, to contract rhythmically under 
suitable conditions, for example, when exposed to a certain 
degree of pressure. The problem. cannot as yet be regarded 
as finally settled, but practically all the evidence points 
to the conclusion that premature contractions originate 
only in the central fibres or in the fibres of distribution 
of the end-plates . A very important contribution to the 
solution of this problem has been made quite recently by 
Lewis and Silberberg. Premature contractions may be 
auricular or ventricular, and their incidence and type may 
be recognised on polygraph tracings. It has been found as 
a matter of experience that the majority of patients who 
persistently suffer from this form of irregularity show 
either the auricular type only or the ventricular type; a 
ïiixed form is very seldom seen in the same case. Electro­
cardiographic examination, however, presents a much more 
Accurate and precise means of ascertaining the nature of the 
Aontraotion. "it may be taken as a general rule" according 
to Lewis and Silberberg, "that the outline of the electro­
cardiographic curve, whether it is associated with an 
Auricular or with a ventricular beat, is an index of the
(direction/
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direction taken by the contraction wave in the corresponding 
musculature. It is consequently an index of the points 
of origin of such contraction waves. Now premature con­
tractions give rise to electric curves which when compared 
with thcs e of the rhythmic beats, are usually of anomalous 
form, and the variation in the types found in conjunction 
with premature contractions arising in auricle or ventricle 
respectively is considerable. The association of the 
particular anomalous complex with the point of origin of
Ô
the beat to which it is due is not fully understood; that 
is to say, the points of origin cannot be accurately 
located at the present time; but this minute localisation 
doss not concern us. We are content to start from the con­
clusion that in the single patient a given type of electric 
complex represents a definite course of the contraction 
wave, and that such a complex indicates the origin of the 
contraction at a definite point or in a definite area known 
or unknown" . These authors examined three cases showing 
premature auricular contractions, and six cases showing 
premature ventricular contractions . The results obtained 
Were very definite^ and const apt ^^pointing to the general 
Aonolusion, that in the same patient the site of action of 
abnormal stimulus and the resulting form and course of 
N^e contraction remained the same in the same patient "from 
to day, from week to week, from month to month, and even 
from year to year". The importance of the invariable
chapter/
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character of the results in the same patient is enhanced 
by the fact that there was good reason to believe that in 
some oases there was a widespread disease of the cardiac 
musculature; and it is highly probable that although the 
site of irritation and the consequent course of the 
contraction wave may have varied in different cases, 
the actual seat of the commencement of contraction was in 
immediate association with some part of the end-plates.
Taking the six cases in which ventricular extra-systoles 
were present, it was found that the electro-cardiographic 
effects f i M  into three classes, and that these three 
Glasses were representative with very few exceptions of 
a very large number of ventricular extra-systole effects 
from an extensive series of other cases, which the authors 
tad "examined. The three groups referred to are regarded 
as exhibiting:- (1) ^ases in which the extra-systole began 
in the right ventricle and probably in association with 
the right branch of the end-plate; this group included 
the largest proportion of cases. (2) ^ases in which the 
extra-systole began in the left ventricle and probably in 
a^ssociation with the left branch of the end-plate; this 
group comprised a slightly smaller proportion than the 
first group; and (S) éases in which the extra-systole would 
appear to have originated in the main mass of the end—plate, 
hhls constituted the smallest group. The extra-systoles 
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which find expression in auricular contractions probably 
arise in association with the nodal tissue of either the 
sino-aurioular end-plate, in which case the contraction 
niay or may not resemble a normal auricular contraction 
(see p. '^4 ) ; or they may originate in association with 
the nodal tissue of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate in 
the part designated the node, in which cases there may be 
expected a simultaneous or almost simultaneous contraction 
of auricles and ventricles. This classification of 
extra-systoles is not new; it was fore-shadowed some 
years ago by ^ ames Mackenzie, who recognised the likelihood 
of premature contractions finding their origin in some 
irritation of the auriculo-ventricular node.
The points which have just been considered afford a 
remarkable instance of the way in which clinical research 
has availed itself of the results of anatomical and 
physiological investigations. The conclusions must be 
regarded, as Lewis suggests, as tentative so far; .never­
theless it must be admitted that the rational basis on which 
these types of cardiac irregularity can now be inter­
preted is a tribute to the efforts of those who in late 
y^Q-rs have busied themselves with the problems of the 
relation of structure to function in the domain of cardiac 
POfthology.
It must be understood that this analysis of extra— 
systoles, made solely from the point of view of their
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r e la tio n  to the end-plates, does not take oognizanoe of 
the m u l t i p l e  factors which may determine their occurrence.
For example, increased interventricular pressure may be 
an exciting cause; when the aorta is clamped extra­
systoles occur (Bering). Retardation of the inflow of 
blood to the heart by obstructing the large veins may also 
give rise to extra-systoles (Btassan) . Ligation of
the branch of a coronary artery is followed as a rule by 
their occurrence (Lewis). They may also be induced by 
the injection of certain poisons, more particularly [ 
digital in ; aconitine, adrenalin, muscarine, and physostigmine. 
As we have pointed out above^ their incidence may in some 
oases be subject to affected by vagal influences. But 
although this great variety of contributing causes may 
participate in the production of the phenomenon, the 
particular point which it is sought to emphasise here,
IS the probability that when premature contractions do occur 
Ihey occur in connection with some part of the cardiac
end-plate s.
S ^ MPERTIES of the cardiac m u s c l e .
The property of the cardiac muscle which concerns 
at the present juncture is that in virtue of which it " 
Manifests periodic variations of excitability. This is 
the .outstanding physiological characteristic which distin­
guishes cardiac muscle from skeletal muscle. Any part of 
the/
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the heart tends to respond rhythmioally to a stimulus which 
acts continuously. An instance of this is seen in the 
sn a il 's  heart, which if quiescent can be made to beat 
rhythmically by distending it. A small strip of muscle 
from the wall of the ventricle of the frog or tortoise 
maybe quite motionless, and on being subjected to a con­
tinuous electric stimulus, such as that of a succession 
of alternating induction currents following one another 
with very great frequency, it begins to beat rhythmically.
No satisfactory explanation has ever been offered of this 
peduliar property. To say that it is because it cannot 
be tetanised is merely to describe^ it in other"words; 
the same thing may be said of the application of the term 
'refractory' to the period between successive contractions.
It may be that the rhythmicity of the movements is in some 
way associated with the conditions of metabolism in the 
structure. The cardiac .muscle is in a state of almost 
incessant activity; day and night, year in and year out, 
there is a constant demand on its functions, and the only 
rest which it gets is that which occurs between successive 
contractions in the rhythmic sequence , An indirect proof 
this may be seen in the hibernating animals observed by 
Florence Buchanan in which the depression of physiolog- 
loal activity was accompanied by profound changes in the 
rhythm of the heart. The anabolic and k at abolie activities 
of the muscle are probably related to relaxation and con-
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contraction respectively. The question now arises ho# it 
is that the contractions of the organ are related to 
this fundamental property of its substance. It is well- 
known that in the hearts of cold-blooded animals the response 
to stimuli depends on the part of the organ to which the 
stimuli are applied. If the external surface of the 
auricular or ventricular wall of the heart of the tortoise 
be touched with the point of a needle, a single contraction 
will result. If the auriculo-ventricular ring be touched 
with the slightest stimulus there occurs immediately a 
rhythmic series of contractions. If now the auricular and 
ventricular muscle on either side of the ring be explored 
it will be found that there is a very sharp line of demar­
cation between those parts which respond by a single 
contraction, and those which respond by a rhythmic series. ‘
This phenomenon can be elicited equally well when the sinus 
and large veins and extra-cardial nerves and most of the 
caudal parts of the auricles have been removed. It will be 
Recognised that this sensitive ring is the auriculo-ventricular 
o^dal ring in the tortoise and the homologue of the auriculo- 
ventricular end-plate in the mammal. In the mammal its 
extensions are spread all over the inner surface of the 
ventricles, but it is not known in what degree its physiological 
PRoperties in the mammal resemble those of the corresponding 
"'tissue in amphibians and reptilians. It is known that the
endocardial/
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endocardial surface of the mammalian ventricles is 
vaiy sensitive to mechanical stimuli,-but whether this is 
to be attributed to the network ramifications of the end " 
it is difficult to say. If a strip of ventricle or auricle 
with a small attached portion of the ring be removed from 
the heart of the tortoise, it will be found to beat rhyth­
mically on the slightest irritation of the nodal portion, 
whereas only a single contraction arises from a single 
stimulation of the auricular or ventricular part of the 
strip. It would be a matter of extreme importance to know 
whether in the human heart the presence of end-plate exten­
sions in excised portions of cardiac muscle exhibited any 
difference in their rhythmicity to portions in which the 
end-plates were not represented. Recent observations on 
the hearts of a human subject, and of a dog, by Bering, 
and anatomical examination of the same hearts by Koch would 
tend to show that such a difference did really exist. In 
these two hearts Bering had cut up the right auricle by 
incisions extending in some parts from the superior cava 
to the auriculo-ventricular sulcus. The various pieces 
however, retained in connection with each other, and 
the whole heart. It was found in each case that a 
particular portion of the muscle preserved its rhythmic 
activity after movements in the rest of the heart had 
teased. Bering suggested the possibility that these move­
ments/
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ments might have been due to remains of the fibres of the 
original auricular canal round the right auriculo- 
ventrioular osti^ om. But Koch was able to point out that 
in each case the strip referred to contained very consider­
able portions of the 3ino-auricular end-plate. If it 
could be shown that the presence of nodal tissue even in 
isolation from the end-plates endowed the ordinary muscle 
with which it was connected with special rhythmic properties 
which distinguished it from the muscle, which contained no 
nodal tissue, such a conclusion might be of invaluable 
service in elucidating the problem of various forms of 
cardiac irregularity. We have suggested the probability, 
based on experimental clinical, and anatomical evidence, 
that the ettopic impulse formation in premature ventricular 
contractions is associated with the extensions of the sino- 
auricular end-plate. Premature auricular contractions 
lûay be referred to similar anatomical conditions, how, if 
this hypothesis be found to be applicable in the analysis 
of premature contractions, a very important light might be 
thrown on the paroxysmal tachycardias; because the general 
conclusions to which the important work of Lewis on this 
^^ bject points is that the paroxysmal tachycardias are 
reality a rhythmic series of premature contractions, 
R^iginating in ettopic impulse formation. Some of the 
l^iricular tachycardias would certainly appear to arise from
abnormal/
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abnormal influences operating on the node of Tawara, and a 
oase of this kind clinically diagnosed by Lewis and .con­
firmed by anatomical examination is described in Chapter V. 
(p.|57)‘ Some auricular tachycardias do not apparently 
arise from ectopic beat formation in Tawara’s node, and 
the electric effect would suggest that they do not arise in 
the sino -auricular. Th&ti obviously is a difficulty in the 
acceptance of the anatomical hypothesis that premature 
contractions arise in connection with nodal tissue, because 
so far as is known the only nodal tissue in the right 
auricle is that associated with the sino-auricular end-plate 
and that which is represented by the auricular portion of 
the auriculo-ventricular end-plate (Tawara's node). It may 
be, however, that the auricular contraction depends upon the 
manner of escape of the impulse from the sino-auricular 
node. The invariabhj-ity of the auricular electric effect 
the normal rhythm makes it practically certain that the 
Same portion of auricular muscle is the first to contract 
lu every normal auricular beat. This would suggest that 
bhe nbde and direction of escape of the impulse never 
Varies in normal conditions. We have pointed out, however, 
b^at the sino-auricular end-plate is in direct continuity with 
ordinary cardiac and caval musculature in a variety of places, 
it is not impossible that the direction of escape may be 
 ^determining factor in the production of premature auricular
OQ]:itra,otions/
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c o n t r a c t i o n s  or extrasystoles, and therefore also in the 
i n c i d e n c e  of auricular tachycardiag of certain types.
The course of the contraction wave through the auricular 
muscle has not yet been definitely ascertained. But there 
is no doubt from Lewis' observations that if the contraction 
were to begin on the posterior wall of the auricle instead 
of aiiterior wall or auricular appendix, a different 
electric effect would be produced.
As in every department of research work conclusions 
of this kind must be regarded as tentative, but it would 
seem tot improbable that the presence of nodal tissue is 
an indispensable factor in the origin of premature beats 
in any given area of the heart.
No mention has been made of nerve supply in the 
discussion of this particular point; but from what was said 
in the anatomical description of the nodal tissue, it is 
taken for granted that the nerves in the normal condition 
exercise a predominating influence on the functions of the 
6nd-plates. I would suggest, therefore, as a working 
hypothesis, that the functions of the cardiac muscle may be 
Regarded from the following points of view:-
The cardiac muscle, apart from nerves arid nodal tissue, 
contract rhythmically in response to contiguous 
stimulation; although it is not suggested that quch
properties/
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properties may not be due to the aocumulated and stored 
effects of its connection with nerves and nodal tissue 
through the syncytial ramifications of the ordinary 
cardiac muscle.
2, The rhythmicity of the cardiac muscle is enhanced by its 
association with nodal tissue. This would appear to 
be the case even when such nodal tissue is isolated 
from the main mass of the end-plate as in idio­
ventricular rhythm when the auriculo-ventricular bundle 
is severed by experiment or disease. Separated from 
the main mass portions of the end-plate do not undergo 
degeneration; they are separate from the ordinary 
heart muscle except at their terminals, but they have 
a separate blood supply, and have also a nerve supply 
including nerve cells, which in some ungulates may be 
demonstrated as far down as the papillary muscles.
Whether their anatomical integrity and partial funct­
ional activity is associated with the independent 
action of these nerve cells is ntt known.
2. The inherent rhymicity of the cardiac muscle is controlled 
by its connection with the end-plates and their nerves 
of supply. The strength of the contractions and their 
frequency is determined by the influence which spreads 
from these through the muscular syncytium on thb
heart walls. It is possible that nerve influence 
may/
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may act on the ordinary musole directly, but there is 
no conclusive anatomical or physiological evidence of 
this. It is more likely that every response to nerve 
influence so far as it affects co-ordination comes 
through the end-plates.
On the basis of these conclusions it is possible to 
formulate shortly an hypothesis of the co-ordinating functions 
of the end-plates.
1. Normally the two end-plates through their continuity with
auricular and ventricular muscle respectively exercise 
a dominating influence on the potential rhythmicity of 
the walls of these chambers. Their respective influences 
are co-ordinated through the continuous efferent impress­
ions conveyed to them through their nerves of supply.
An interference with the normal character of these 
efferent impressions, with the structure of the end-plates 
or with the metabolic stability of the ordinary cardiac 
muscle may lead to an interference with the normal rhythm 
of the heart. The balance of co-ordinated cardiac 
action is maintained by a balance in the respective 
influences of the two end-plates.
2.Normally each end-plate through its double nerve supply 
from vagal and sympathetic sources exercises a determining 
influence on the rate and strength of the cardiac
chambers/
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chambers with which they are associated. In a normal 
rhythm a balance is maintained between the inhibitory: 
action of vagal stimuli and the augmentory action of 
sympathetic stimuli; or stated from the point of view 
of nutrition by the anabolic influence of the vagus, 
which induces relaxation or rest and the katabolic 
influence of the sympathetic, which induces activity.
Any disturbance in this balance between the antagonistic 
nerve influences, arising in the nerves themselves, or 
in their respective end-plates or in the cardiac muscle 
with which they are associated, may lead to an inter­
ference with the normal rhythm of the heart . The normal 
activity of auricles or ventricles is maintained by a 
balance of the nerve influences which act on the two 
nodes respectively .
3. There are thus in the analysis of cases of cardiac irre­
gularity from this point of view, four factors to be 
considered; the influences of the two end-plates, and 
the two antagonistic influences of each end-plate. The 
pathological activity of one end-plate may manifest 
Itself in abnormal action of the other end-plate. Thus
h^en the sino-auricular end-plate is affected either 
locally or through its nerve supply the activity of the 
Ventricles as determined by the auriculo-ventricular 
end-plate/
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end-plate may be abnormal. (Experiments of Plaok, 
Rothberger and Winterberg and Laslett's oase of sinus 
bradycardia, p p . M6 ). The response of the auriculo- 
ventricular end-plate is to be regarded in such cases 
as evidence of an attempt to adapt or accommodate the 
ventricle to the,abnormal influences acting on the 
auricle.
4. It is possible that the ventricular extensions of the 
auriculo-ventricular end-plate may under normal con­
ditions influence the contractions of the auricles.
This was put forward as a hypothesis by Keith and myself 
some years ago. It is supported by the fact that 
the ventricular branches do not undergo degeneration 
when the main bundle is severed. Experimentally it
tr^
is supported by the observations^on the heart of the 
tortoise. When the auricles are cut away from the 
ventricle so that the coronary nerve is the only 
structural connection between the ventricle and the 
sinus, the auricles continue to beat, while the 
, ventricle remains quiescent. Stimulation of the 
coronary nerve near the ventricle or of the ventricle 
itself in the neighbourhood of the attachment of the 
nerve produces a slowing of the rate of beat, and of 
■the strength of the auricular contractions. The
strength/
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strength of stimulus to the ventricular muscle in 
suoh oases is not necessarily enough to cause con­
traction of the quiescent ventricle. The importance 
of this observation is enhanced by the fact that the 
structural relations of the coronary nerve and its 
accompanying specialised muscle render it possible 
as we saw in a previous chapter, that this structure 
may be associated with the phyllogenetic development 
of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate. It need 
scarcely be repeated that the demonstration of such 
efferent impulses does not involve the idea of a 
spinal reflex arc in the co-ordinating mechanism of 
the cardiac rhythm.
It must be recognised that the functions of the end- 
plates themselves are concerned only with one aspect of 
tie mechanism of accommodation in the heart. There are 
Woubtedly other nervous mechanisms of an afferent 
character, comparable with the depressor nerve in the 
R&bbit. But these considerations demand more definite 
s^-lysis than they have yet received, and do not come 
Within the scope of the present review. It must, however,
6^ once more emphasised, that no examination of the heart, 
'^ i^nlcal or pathological is complete unless it involves 
 ^^ ^GOgnition of the nervous system.
There are numerous other points which are naturally
%gested/
^  .
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suggested by the interpretation of the end-plates which
has been given. Are the functions of the end-plates
related to the refractory period of the cardiac muscle?
Is the refractory period determined with a view to the
anabolic recovery of the muscle after contraction
and in what v/ay is this related to the inhibitory action
of the end-plates through the vagus? These and other
associated problems of a very suggestive character must
be left for future consideration. There is only one
point in this connection to which I would refer. We saw
that the cardiac wave of contraction passes along the
whole hear.t from the veins to the aorta. It is supposed
according to the myogenic theory that in the tortoise,
for example, this wave is regulated by differentiated
properties of the cardiac muscle. But if we examine closely
the hearts of those lower vertebrates in which a bulbus
arteriosus still remains as a definite structure, it will
found as illustrated in Pig. X , that the muscle of
the auricular canal is continuous with that of the bulbus,
without any intervention of ventricular muscle. Prom the
point of view of muscle conduction, the bulbus lies quite
close to and in the same immediate connection with the
^^ Ricular canal as does the ventricle. The question arises 
why/
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why it is that the ventricle normally contracts before 
the bulbus'. There is no reason if the theory of muscle 
oonduotion represents the facts, why bulbus and ventricle 
should not contract simultaneously. It has been explained 
that bulbus follows yentricle in virtue of the refractory 
state of the muscle occurring at definite periods. But 
what is the refractory period, and what influences control 
it?
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CHAPTER V
THE POST-MORTEM APPEARANCES IN 16 CASES OF CARDIAC 
IRREGULARITY.
While there is no denying the great advantage 
which has come to the study of medicine from the cellular 
theory of pathology, it is a question whether through it 
much has been done to throw any light on the relation 
of the symptoms of heart disease to the abnormal con­
ditions in the structure of the organ. The cellular 
pathology has been concerned more with the changes in 
individual cells, than with the changes in the organs 
composed of these cells. Cells are no doubt the units, 
but their function individually bears only a remote 
relation to the function of the organ, as a whole . The 
literature of pathology bounds in histological data, which 
have practically no significance in the interpretation of 
bhe causes which produce the symptoms of heart disease; 
cloudy swelling, fatty degeneration, fatty infiltration,
^  fibrosis, have been described in various cardiac 
conditions, but the extent to which these changes are 
responsible for disease is a matter on which no definite 
conclusion can be reached. For example, the most
G-dvanoed oases of fatty degeneration of the heart occur 
in/
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in acute states of phosphorus poisoning, in anaemia and 
in ohronio toxaemias generally, but in none of these 
oases is failure of the heart a marked symptom of the 
disease. On the other hand, where valvular les ions are 
present, and where there is great hypertrophy of the heart, 
the amount of fat in the musole is, in the majority of 
oases, practically negligible.
I have examined a number of hearts from cases of 
acute disease, and the result of this has been to fail to 
find in the great majority of these cases, any clue to 
cardiac failure in the condition of the heart muscle, 
and these were all cases in which it was believed 
clinically that deathhIaS due, in the first instance, to 
failure of the heart. In eight cases, which died from 
acute pneumonia, there was no heart which showed 
evidence of structural change, such as might account for 
failure of the organ to perform its work. In oae out 
six cases of typhoid fever, there was one case in 
which the acute myocarditis was present. In this case, 
however, an attack of diphtheria had prgcgeded the onset 
typhoid fever by about three months. Four cases of 
fyphus fever were examined, and in none of these did the 
heart show any evidence of structural change, beyond a 
flight cloudy swelling, and some fatty degeneration.
Out/
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Out of four oases of acute rheumatism, there was one 
in which there was an advanced myocarditis, and out of 
four oases of diphtheria, there was three in which 
lyooarditis was present. In each of these oases, six 
to ten pieces of muscle from various attacks"' of the organ 
were examined. No significance can be attached to the 
presence of cloudy swelling or fatty degeneration, in as 
luoh as it is impossible to define the extent to which 
this degeneration must be present, in order to interfere 
with the normal activity of the organ. There can be no 
doubt, that in practically every case of toxaemia or 
oontinued fever, the heart muscle undergoes changes of this 
character in a greater or lesser degree, but it is remarkable 
that these changes are usually of a transient character,
W  with'very few exceptions, leave permanent results.
/A
With regard to the anatomical changes in chronic 
heart disease, the results of examination have been equally 
^satisfactory. It is only in a very small proportion of 
oases of heart disease that genuine inflammatory conditions 
the cardiac muscle can be regarded as a possible source of 
the oardiao weakness. The fibrosis which is not infrequently 
PResent in cases of chronic heart disease has two sources. 
hhe first place, it may be the result of previous
tnfla&matory/
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i n f l a m  at ory lesions, and, in the second plaAe, it may 
be the result of a degeneration of the cardiac muscle 
due to defective nutrition. Speaking generally, the 
number of oases in which fibrosis is due to defective 
nutrition, is out of all proportion to the number in 
which inflammation is the primary cause. With the 
.exception of diphtheria, and a very few'cases of acute 
rheumatism, there is no infection which as a rule attacks 
the heart in such a manner as to leave its functions 
impaired, by the production of a general myocarditis, 
decree . Acute rheumatism and some forms of 
septicaemia may give rise to diffuse degeneration of the 
cardiac musole, but in the great majority of rheumatic 
hearts, there is no evidence from the inflammatory changes 
111 the musole fibres to account for the cardiac weakness. 
Where fibrosis is present in rheumatic hearts, it is 
situated for the most part, in the papillary muscles, and 
in the posterior walls of the ventricles. Fibroid hearts 
which occur in advanced years, and especially in oases
atheroma and syphilis of .the aorta, are to be attributed 
defective nutrition, due to narrowing of the coronary
qrteries.
While the work of Krehl and Romberg, and the pupils of
“6 Leipzig Sohocl, h a w  done much to stimulate an interest 
in/
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in the anatomical basis of* heart disease, it cannot be 
accepted without further investigation that myocarditis 
is a prominent factor in the pathology of heart disease. 
Albreoht's researches have done little or nothing to 
throw new light on the subject. This is probably due 
to the fact that he carried on his work under a total 
mis'conoeption of the normal anatomical character of the 
muscle tissue of the heart. He regarded the cardiac 
tissue as being composed of parenchymatous cells and not 
of a syncytium of muscle fibres, and he compared hyper­
trophy of the heart to the cloudy swelling which occurs 
in parenchymatous organs, such as the kidney or liver.
With the appearance of the more recent advances in 
our knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the heart, 
new possibilities have been opened up with regard to the 
interpretation of the structural and functional basis of 
oardiao disease. The outstanding feature of heart disease, 
it is known clinically, is the irregularity of the cardiac 
t^ion. Where weakness is present, it is not simply a 
weakness of an irregular heart due to degenerate muscle, but 
tbe weakness is in most instances secondary to a disturbance 
the normal sequence of evidence in the cardiac cycle, and 
"^bis disturbance produces an interference with the proper 
^^ trition of the heart (p .17 ) . We have seen that the
^^ d-plates which we have described, perform an important 
b^notlon/
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fuiiotion in the oo-ordination of oardiao action, and 
possibly also in the adaptation of the heart to the 
demands of the organism as a whole.
It is, therefore, in examination of oases of heart 
disease, a matter of first rate importance to see whether 
or not these end-plates are intact. We have seen, how­
ever, that the end-plates constitute only one part of,the 
regulating mechanism, and although our knowledge of the 
nerve supply to the heart is still in a very unsatis­
factory condition, it is imperative that the main masses 
of nerves should also be examined. It is, of course, 
also important that the general condition of the cardiac 
muscle should be taken into account, because even although 
the nerves and end-plates are healthy, regular and normal 
oardiao action will depend also on a healthy cardiac 
muscle.
Before proceeding to describe the cases which have 
been examined, I should like to emphasize a preliminary 
consideration which should not be lost sight of in any 
s-ttempt to analyse the anatomical bases of a case of 
oardiao irregularity. Ihe work of Cushny on the effect 
poisons, such as aconitine, on the action of the heart, 
it evident that where the patient has been suffering 
acute poisoning such as diphtheria, it should be borne 
im mind that any form of cardiac irregularity may occur 
without /
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without structural degeneration of the cardiac muscle.
Every form of cardiac irregularity which has been 
described clinically, may be produced by poisons without 
the concomitant production of d^^use structural changes; 
but even where acute myocarditis is present, no conclusion 
can be drawn as to the relation of such structural changes 
to the form of irregularity which the heart may have 
presented. For instance, it is not a matter of any 
consequence in the interpretation of a particular form 
of irregularity if the sino-auricular and auriculo- 
ventricular end-plates be degenerate so long as the rest 
of the cardiac muscle is degenerate also. In other words, 
the importance of a p articular lesion in the interpretation 
of an irregularity must depend on the localised character 
of the lesion, and on the fact that it is not accompanied 
by diffuse degeneration in other parts of the heart. For 
this reason one is bound to regard many of the recently 
published cases of irregularity of the heart in acute disease 
^ being due to poisons, and as possessing little or no 
importance from the point of view of the problem of the 
I’elation of structure to function, (e.g. Heart-blcok and 
o^dal rhythm - Cowan, Fleming and Kennedy.).
CASES /
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CASES EXAMINED.
I do not propose to give an exhaustive clinical
aooount of the cases about to be described. I shall
content myself with stating the nature of the clinical 
condition which in every case was diagnosed by means 
of the polygraph or electro-cardiogram or both, and I 
am indebted to Dr. James Mackenzie, Dr. Lewis, and Dr.
P.W. Price for all these hearts, together with the 
notes on their clinical condition.
1. Three cases of auriculo-ventricular dissociation
were examined.
2. Two cases were examined in which there was an
interference with the length of the interval
between auricular and ventricular con­
tractions .
3. One case of paroxysmal tachycardia was examined.
4. Ten cases of auricular fibrillation were examined.
1. AIIRICULO-VEhTRICULAR DISSOCIATION.
(a) Three cases of this condition were examined, and they 
oomprised one case of diphtheria, and two cases in 
advanoed years, with extremely slow ventricular pulse and 
epileptiform attacks typical of the Stokes-Adams syndrome.
interesting point about the case of diphtheria con­
sisted in this, that although the patient showed definite
dissociation/
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dissociation with a regular and slow ventricular 
rhythm, there was on anatomical examination hot the 
slightest evidence of lesions of the end-plates. The 
ventricles were in a very advanced state of degeneration ,[nj 
more particularly in the region of the papillary muscles.
The nerves, although not examined exhaustively showed no 
signs of disease, although in the cardiac muscle the 
lesions were most marked round the small vessels where 
the nerves lie ^Fp<')The importance of this case lies in the 
fact that we have here a condition of complete dissociation 
without any involvement of the node or bundle. Whether 
the determining factor in the condition lay in an undis­
covered lesion of some part of the nervous system, or in 
thë advanced myocarditis in the ventricles, it is impossible 
to say. In any case as we have suggested it is not only 
necessary that the end-plate should be intact, but the 
nervous system and the cardiac muscle, between which the 
end-plate acts as an intermediary, must also be healthy 
to secure normal cardiac action.
(b) The second case of dissociation occurred in an old 
lady of 72 years, who for eighteen months had suffered 
ÊPcm epileptiform attacks accompanied by a pulse rate 
varying from 18 to 34. The heart was small and slightly 
atrophied. Beyond some culcareous deposits on the bases 
af the cusps of the aortic valve^ and a diffuse thickening 
of/
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of the pars membranaoes septi, there was no evidence to 
the naked eye of anatomical changes in the heart. The 
muscle on microscopic examination showed a slight degree 
of .-brown atrophy. The arteries appeared to be normal.
Examination of the. auriculo-ventricular bundle showed 
that it had been destroyed in its whole diameter in its 
passage through the pars membranacea. septi. There can 
be no doubt that this lesion extending from a general 
involvement of the root of the aorta produced the 
condition which was responsible for the dissociation.
The sino-auricular end-plate in this case showed no 
evidence of disease.
(o) This case was a man of 55, who suddenly and without 
any previous warning of heart disease took an epileptiform 
attack. He was found on examination to have a pulse rate 
of 26 per minute. For a year he suffered from transient 
attacks of this nature with extreme slowing of the 
pulse which was never known to rise above 40 per minute, 
and which on occasions was as low as 20. On post mortem 
examination, there was no evidence of brain disease, and 
bis heart was of normal size, and the muscle presented 
a formal appearance to the naked eye. There was no 
evidence of abnormality in the valves or coronary arteries 
Miorosoopio examination showed the heart muscle to be 
normal. Examination of the auriculo-ventricular bundle
showed/
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showed that the node and main bundle were normal in their 
whole extent. The left branch of the main bundle 
immediately to the left of the pars membranaces septi 
had undergone complete degeneration, and only a few 
fibres of the right branch remained. No cause could be 
found for this condition of the main branches immediately 
after the point of division, but there can be no question 
that their degeneration represented an anatomical basis of 
the cardiac symptoms from which the patient suffered.
2. CHANGE IN LENGTH OF THE AIIRICULQ- 
VENTRICHLAR INTERVAL.
Two cases were examined in which the length of the
auriculo-ventricular interval was abnormal. In one case
it was lengthened,reaching at times *3 sec. and in the
second case it was -05 to *1 sec. It has been assumed
that any variation in the normal length of this interval
which is represented on polygraph tracings as the space
between 'a' and is to be attributed to some abnormality
of the auricul^ventricular junctional tissues, that is, the
o^de and main bundle of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate.
the interval is over *2 sec. it is supposed that the
bundle has been partially destroyed; when the interval
under .l sec. it is supposed that the impulse to both
%rioular and ventricular contraction arises in the region 
Of/
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of the aurioulo-ventriGular node or bundle; it has also 
been assumed that when the interval is between «I'seo. 
and -2 seo. the fooal origin of the stimulus to con­
traction lies between the two end-plates in the auricular 
muscle. These explanations are obviously based on the 
results of experiments on animals. It is known that 
partial destruction of the auriculo-ventricular bundle 
produces a prolongation of the interval and that this 
prolongation is often a premonitory sign of complete or 
partial dissociation, and it has been tacitly assumed 
that when this prolongation or incomplete dissociation 
occurs it must be due to a lesion in the bundle. ■ In 
the second place simultaneous contraction of auricles 
and ventricle may be produced in cold-blooded animals by 
irritating the auriculo-ventricular ring and the con­
clusion drawn from this has been that where such simul­
taneous contractions exist the auriculo-ventricular 
Jemotional tissues must be subjected to some form of 
irritation. In the third place, where the interval is 
e^ither long enough to suggest disease of the bundle 
o^r short enough to suggest simultaneous contraction 
is supposed that a focus of irritation is acting on 
bhe heart and determining its rhythm somewhere between 
bbe sino-auricular node and the auriculo-ventricular node, 
The fallacy of this latter deduction is obvious in view.
Of/ ■ , -
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of the fact that the wave of contraction passes along 
the auricular muscle at a rate at least of 3 metres 
per seobnd, and such a rate is too great to admit of 
any obvious difference in the auriculo-ventricular 
interval even if the stimulus did arise in the auricular 
tissue. We have also pointed out the great probability 
that impulses to contraction arise both pathologically 
and physiologically in the specialised tissue, and not 
in the ordinary muscle hoal-tfe or diseased.
(d) The first case was that of a woman of 45 years 
who suffered from rheumatism and mitral disease. She 
suffered from attacks of cardiac irregularity. The 
pulse rate varied from 70 to 110 per minute and on the 
polygraph tracings the a-c interval was sometimes *3 sec. 
Administration of digitalis was followed by a dropping
of ventricular beats, and on one occasion by a temporary 
dissociation. Post-mortem examination showed the 
heart to be enlarged and every chamber hypertrophied.
There was shortening of the chordae tendineae, and narrow­
ing of the mitral orifice. The other valves were health^. 
The end-plates showed no sign of disease. The auricular 
ffiusole was not diseased. In this case the prolongation 
of the a-G interval could not be accounted' for by disease 
of the functional tissues.
(e) This was the oase of a young man of 81 years with
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of aoûte rheumatism and continuous fever. The pulse 
ranged between 115 and 125 per minute, and was regular 
in rhythm. The a-c interval ranged between 0*5 and *1 
seo. The heart muscle was the seat of a diffuse 
myooarditis, affecting the ventricle more particularly.
The aortic and mitral valves were covered with recent 
vegetations. The sino-auricular end-plate was normal.
The nodal part and a portion of the main bundle was in 
isolated places the seat of small round-celled infil­
tration of a lymphocytic type, but there was no exten­
sive destruction of the muscle tissue of the end-plate.
I would not at bach any significance to the affection 
of the end-plate in view of the extensive lesions in 
the myocardium. The possibility, even the probability 
that the interference with the a-c interval in this 
oase was toxic in origin must be placed in the foreground. 
The oase must be interpreted in the light of Cushny’s 
experiments with aconitine, and in the absence of electro­
cardiographic tracings it is not possible to say that the 
auricular contractions did not originate in the sino- 
auricular end-plate. In the same catagory I would place 
the series of cases recently described by Cowan, Fleming 
Kennedy, in which these authors attributed an inter­
ference with the length of the a-c interval in acute 
ihfeotiohs to lesions in the auriculo-ventricular node 
and/
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a n d  bundle, although they themselves refer to generalised 
affection of the myocardium to which they appear to attach 
no significance. To be of any value in the interpretation 
of function a lesion in the heart must be localised and 
must occur in a subject not suffering from the effects 
of acute toxaemia. Prolongation of the a-c interval 
may be by stimulation of the vagus (Lewis), and
simultaneous auriculo-ventricular contraction may be 
produced by stimulation of the sympathetic (Rothberger 
and Winterberg) .
3. PAROXYSMAL TACHYCARDIA.
This is a condition of extremely rapid action of the 
heart, which comes on in paroxysms. The rapid action 
commences suddenly and cease^ suddenly, and in this 
respect it is to be distinguished from ordinarily extreme 
rapidity of the pulse.
(f) The case about to be described was that of a man of 
61 years, who for six months had been suffering from 
weakness and shortness of breath, which disappeared when 
he lay down, and was but slight when he was in the 
recumbent position. When standing he often felt very 
Siddy and shaky on his legs. He had had rheumatic fever 
five years previously. On physical examination, the heart 
found to be enlarged, and the pulse was of the Oorrigan 
hype. There was a systolic murmur at the apex and a 
liaatolio/
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diastolic murmur at the aortic cartilage.
The irregularity of the heart consisted in frequent 
extra-systoles and short paroxysms of tachycardia. The 
irregularity was most marked when he was standing and 
tended to disappear when he lay down. He sometimes lay 
for hours without appreciating the presence of irregularity 
but when he stood up the paroxysms and extra-systoles 
returned. It was found that there was a critical angle 
during the change from the horizontal to the vertical 
position at which the tachycardia commenced. Firm 
abdominal pressure with the hands or with a hinder 
prevented the irregularity in the upright position. The 
pulse between the paroxysms was slow and regular. At 
times it was as low as 87 per minute, and then a sinus 
^gdyoardia was present. When extra-systoles were present 
during the period of slow pulse they were of the auricular 
type and some of them were supposed to originate in the 
node of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate. During the 
normal rhythm the a-c interval was 0*2 sec. and during the 
paroxysms the interval was 0*06 sec. The case was examined 
clinically by Lewis with the polygraph and the electro­
cardiogram and he came to the conclusion that during 
fhe paroxysms the impulse to contraction originated in 
fhe node of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate, the 
c-uricular and ventricular contractions being practically
simultaneous /.
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simultaneous. The curves from the electro-cardiogram 
also suggested that the impulse to auricular contraction 
originated away from the sino-auricular node, and was 
probably situated in the auriculo-ventricular node.
The oase is fully described by Lewis in Heart No. 1, p.
360, and his diagnosis was that this was a case of 
paroxysmal tachycardia due to abnormal impulse formation 
in the auriculo-ventricular node. The post-mortem 
examination showed a heart much enlarged and dilated in 
all its chambers. It weighed 22 oz. There were recent 
vegetations on the aortic and mitral cusps. The aortic 
cusp of the mitral valve was perforated, the perforation 
being about 0*5 cm. in diameter. There was considerable 
thickening and distortion of the cusps of the aortic 
valves. The arteries were normal. The cardiac muscle 
was normal except that there was hypertrophy of some of 
the fibres in the right auricle, left ventricle and right 
ventricle. The sino-auricular end-plate was normal. The 
main branch and subdivisions of the auriculo-ventricular 
6nd-plate was normal so far as could be made out, but 
Ihere was slight infiltration and some destruction of 
Ibe fibres of the node of the auriculo-ventricular end-plate 
The infiltration was not very extensive, and was for the 
part situated round the small vessels; Fig.l^ shows 
degree of infiltration in a part where it was most 
lûarked; / ^
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marked; Fig.1% shows the part of the heart from whioh 
the seotion was taken. Above the node, and in the 
inter-auricular septum beneath the attachment of mitral 
valve there was a considerable amount of inflammatory 
infiltration with destruction of the auricular muscle.
' (Fig.-3o ). This inflammatory exudate was probably the 
result of a spread of the process from the mitral valve 
whose cusp was perforated. The question arises here 
as to the interpretation to be put on these findings.
As Lewis anticipated, there was undoubtedly a lesion 
of Tawara’s node, although it is not very extensive, and 
that lesion is to be explained on the assumption that it 
spread from the valvular lesion. The case was a chronic 
one, and there is scarcely any question of a toxaemia 
here, although a perforated valve suggests a septicaemia 
whioh, however, may have been in a chronic form. The 
problem to be solved is whether this irritation in 
the node and its neighbourhood was sufficient of itself 
to convert a normal rhythm into a paroxysmal tachy­
cardia in which the sino-auricular impulses were 
. neutralised, and the whole cardiac action was dominated 
hy the irritated auriculo-ventricular node. A very 
important factor in the onset of the paroxysms was, as 
Saw, the state of the blood pressure in the venous 
01 stern. a  low pressure in this cistern undoubtedly
‘ contributed/
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contributed to the onset of the attacks. This, however, 
was not the only cause in as much as during the slow 
period extra systoles were present, and as we saw a 
sinus bradycardia was occasionally in evidence. This, 
of course, at once suggests that the sinp-auricular 
end-plate as well as the auriculo-ventricular end-plate 
was involved in. the irregularity. But there was nothing 
in the histological appearances of the sino-auricular 
end-plate to signify disease. So far as could be 
made out the nervous structures in the heart were not 
affected. Considering, however, that there was a sinus 
bradyoardia during the slow periods, and an auriculo- 
ventricular tachycardia during the rapid periods, and 
that the change from the one to the other was effected 
through a variation in intracardial pressure, the idea 
at once suggests itself that there was some dislocation 
of the balance between the two end-plates. An auricular 
taohyoardia may be observed in animals bled to death and 
this tachycardia may be replaced by a normal rhythm if 
fluid be injected into one of the caval veins, so as to 
crease the intrar-a¥in«lraa? pressure. Again Rothberger 
Winterberg, as we have repeatedly pointed out, were 
h^le to produce simultaneous auricular and ventricular 
oontr act ions by stimulating the left sympathetic. It 
not improbable that the irritation of the inflammation
in/
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in the neighbourhood^produoed an effect comparable 
with the stimulation of the left sympathetic and 
that the lowering of intracardiac pressure was the 
additional factor necessary to the onset of the paroxysms
4. AURICUIiAR FIBRILLATION.
This condition is closely allied to tachycardia. The 
auricles instead of contracting very rapidly do not 
contract at all; they are in a state of tremor or 
present evidence of undulatory movements. The ventricular 
beats are very irregular in their incidence; it is 
characterised by the type of the radial puiseras irregular 
irregularity of the heart. The diagnosis of fibrillation 
of the auricles in these forms of irregularity is con­
firmed by polygraph tracings; in these tracings the 
"A" waves in the venous pulse are absent, and James 
Mackenzie advanced the suggestion some years ago, that the 
auricles were paralysed. Lewis discovered that the 
auricles were really in a state of fibrillation, and his 
discovery was confirmed independently by Rothberger and 
Winterberg. The discovery was made by these, three 
workers by means of the electro-cardiogram, and has now 
been generally accepted. In the electro-cardiographic 
tracing the normal auricular effect is absent, and is 
represented by small movements, such as are obtained when 
the/
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the auricles are experimentally exposed to the influence 
. of a faradic current and enter into a .state of fibrillat­
ion.
Four types of cases have been examined in which 
auricular fibrillation was proved to be present clinically
1. Two oases in which the disease was acute and there 
was evidence of venous stasis due to pulmonary 
disease.
2. Two cases in which there was evidence of more chronic
I circulatory stasis.
r
3. Four cases of long standing mitral disease in which
the fibrillation had been present for a considerable 
period.
4. Two oases in which there was no clinical evidence of
valvular disease.
T' (g) This was the case of a child of eight years with 
broncho-pneumonia. Eight hours before death the 
pulse was irregular, and the venous tracings showed 
mo signs of an ’a’ wave. Post-mortem examination 
showed great distension of the right auricle. 
Microscopic examination of the heart showed slight 
cloudy swelling of the muscle fibre. The end-plates 
appeared to be normal.
(M) This was a child of 6 years also suffering from 
broncho-pneumonia/
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bronoho-pneimionia. The polygraph tracings 
indicated 12 hours before death a state of fibrillat­
ion of the auricles . Post-mortem examination showed 
the right auricle and large veins to be greatly 
distended. Microscopic examination failed to reveal 
an abnormality either in the cardiac muscle or in 
the end-plates.
2. (i) This was a case of bronchitis and emphysema 
in a woman of 50 years. The pulse 8 hours before 
death was rapid and irregular and the polygraph 
tracings indicated auricular fibrillation. Post­
mortem examination showed bronchitis and emphysema 
of the lungs with oedema in the dependant portions.
The right side of the heart was dilated and hyper­
trophied. There was considerable fatty infiltration 
of the right ventricle. The muscle fibres showed 
fatty degeneration. The end-plates appeared to be 
normal.
(k) This patient was the subject of mitral stenosis 
of rheumatic origin. Up till the day before death 
it had been possible to obtain ’a’ waves on the 
jugular curve. These waves, however, disappeared and 
the pulse became very irregular. Post-mortem examin­
ation showed a very advanced degree of mitral stenosis 
The cardiac muscle did not show evidence of degenerat­
ion. The left auricular wall was very much hyper­
trophied/
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trophied, and the right aurioular wall was hyper­
trophied in a lesser degree. The sino-aurioular and 
aurioulo-ventrioular end-plates showed an excess of 
fibrous tissue but were otherwise normal.
S. (m) This patient was a rheumatic subject, suffered . 
from mitral stenosis, and haaL shown signs of 
auricular fibrillation for at least 6 months. Post­
mortem examination showed the heart to be enlarged 
in all its cavities. The chordae tendineae of the 
mitral valve were shortened and there was fibrous 
degeneration of the papillary muscles. The left 
auricle was the seat of advanced myocardial degener­
ation, although the walls appeared to the naked eye to 
be greatly hypertrophied .^Tr3)^jThe muscle fibres which 
remained were very large for the most part, the 
nuclei were large and irregular, and the fibrils 
appeared at places to have become broken up, and 
loosened from the sheath of the fibre. Some of the 
fibres were in a state of hyaline degeneration (Pig.32. ) 
The number of normal fibres was proportionately very 
small. The end-plates appeared to be normal.
(u) This patient was also a rheumatic subject and 
suffering from mitral stenosis and aortic disease.
Signs of auricular fibrillation had been present for 
u year at least. Post-mortem examination revealed the 
presence/
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presence of a large heart with an adhesive peri­
carditis; the left ventricle in its posterior aspect 
and in the papillary muscles showed evidence of 
extensive starvation fibrosis. The left auricle 
showed evidence of myocardial degeneration similar to 
that described in the last case. (Fig.33 ) . The 
end-plates appeared to be normal.
(o) This patient, also the subject of rheumatism 
with mitral aortic disease had shown signs of 
auricular fibrillation for two years. Post-mortem 
examination showed here also a pericarditis and an 
enlarged heart. The microscopic evidence of disease 
corresponded exactly with that described for the 
last case. There was extensive nutritional 'changes 
in the ventricles and the left auricle and in a 
slight degree the right auricle showed myocardial 
degeneration (Pig. 3^). In some parts there were 
considerable masses of small round cells and the 
muscle fibres appear to have been completely destroyed 
In the nerve cells in the posterior inter-auricular 
sulcus there was evidence of extensive infiltration 
The ganglion masses presented what is described in
anterior polyomyelitis the condition of ’neuronophagia'(^3jj)
The end-plate appeared to be normal.
(P)/
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(p) This patient was the subject of mitral and aortic 
disease following rheumatism, and had shown signs which 
might presumable be regarded as pointing to auricular 
fibrillation over a period of 5 years. Post-mortem 
examination showed an hypertrophied heart more 
especially involving the right ventricle and the left 
auricle. The papillary muscles and to a lesser degree 
other parts of both ventricles showed signs of a 
starvation fibrosis . The left auricle was hyper­
trophied and showed the signs of myocardial degener­
ation, which have been described above end-
plates contained a considerable amount of fibrous 
tissue, and the fibrous septa of the auriculo-ventricular 
end-plate were abnormally thick and the muscle bundles 
correspondingly small; they were otherwise normal.
W  This patient had been the subject of cardiac weak­
ness for 15 years . There was no evidence of valvular 
disease . The pulse had been continuously irregular for 
3 years. The patient died with all the signs of chronic 
circulatory failure. Post-mortem examination showed the 
heart to be considerably dilated. The vontr%ular walls 
were extremely thin in some places almost transparent. 
There was very advanced atrophy of the papillary muscles
extensive evidence of fibrosis in the ventricular 
walls./
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walls . The aorta showed typical evidence of syphilHc 
disease, and there was marked stenosis of the apertures 
of the coronary arteries. Microscopic examination 
showed that thes fihrotic areas in the ventricles were 
due to starvation. In the auricular walls the muscle 
fibres'had undergone a peculiar "foamy” degeneration 
(FigS4o,4VU)4 3 )• The chemical nature of the change 
has not been thoroughly examined, but it is not any 
ordinary fatty change. The transition of the fibres 
into the "foamy" substance is easily made but, and in 
addition there are the pigment granules which reveal 
the original muscular character of the tissue. The 
end-plates showed no sign of disease. The disease in 
this case is primarily due to defective nutrition owing 
to stenosis of the coronary arteries. It is obvious 
that if an insufficient amount of blood gains entrance 
to the coronary system thoi% ^the tissue supplied by the 
terminals of the longest arteries will be the first 
to suffer. This is actually what has happened in this 
case; but all over the cardiac muscle there is evidence 
that the heart generally has suffered from malnutrition. 
This is seen from the presence of small areas of fibrosis 
in which brown pigmentary granules are lying, repre­
senting the remains of degenerate muscle fibresiÿ^.The 
heart/
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heart in other words, has died from slow starvation, 
and the auricular fibrillation is the evidence of this 
prolonged dying phenomenon .
(s) This patient was 60 years of age, and had been 
the subject of 'cardiac weakness' for four years.
There was no evidence of valvular disease, but his 
heart had been continuously irregular and for 18 months 
at least there would appear to have been fibrillation 
of the auricles. The post-mortem examination in this 
oase showed enlargement and dilatation of the heart.
The valves appeared to be healthy. There was a general
diffuse fibrosis of the ventricular muscle. The auricular
walls were very thin. There was extensive atheromatous 
narrowing of the coronary arteries. The fibrosis in 
the ventricles was obviously due to lack of nutrition.
There was an extensive degree of hyaline degeneration 
of the muscle fibres of the auricular walls. The end- 
plates appeared to be normal On the whole the appear- 
9^ oes in this #ase correspond closely with those 
described in the last.
 ^feature of all these cases of chronic auricular fibrill-
is the evidence of starvation of the heart muscle. 
^^ I'tioular/
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Particular importance is attached to the character of the 
pigmentary deposits in the fibrosis. This is definite 
evidence that the so-called fibrosis is not newly formed 
connective tissue, or the healed remains of inflammatory 
areas, but the skeletal remains of muscle fibres. These 
areas do not, as a rule, take on the pink stain with Van 
Gieson's solution, a fact which shows that they do not 
consist of normal fibrous tissue.
When we review these ten cases of auricular fibrillation 
the most striking feature is the variety of anatomical 
conditions which may be associated with its presence. It is 
no doubt a clinical entity in as much as its presence is 
associated with, (1) an irregular irregularity of the 
ventricular beat, (2) an absence in the jugular pulse of the 
a' wave, which corresponds to auricular contraction, and 
(6) an absence in the electro-cardiographic tracing of the 
effect' associated with contraction of the auricles. When 
fhe auricles are fibrillating ±r^  s^tu in the exposed heart 
f^ an animal the cavities are in a distended condition; the 
are either in a state of tremor or they present un- 
(iulatory movements, which would appear to be due to different 
I ^ ^^ bions of the muscle contracting at the same time with 
Grvening portions in a condition of temporary rest.
There is a gradation from a fine tremor which resembles 
extreme tachycardia of the auricles to that condition of
f''briiiaj.yy'
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fibrillary undulation known as auricular fibrillation, 
low speaking generally all clinical tests, even in this 
case,those of the electro-cardiogram, are extremely coarse 
oompared with the subtle and unstable phenomena of 
vital activity. It is readily understood that identical 
responses may be obtained by instruments in the examination 
of phenomena which vary widely in their biological character 
and in their determining causes. It is not to be supposed 
that even although the auricles are in a more or less 
inactive state physiologically in all these cases, that 
that inactivity is in each case due to one and the same 
cause. A very cursory glance at the results of the 
anatomical examination of the cases we have reviewed, shows 
what a variety of conditions may be associated with auricular 
fibrillation. It may occur, (1) as a dying phenomenon in 
the heart, (2) as the result of the administration of some 
poisons in extreme doses, (Cushny), (3), in cases of high 
pressure in the auricles from obstruction to the blood flow,
^ bronchb-pneumonia and emphysema, (4) in cases of 
harrowing of coronary arteries, and (5) in cases of mitral 
stenosis Üu ,
These varieties are, however, not to be taken as 
G^preSeating distinct classes in which the predisposing 
°^ uses are similar or identical. In a general way, it may 
contended that in each case auricular fibrillation is 
evidence/
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evidence of a dying heart. This applies to oases of 
poisoning in which the organism dies in a few hours or 
minutes, and it may apply in a sense to cases in which the 
heart shows the signs of gradual dying, extending over a 
period of years. It is in each case the evidence of 
exhaustion of physiological force in the auricles; it 
oannot, of course, occur in the ventricles, because 
fibrillation of the ventricles means immediate death.
There are, however, two points of view from the an 
arbitrary division of the cases may be made. These are,
(1) those cases in which the phenomena is evidence of an 
acute phase on the development of heart failure, and (2) 
those oases in which it is a chronic accompaniment of 
cardiac weakness .
(l) The cases in which it is to be regarded as evidence 
of an acute or terminal phase in cardiac failure are 
suoh as occur with poisoning or toxaemia or obstruction 
of the blood flow due perhaps to pulmonary disease, 
it is, as a matter of fact, highly probable that a great 
many hearts present this phenomenon before death; it 
may be days or hours or only minutes before the 
cardiac action has ceased. I have noticed fibrillary 
movements of the auricles in guinea-pigs, which have 
teen bled to death; and I have seen the same phenomenon 
im turtles and tortoises after the body has been 
turned/
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turned about in various ways, so as to disturb the 
balance of the circulation. In the case of the turtles 
and tortoises, the normal movements of the auricles 
returned when the bo dy was allowed to rest, and the 
oiroulating equilibrium was restored. When a guinea- 
pig has been bled to death and the auricles beat with 
a rapidity out of all proportion to the ventricular 
rate, or present fibrillary movements, these tremulous 
or fibrillary contractions may be removed by injecting 
fluid into the right auricle through one of the caval 
veins; in this way, the heart may be made to resume 
an absolutely normal rhythm. This is important as 
showing that intracardiac pressure is another factor 
in the maintenance of an orderly sequence of events in 
the cardiac cycle.
(2) Contrasted with these cases in which auricular fibrillat­
ion is one of the common terminal phases of the 
dying heart, are those in which this manifestation of 
disease is present over prolonged periods. We have 
described the anatomical basis of six such cases. Four 
of these were the subjects of mitral disease and two 
, were the subjects of impediments to the proper supply 
of blood to the cardiac muscle.
^  In reviewing the cases of mitral stenosis; what 
the factors which may be considered as having con­
tributed/
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tributed to the clinical manifestations of the disease?
There can be no doubt that the degeneration of the walls 
of the auricles and of the left auricle in particular 
constitutes the fundamental lesion in these cases. No 
one who has examined the cases and appreciated the extent 
to whioh the normal muscle fibres have disappeared could 
doubt this. The musculature, as the figures bear evidence, 
showed signs of degeneration corresponding exactly with the 
condition which is found in degenerative lesions of the 
skeletal muscles ; lesions which, for example, are 
characteristic of scapulo-humeral paralysis or paralysis 
due to degenerations or section of the nerve of supply.
The question arises now as to the cause of the lesions in 
the auricular musculature . (i) An important factor in this
respect is undoubtedly the mitral stenosis producing as it 
hoes a constant high pressure in the left auricle.
Relative to its capacity for work the left auricle has more 
0^ do than any other part of the heart. This strain on 
its physiological resources expose it to the action of 
toxic agencies which may be in the blood. It is a 
well-recognised, fact that when metabolism or oxygenation 
is extremely active in a part of the body, the tissue in 
that part is more liable to become the seat of toxic 
(Regeneration; this relation of exhaustion to degeneration 
has/
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has been proved by Edinger in certain affections of the 
nervous system, and it is highly probable that in mitral 
disease there is a special tendency to muscular degenerat­
ion of the left auricle on account of the excessive work 
it has to perform. It should be noted that although these 
four oases of mitral disease were of rheumatic origin there 
was no evidence that the degeneration of the auricular 
muscle was also due to the rheumatic toxine; at any rate, 
there were no rheumatic nodules such as have been described 
by Asohoff and Geipfel. (ii) In addition to the effect 
of strain and excessive work, the nutritional factor may 
have played, an important part in the auricular degeneration 
Attention has already been called to the peculiar circum­
stances under which the cardiac muscle receives its blood 
supply. It has been pointed out that during systole the 
blood reached no further than the larger branches of the 
coronary arteries; and that it was during diastole that 
hhe blood was sucked out of the aorta into the capillary 
ïietwork in the cardiac muscle. It is obvious then that 
two conditions at least must exist to ensure a thorough 
distribution of blood in the heart walls . There must be 
 ^bigh pressure in the aortq, during diastole, and the 
diastolic period must be sufficiently long to allow the 
tlood to percolate through the capillaries . In three
out/
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out of the four oases aortio inoompetenoe was present, 
so that one of these conditions of efficient nutrition 
was absent in three cases. In every case the heart beat 
was rapid; small systoles occup^^ the diastolic periods 
so that at times proper relaxation of the ventricles was 
prevented by the rapidity of the heart beat. In addition 
to this the chordae tendinae were shortened in every case, 
so that complete relaxation of the ventricles was 
meohanioally impossible. For these reasons it is obvious 
that the circulation of the blood through the heart itself 
was impeded, and the defective nutrition in the left 
auricula combined with excess of work cannot but have had 
a deleterious effect on the muscle. (iii) It is impossible 
to say whether nervous affection contributed to the 
degeneration of the auricular muscle. In one case, as we 
have seen, there was unequivocal evidence of extensive 
degeneration of the ganglion cells in the posterior 
%icular walls. In this case there was an adhesive 
pericarditis, and it is almost certain that when there is 
^ extensive pericarditis the nerve cells beneath the 
pericardium in the posterior auricular walls must, in some 
distances, be involved ih the process. It would be an 
^^ Portant matter to ascertain generally to what extent 
b^ese oases of mitral stenosis with prolonged auricular 
fibrillation/
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fibrillation, are also the subjects of pericarditis. The 
histological difficulties attending the examination of 
nervous structure in the heart are great,' and to these 
difficulties are added the choatic condition of such 
knowledge as we possess on the source and function of 
these structures. (iv) While it must be recognised, as 
has been pointed out, that there is little or no evidence 
of inflammatory myocarditis in the general musculature 
of these hearts to account for the weakness and irregularity; 
there is in the ventricular muscle, and more especially in 
the papillary muscles and ventricular walls at the bases 
of the papillary muscles in almost every case some degree 
of fibrosis. This fibrosis is not of inflammatory origin, 
but it is to be referred to the inefficient character of 
the coronary circulation which has just been explained.
If, for example, the blood supply to the posterior papillary 
muscles and the ventricular wall to which they are attached 
be considered, it will be seen that the course of the artery 
of supply is a very circuitous one. The main supply to 
fbe muscles may come from either the right or the left 
coronary. In either case the artery wends its way round 
■the auriculo-ventricular sulcus, then down towards the apex 
fo the base of the papillary muscles, it must then turn 
again upwards in the papillary muscles towards the base of 
tbe heart to the attachments of the chordae tendinae to 
these/
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these muscles. It will be readily seen that any inter­
ference with a moderately slow and orderly contraction 
and relaxation of the heart wall, will tend to leave the 
musole supplied by the terminals of the arteries in a state 
of deficient nutrition, and it is this which accounts for 
the fibrosis in these parts. The so-called fibrosis does 
not always consist of fibrous tissue ; in almost every case 
the skeletal remains of muscle fibres can be made out, 
and it is perfectly obvious that the pigmentation in these 
areas is for the most part, the pigmentary remains of the 
substance at the poles of the nuclei of degenerate muscle, 
and not the result of blood destruction as is generally 
supposed. (Fig. 56 ). What then is the significance of 
this fibrosis for the interpretation of cardiac weakness?
Its extent in itself is not in most cases sufficient to 
aoGount for muscular inefficiency in these cases. It is 
rather to be regarded as the evidence of a malnutrition 
which must affect the whole heart, but it is only mani­
fested as an anatomical degeneration in those parts which, 
from their situation, suffer# most. (v.) Another factor 
which contributes to the fibrillation is the venous stasis 
the right auricle and in the auricular muscle. The 
I^gh pressure in both auricles must exercise an exhausting 
r^fluenoe on the muscle, but what is more particularly 
referred to here, is the probability that the venous blood 
plays/
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plays a part, in the incidence of the fibrillation.
Leonard Hill has pointed out that ligation of the coronary 
veins in the dog may produce auricular fibrillation. Al­
though in chronic heart disease due to mitral stenosis, 
the stasis in the veins is never complete, still it must 
be the case that the venous return is impeded largely by 
two factors; firstly, by the high pressure in the right 
auriclejSI, and secondly, by the fact that the auricles 
themselves, once they have commenced to fibrillate, cease
to contribute to the onward flow of the blood by their 
%
periodic contraction^ and relaxation.
These considerations then, bear out the contention 
that a multiplicity of factors is concerned in the pre­
disposition to auricular fibrillation. In some cases one 
lîind of influence may predominate and, in other cases 
another kind. It is unlikely that in clinical cases the 
phenomenon is ever due to a single intervening agency.
If we exclude the cases of acute poisoning; even here the 
determining agency of poison cannot be regarded as an 
isolated factor, except in a very arbitrary sense, because 
in the last resort a combination of factors must contri­
bute to any phenomenon pathological or physiological in 
bhe living organism.
A final question arises as to whether or how the end- 
plates may participate in the production of this form of
irregularity/
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irregularity. It may be taken as settled that the con­
dition occurs without any demonstrable anatomical lesion 
of the end-plates . But if we were correct in our inter­
pretation of the functions of these organs, if they con­
stitute the mechanisms which regulate the sequence of . 
events, what are the influences which play upon them to 
disturb their control over the cardiac movements?
The movements of the heart in these cases consist
(1) in a complete cessation of auricular systoles and
(2) in an absolute irregularity of ventricular systoles.
The factors which were found to affect the auricles, 
mnder the influence of the sino-auricular end-plate 
impotent, even although the anatomical and functional 
characters of these structures be perfectly normal. Its 
impressions on distended and diseased auricles are in­
effectual . With regard to the ventricles, it has been 
pointed out by Lewis that the ventricular effects on the 
electro-cardiogram in these cases suggest that the 
h’i’egular contractions are supra-ventridular in origin, or 
that they arise from the node of the auriculo-ventricular 
end-plate. They must in that case, be influenced by 
stimuli, which originate above the main buhdle of the 
Gnd-piate, because if they originated in the main bundle
n^d were not affected by influences above the main bundle
the ventricular contractions would be slow and regular 
a^ /
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as they are in oases of complete dissociation due to 
experimental or pathological severance of the main bundle.
It has been suggested that the rapidity and irregularity 
of the ventricular beat is due to the fact that the 
fibrillating auricles are incessantly sending small 
irregular stimuli into the auriculo-ventri cular node, that 
a process of 'continual tapping on the node' is going on 
(Cushny, Lewis), and that, as a result of this, the 
ventricles respond in a rapid and irregular fashion.
While not denying the possibility of this explanation 
being correct, - I regard it as highly improbable. This 
explanation presupposes that all the impulses to 
ventricular contraction originate either in the sino- 
anricular end-plate or rather in ectopic impulses in the 
auricular muscle. But in our analysis of the functions 
of the two end-plates we saw that there was good reason to 
believe that the co-ordination of auricular and ventricular 
contraction depended on a balance of the activities of the 
twp end-plates through their nervous supply. We saw, for 
example, in Laslett's case of sinus bradycardia (p ./f6 ), that 
Interference with the sino-auri cular nerve supply produced 
^ irregularity in the ventricular contractions due to 
Premature contractions. The suggestion that is here 
advanced is that the irregular irregularity of the ventricular
contractions in auricular fibrillation is possibly due to
a/
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a oombination of contractions of normal origin with 
interpolated premature contractions arising high up in 
the node or main bundle of the auriculo-ventricular end- 
plate. The influence of the fibrillation is indirect and 
not direct. In other words, the balance between the 
two end-plates has been disturbed by the fact that the 
sino-auricular organ fails to exert its influence on the 
auricles, and the ventricular tissue is the victim of 
this disturbance of balance. If the auricles fail to 
contract an ataxy of the ventricles is produced, just as 
the efficiency of flexor contraction is prejudiced by 
abnormal action or paralysis of the corresponding extensor 
muscles; it is not meant that the auricles and ventricles 
stand to each other in the relation of extensors to^ylexors; 
but their co-ordinate contraction is controlled by mutually 
dependant end-plates, and inefficiency on part of the one 
will be reflected in abnormal action on part of the other,
Of great significance in support of this contention is the 
9^-ot that fibrillation may be temporarily arrested, and a 
'formal rhythm restored by stimulation of the extra-cardial 
®^^ ves . No attempt has been made to give an exhaustive 
account of the clinical history or post-mortem findings
these cases. Only such facts as pertain to the question
issue, have been mentioned. A very detailed examination 
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was made of all the pathological hearts examined. As a 
matter of routine, the following parts were examined in 
every case:- (1) The two end-plates in serial sections; 
the whole of the sino-auricular end-plate, and the node, 
main stem, and commencement of the two subdivisions of 
the auriculo-ventricular end-plate being examined.
(2) Two blocks from papillary muscles, and four blocks 
from ventricular walls. (3) Six blocks from the left 
auricle, and two blocks from the right auricle . (4)
Blocks from the posterior inter-auricular sulcus and septum 
were cut serially to examine the ganglion masses, and large 
nerve trunks. (5) Blocks from the wall of the superior 
oava, and from the auriculo-ventricular sulcus at the lower 
posterior border of the left auricle were also examined for 
their content in nervous structures .
The object of this thesis, has been, not so much the 
attempt to explain the anatomical basis of cardiac irre­
gularity, as to indicate a point of view and a method by which 
such oases should be examined.
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